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**Processional**
School of Music Band
Professor Michael Leckrone, MM

_The audience is requested to rise as the procession of officials enters._

**National Anthem**
Performed by Wesley Dunnagan
DMA, Vocal Performance ’19

**Welcome and Introduction of Official Party**
Provost Sarah C. Mangelsdorf, PhD

**Welcome from the Chancellor**
Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank, PhD

**Welcome from UW System Board of Regents**
Regent President John R. Behling, JD

**Conferral of Honorary Degrees**
Candidates presented by
Professor Leann M. Tigges, PhD
Chair, Committee on Honorary Degrees

Thomas D. Brock
Honorary Doctor of Science
_**Escorted by Thomas Givnish, PhD, Henry Allan Gleason Professor of Botany and Environmental Studies**_

Steven H. Miller
Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
_**Escorted by Susan C. Cook, Pamela O. Hamel Director of the Mead Witter School of Music**_

**Musical Interlude**
“Songs to Thee Wisconsin”
School of Music Band
Arranged by Professor Michael Leckrone, MM

**Celebrating 150 Years of Women Receiving Degrees at UW**
Cora Marrett, PhD

**Conferral of Academic Degrees**
Doctor of Philosophy
Doctor of Musical Arts
Master of Fine Arts
_**Dean William J. Karpus, PhD**_

Doctor of Medicine
Doctor of Physical Therapy
Master of Genetic Counselor Studies
Master of Physician Assistant Studies
Master of Public Health
_**Dean Robert N. Golden, MD**_

Doctor of Occupational Therapy
_**Dean Diana Hess, PhD**_

Doctor of Audiology
_**Dean Karl Scholz, PhD**_

Doctor of Nursing Practice
_**Dean Linda D. Scott, PhD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN**_

Doctor of Pharmacy
_**Dean Steven M. Swanson, PhD**_

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Master of Science–Comparative Biomedical Sciences
_**Dean Mark D. Markel, DVM, PhD**_

**Closing Remarks**
Chancellor Rebecca M. Blank

**Varsity**
Varsity! Varsity! U rah rah! Wisconsin,
Praise to thee we sing!
Praise to thee our Alma Mater,
U rah rah! Wisconsin!

**Recessional**
_Please remain seated until officials have left the stage._

_Please note: Professional photographers will be taking individual photographs of candidates as they receive their diploma folders and as they exit the stage. Parents and friends should not try to gain access to the stage or to the candidate seating area to take photographs before or during the ceremony._

#uwgrad

Badgers are social creatures. Share your 2019 Spring Commencement memories with #uwgrad
Rebecca M. Blank became chancellor of the University of Wisconsin–Madison in July 2013. Since then, she has presided over a major effort to expand and improve educational opportunities, both inside and outside of the classroom, to better prepare students to succeed in a rapidly changing economy. At the same time, she has worked to maintain the university’s position as a global leader in innovation and research and has emphasized the role of the university in nurturing entrepreneurship and driving economic development.

Blank is an internationally respected economist who has also spent time in Washington, DC, working in three different administrations. Most recently, she served as Deputy Secretary and Acting Secretary of the US Department of Commerce under President Obama.

She also brings strong academic credentials to the position of chancellor. She served as dean and professor of public policy and economics in the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan from 1999 to 2008. In her role as dean, she launched such innovations as interdisciplinary graduate programs and an undergraduate public policy major. Earlier in her career, she was a member of the faculty at Northwestern University and Princeton University.

A native Midwesterner, Blank earned an undergraduate degree in economics from the University of Minnesota and a doctoral degree in economics from MIT.

In 2015, Blank was awarded the Daniel Patrick Moynihan Prize by the American Academy of Political and Social Science. The prize honors individuals who use sound analysis and social science research to inform public policy while also contributing to the public discourse on society’s most pressing issues.

Blank is a frequent speaker on the importance of public research universities. She has been part of a vital national conversation about how to keep these institutions financially stable and thriving.

Her leadership has reinforced UW–Madison’s position as one of the world’s top 25 universities—a center for education, discovery, and research, committed to sharing knowledge and innovation that improves lives in Wisconsin and around the globe.
Sarah C. Mangelsdorf is the provost and vice chancellor for academic affairs at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. She began serving as provost in August 2014. She will be leaving Madison in June to become the next president of the University of Rochester (Rochester, NY).

Mangelsdorf came to Madison after serving six years as the dean of the Judd A. and Marjorie Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences at Northwestern University, where she was also a member of the Department of Psychology. Prior to Northwestern, Mangelsdorf served from 2004 to 2008 as the Henry E. Preble Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign—the first woman to hold that position. She joined the University of Illinois Department of Psychology in 1991 and served as associate provost from 2001 to 2003 and head of the psychology department from 2003 to 2004. She previously served four years as an assistant professor of psychology at the University of Michigan.

Mangelsdorf’s scholarship focuses on social and emotional development in infancy and early childhood, and she is the author of numerous articles in developmental psychology. At the University of Illinois, she was honored several times for her teaching. She won the Mabel Hohenboken Teaching Award in 1997 and the William Prokasy Teaching Award, the college’s highest award for teaching, in 1998.

She has served on the editorial boards of five academic journals, chaired the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) Arts & Sciences Deans Group, and she currently serves as a trustee of the Erikson Institute in Chicago, and on the Executive Committee of the Council of Academic Affairs at the Association of Public and Land Grant Universities (APLU).

Mangelsdorf earned her undergraduate degree in psychology from Oberlin College in Ohio and her doctoral degree in child psychology from the University of Minnesota. In 2012, she received the Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award from the College of Education and Human Development at the University of Minnesota, and in 2013 she was named a fellow in the American Psychological Association (APA).
Pioneering scientist Thomas Brock, the E.B. Fred Professor of Natural Sciences Emeritus at UW–Madison, helped usher in modern molecular biology. Now, in his post-retirement work, he is promoting biodiversity and ecological conservation in innovative and important ways.

While a professor at Indiana University in the 1960s, Brock discovered the extreme thermophile *Thermus aquaticus* thriving in a hot spring at Yellowstone National Park. The discovery debunked a key piece of conventional wisdom in biology—that life could not exist past about 158 degrees Fahrenheit—and led to the creation of an entirely new field, extremophile biology. In 1967 and 1969, he published two defining papers on the new bacterium, in *Science* and the *Journal of Bacteriology*.

The bacteria’s heat-resistant DNA replicating machinery, Taq polymerase, was turned into a bedrock of modern molecular biology called polymerase chain reaction. Subsequent studies in the field have challenged assumptions about the nature and resilience of life and led to innumerable advances in molecular biology, DNA sequencing, medical research, clinical testing, and the reconstruction of evolution. These discoveries changed the understanding of the environmental limits for life—not just on Earth, but elsewhere in the universe.

Brock wrote the classic text *Principles of Microbial Ecology*, published in 1966. In 1971, with substantial support from the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF), he joined the faculty of UW–Madison. He continued his groundbreaking research on microbes, now with Lake Mendota as a laboratory.

His retirement in 1990 initiated a new focus. With his wife, Kathie, also a microbiologist, he has advanced the conservation and restoration of a Midwestern oak savanna, one of the most characteristic—and endangered—ecosystems of the central United States. The couple’s Pleasant Valley Conservancy property near Black Earth, Wisconsin, has become a model for land managers and a training ground for the next generation of restoration ecologists.

In recognition of his contributions to science and society both before and after his career at UW–Madison, Brock is being awarded an honorary doctorate of science.
HONORARY DEGREE

Steven H. Miller

As the lead guitarist and vocalist of the Steve Miller Band, Milwaukee-born musician and songwriter Steve Miller has entertained, inspired, and furthered the reach of traditional blues and rock ‘n’ roll music for decades.

Miller’s songs are among the most recognizable in music history, including “Fly Like an Eagle,” “The Joker,” “Jet Airliner,” and “Swingtown,” a staple at Badger sports games. The Steve Miller Band’s “Greatest Hits: 1974–78” is No. 35 on the list of the Top 100 best-selling albums of all time, according to the Recording Industry Association of America. “Abracadabra” is on Billboard’s list of the Top 100 singles of all time.

In the early 1960s, Miller spent seven semesters at UW–Madison as a comparative literature major, including a year abroad at the University of Copenhagen. While on campus, he created the Ardells and performed with the Knightrances, bands that played local clubs and parties.

Just shy of graduating, Miller moved to Chicago and began playing with legendary bluesmen Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy Waters, and James Cotton. In late 1966, he moved to San Francisco and started the Steve Miller Band—the beginning of his professional music career. In 2016, he was inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. The Steve Miller Band continues to tour to sold-out crowds.

Outside of performing, Miller is a philanthropist and teacher known for his early and forceful advocacy of artists being paid fairly and retaining their musical intellectual property rights. He routinely shares his knowledge of the music industry with new generations of musicians, exemplifying the Wisconsin Idea. He serves on the visiting committee of the Department of Musical Instruments at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and on the Board of Directors of Jazz at Lincoln Center.

Miller returned most recently to UW–Madison in October 2017 for a sold-out homecoming show at the Wisconsin Union Theater. Proceeds benefited the Chancellor’s Scholarship Fund. During the visit, he served as guest conductor of the Wisconsin Marching Band and met with students for an interactive colloquium on careers in music.
John Robert Behling is the first Board of Regents president from the Chippewa Valley area, where he is an attorney with the Eau Claire law firm Weld Riley, S.C. He serves as the firm’s vice president and chairs its government and administrative law practice.

Behling previously worked as an aide to Wisconsin Governor Tommy Thompson in both Washington, D.C., and Madison, serving as the governor’s policy advisor on labor, employment, and regulatory issues. He also served in the state’s Department of Commerce.

Behling is a member of the Eau Claire Chamber of Commerce. His previous board service includes the Sacred Heart Hospital Foundation; Angel on My Shoulder, a statewide cancer support foundation; the Wisconsin 4-H Foundation Board; the Wisconsin Equal Justice Fund; the Northwest Passage Foundation; and the Wisconsin State Fair Park Youth Foundation.

Behling graduated from the University of Wisconsin–River Falls with a bachelor’s degree in political science and economics. He received his law degree from the University of Wisconsin Law School.

He was appointed and unanimously confirmed by the Wisconsin Senate to a position on the University of Wisconsin System Board of Regents in 2012. He was unanimously elected vice president of the Board of Regents in 2015 and 2016 and unanimously elected as president in 2017 and 2018.
Cora Marrett grew up in segregated Kenbridge, Virginia, as the twelfth child of parents with sixth-grade educations. Despite their limited formal education, they always encouraged her to learn.

Throughout her career, Marrett has worked to make science more inclusive using social science research to identify institutional conditions that promote inclusion and success for people from underrepresented backgrounds. She seeks to uncover the best educational strategies for teaching science in ways that inspire new generations of scientists. She stresses that inclusive science is better science, as it draws on and nurtures the talent of people from all backgrounds.

Marrett holds a bachelor’s degree from Virginia Union University and a master’s degree and a doctorate from UW–Madison, all in sociology. She held faculty positions at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Western Michigan University before returning to UW–Madison as a faculty member in 1974. From 1992 to 1996, she was an assistant director at the National Science Foundation (NSF), where she led the newly formed Directorate for Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences.

In 1997, Marrett moved to the University of Massachusetts Amherst as provost, senior vice chancellor of academic affairs, and professor of sociology and Afro-American studies. From 2001 to 2007, Marrett was the University of Wisconsin System’s senior vice president for academic affairs. In 2007, she was hired once again as an NSF assistant director, which led to the job of acting director in 2010 and deputy director in 2011.

While at UW–Madison, she was regarded as a stellar teacher and mentor. She had appointments in sociology and Afro-American studies and was affiliated with the Energy Analysis and Policy program and the Wisconsin Center for Education Research.

In 2012, she was recognized by the Wisconsin Alumni Association with a Distinguished Alumni Award. In 2017, UW–Madison awarded Marrett an honorary degree for a career of extraordinary accomplishment.
Like many young people away at college, Clara Bewick sought to reassure her family that she was doing just fine.

“Let me say, for the 50th time, ‘Do not, under any circumstances, worry about me,’” she wrote in a letter home.

If her family members were a bit jittery, they can be forgiven. Bewick was writing in 1867 from the campus of the University of Wisconsin, which only recently had begun enrolling women.

Two years later, Bewick would be among the first class of six women at the university to graduate with bachelor’s degrees. Her classmates selected her valedictorian.

It was a prescient choice. Bewick would go on to become a prominent journalist, a tireless women’s rights advocate, and a suffragist of national renown. Her accomplishments and influence would do much to advance the cause of women in higher education.

Bewick impressed people from a young age. Born in England and raised on a modest farm near Windsor, Wisconsin, she was studious and bright, known for memorizing long literary passages.

As a teenager, she began teaching in a Dane County school. At 19, she entered UW. Her letters and diary entries suggest a college student enjoying campus life and appreciating the opportunities before her.

Her commencement address from 1869 brims with gratitude for the UW community. She addresses the historic nature of the moment only briefly while acknowledging the presence of the Board of Regents.

“We thank you, gentlemen, that through your efforts, we graduate today from a regularly organized female college. We thank you for your recognition of woman’s wants and woman’s capabilities.”

Bewick spent the next few years teaching Latin and history to female students at UW while taking graduate-level classes in French, Greek, and chemistry. Alas, her time at UW ended in 1870 over a compensation dispute. She felt strongly that her experience and her performance as an instructor the prior year entitled her to a raise.

“She took a bit of a stand but probably misjudged her negotiating position,” says John Holliday, of Gold Coast, Australia, a second cousin twice-removed of Bewick’s who is researching a book on her life.

“They said no and told her she must decide whether to stay or resign. She resigned.”

The following year, she married Leonard Wright Colby, a UW law graduate, and became known professionally as Clara Bewick Colby.

The couple soon moved to Beatrice, Nebraska, where Leonard set up a thriving law practice and Clara began the professional and civic-minded endeavors that would define the rest of her life.

She established the Beatrice Public Library, served as principal of the school district, and helped form the Nebraska Woman Suffrage Association, serving as its president for 13 years.

A prolific writer and speaker, she founded, in 1883, The Woman’s Tribune, considered for several years the voice of the American
suffrage movement. She published the Tribune for 26 years, largely by herself and on a shoestring budget. It was the second-longest-running woman suffrage paper in the U.S.

In 1916, while crossing the U.S., Bewick Colby developed a cold that turned into pneumonia. She died that year at age 70. Four years later, the 19th Amendment gave women the vote.

Bewick Colby is not as well-known as other suffragists for a variety of reasons, including her approach to suffrage work, says Kristin Mapel Bloomberg, a professor of women’s studies at Hamline University who is writing a book on Bewick Colby.

“She had that Wisconsin pioneer work ethic,” Mapel Bloomberg says. “She always saw herself as someone who did the hard work behind the scenes without needing to get a lot of individual credit.”

In her commencement speech at UW, Bewick Colby told her fellow graduates that solemn responsibilities awaited them. She urged them to look at the past lovingly but not regretfully.

“A broader and nobler life lies before us,” she said. “Let us hasten to make it our own.”

A longer version of this story, as well as profiles of other prominent UW–Madison women in history, can be found at wisc.edu/women.

---

1863 • First women admitted in the Normal School, sparked by the university losing much of its male population during the Civil War.

1867 • To satisfy President Paul Chadbourne's anti-coeducation views, the Normal Department is abolished and replaced by the separate Female College.

1869 • First bachelor's degrees awarded to women.

1871 • Ladies Hall constructed to house the Wisconsin Female College as a place for women to live and study.

1874 • Women receive full coeducational status, sharing classes with men. The Female College closes. Ladies Hall becomes a women’s dormitory.

1901 • Ladies Hall is renamed Chadbourne Hall by President Birge. “President Chadbourne secured the appropriation for the building,” Birge said. “I thought it was only fair that Dr. Chadbourne's contumacy regarding coeducation should be punished by attaching his name to a building which turned out [to be] one of the main supports of coeducation.”

1918 • Mabel Watson Rainey is believed to be the first African-American woman graduate, earning a degree in English. In 1927, she becomes the first African-American woman to practice law in Wisconsin.

1926 • Emily Hahn is the first woman to earn an engineering degree.

1951 • Vel Phillips is the first African-American woman to graduate from the Law School.

1959 • Former student Lorraine Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sun premiers on Broadway. Hansberry is the first African-American woman to have a play produced on Broadway.

1965 • Sister Mary Kenneth Keller becomes the first American to earn a PhD in computer science.

1966 • The National Organization for Women, launched by Professor Kathryn Clarenbach and Betty Friedan, is first housed in Clarenbach’s faculty office.

1974 • The Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Program is created following the passage of Title IX in 1972, with a budget of $118,000 for 11 sports.

1975 • The Women’s Studies Program is founded. In 1980, it becomes the Department of Gender & Women's Studies.

1980 • Gerda Lerner establishes the nation’s first PhD program in women's history.

1988 • Donna Shalala becomes the first female chancellor and also the first woman to lead a Big Ten school.

1992 • The LGBT Center opens on campus. It is now known as the Gender and Sexuality Campus Center.

1993 • Ada Deer is appointed head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs by President Bill Clinton. She is the first woman to fill the role and helps set policy for more than 550 federally recognized tribes. She is also the first member of the Menominee Nation to graduate from UW–Madison, receiving her bachelor's in social work in 1957, and the first Native American woman to run for Congress in Wisconsin, in 1992.

2016 • Police Chief Sue Riesling retires after 25 years. She was the first woman and youngest person to head a Big Ten university police force.

2019 • About 4,500 women graduate from UW–Madison, marking the 150th anniversary of the first graduating class of six women.
The University of Wisconsin–Madison

The University of Wisconsin–Madison and its alumni have a rich tradition of national and international leadership in teaching, research, entrepreneurship, and public service. We regularly rank near the top in research dollars and are rated among the strongest in the world in international reputation. And, as any visitor can readily attest, our beautiful lakeshore campus is considered to be among the nation’s most picturesque.

This university has existed for as long as Wisconsin has been a state, tracing its roots to a clause in the Constitution of the State of Wisconsin decreeing that the young state should have a prominent public university. In 1848, legislators passed a bill that formally created the University of Wisconsin. Its first class, with 17 students, met in Madison on February 5, 1849.

From these humble beginnings, the university has grown into a large, diverse community with more than 44,000 students representing every county in Wisconsin, 50 states, and 127 countries.

Across campus, the words “sifting and winnowing” often appear when describing UW–Madison’s intellectual life. They date back to an 1894 Board of Regents statement on academic freedom:

Whatever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere, we believe that the great state University of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.

Inspired by this spirit, scholarly inquiry has fed a steady stream of discoveries. From vitamins, agricultural techniques and wildlife ecology to stem cells, biofuels and economic well-being, the university continues to foster ideas and research that change lives.

UW–Madison is the oldest and largest campus in the University of Wisconsin System. Its mission is to provide “a learning environment in which faculty, staff, and students can discover, examine critically, preserve and transmit the knowledge, wisdom, and values that will help ensure the survival of this and future generations and improve the quality of life for all.”

The university strives to achieve these ends through the continual advancement of its teaching, research, and public service programs. Throughout its history, the university has sought to bring the power of learning into students’ daily lives through innovations such as residential learning communities and service learning courses.

We are motivated by the “Wisconsin Idea”—articulated a century ago as the principle that the university’s influence should benefit everyone in the state. Today, this principle has expanded to a global scale. The Wisconsin Idea continues to permeate everything we do, helping to forge close partnerships between faculty, staff and students, and people, communities, and industries around the world.

Program Notes

The school and college flags used in today’s ceremony were commissioned for Commencement by Chancellor Rebecca Blank. They are used in this and other similar ceremonies, including the Chancellor’s Convocation for incoming students—the complementary celebration to Commencement that begins students’ university careers.

The flags’ background wave design reflects the university’s location along Lake Mendota. Colors on each flag reflect the traditional academic colors for the courses of study within each school or college. The Graduate School, School of Education, and College of Letters & Science are multicolored, representing their varied disciplines. Flags also feature the year in which each school or college was founded, from 1848 for the Law School and School of Medicine and Public Health (authorized in the charter for the newly created university) to 1983 for the School of Veterinary Medicine.

Flag bearers in the opening procession were selected by the dean of each school and college to represent their fellow students:

Graduate School
Emily Parrott
PhD, Human Ecology

School of Education
Ann E. Millard
OTD

School of Medicine and Public Health
Sarah Christine Larson
MD

School of Nursing
Jillian Marie Bodden
DNP

School of Pharmacy
Brock James Dantuma
PharmD

School of Veterinary Medicine
Morgan Randall
DVM
Academic Attire

Gowns
Gowns represent the three principal levels of academic achievement. The bachelor’s gown, symbolizing the first degree, is made of black material and has a closed front and long, pointed, open sleeves. Master’s candidates wear a black gown with a closed front and long, closed sleeves. The gown worn by doctoral candidates has an open front with bell-shaped sleeves. Doctoral gowns are further embellished with velvet trim in the form of crossbars on the sleeves. In spring 2017, the gown designs were updated to include the University of Wisconsin–Madison colors and crest logo, providing both a pop of red among the traditional sea of black and an additional display of UW spirit that’s recognizable to all.

Hoods
Academic hoods are used as a further means of identifying the level of degree attainment. The bachelor’s hood, worn only by those who have previously received a baccalaureate degree, is rather short with a narrow velvet edging the color of the appropriate discipline and a lining in the color of the institution—cardinal at Wisconsin. The master’s hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging and exposes more of the lining. Doctoral hoods have the widest velvet edging and expose all of the lining. Doctoral hoods have the widest velvet edging, wide panels at either side, greater length, and a fully exposed lining.

Caps and Tassels
Candidates for the bachelor’s degree wear the black mortarboard cap with tassels of their course color. The tassel is worn on the right side until the formal conferral of the degree. At that time, the tassel is moved from the right to the left side. Candidates for the Law JD and SJD degrees wear an 8-sided black tam with a gold tassel. Candidates for all advanced degrees wear black mortarboard caps with black tassels on the left side. Some holders of degrees from other countries or institutions wear special hats which are distinctive to their degree. Graduates displaying the red and white philanthropy cord have chosen to make a financial gift commitment of support to the university.

Honors
Bachelor’s degree candidates with distinctive scholastic achievement wear cardinal stoles over the fronts of their gowns. Bachelor’s degree candidates participating in an honors program wear white stoles with cardinal bars.

Academic Colors
Graduate and Professional Hoods
Doctor of Audiology: Green
Doctor of Juridical Science: Purple
Juris Doctor (Doctor of Law): Purple
Doctor of Medicine: Green
Doctor of Musical Arts: Pink
Doctor of Nursing Practice: Apricot
Doctor of Occupational Therapy: Apricot
Doctor of Pharmacy: Olive
Doctor of Philosophy: Blue
Doctor of Physical Therapy: Green
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine: Gray
Master of Accountancy: Sapphire
Master of Arts: White
Master of Business Administration: Sapphire
Master of Engineering: Orange
Master of Fine Arts: Brown
Master of International Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Laws: Purple
Master of Laws–Legal Institutions: Purple
Master of Music: Pink
Master of Physician Assistant Studies: Green
Master of Professional French Studies: White
Master of Public Affairs: Teal
Master of Public Health: Salmon Pink
Master of Science: Yellow
Master of Science–Business: Sapphire
Master of Science–Engineering: Orange
Master of Social Work: Citron

Undergraduate Degree Tassels
College of Letters & Science
Applied Mathematics, Engineering and Physics: Yellow
Arts (including Humanities, Letters): White
Chemistry, Science: Golden Yellow
Journalism: Crimson
Landscape Architecture: Blue Purple
Music: Pink
Social Work: Citron
College of Engineering
Orange
College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
Maize
School of Education
Art, Art Education, Fine Arts, Theatre and Drama: Brown
Dance, Kinesiology, Physical Education: Sage Green
Athletic Training, Education, Rehabilitation Psychology: Light Blue
School of Business
Sapphire
School of Pharmacy
Olive
School of Nursing
Apricot
School of Human Ecology
Maroon
Honorary Degrees

Honorary degrees from UW–Madison recognize individuals with careers of extraordinary accomplishment. The Committee on Honorary Degrees looks to sustained and characteristic activity as its warrant: uncommonly meritorious activity exhibiting values that are esteemed by UW–Madison. Preference is given to those who are connected in some significant way to the state or the university.

Schools, colleges, and departments submit nominations to the Committee on Honorary Degrees, a central part in the process of awarding honorary degrees. The committee is composed of 28 members, including the chancellor and the UW System president or their designees. 16 members are selected by the faculty, four from each of the four faculty divisions of the university (arts and humanities, biological sciences, physical sciences, social sciences). The chancellor appoints 10 members from the faculty or the administration.

Finalists are submitted to the chancellor and the Board of Regents for review. Once approved, the Faculty Senate votes, with a three-fourths affirmative vote required for confirmation.

As a matter of policy, emeritus faculty members are not eligible for honorary degrees solely on the basis of their performance while at UW–Madison. The university cannot grant honorary degrees to those who have held elected office in the state in the past two years, nor to anyone employed by the University of Wisconsin within the past two years.
This list of graduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar and to the Graduate School as of March 29, 2019, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

Selection as an honors candidate indicates participation in the Honors Program in the student’s school or college.

**Doctor of Audiology**

Megan Annis  
Emily Christine Barquest  
Emily Jane Fisher  
Samantha Rose Hellmann  
Jamie Lee Herskovitz  
William Keener  
Christine Elaine McGuinty  
Sara Misurelli  
Samantha Sue Panning  
Chantal Van Ginkel  
Ruthie Gabrielle White  
Domonic A. Burke  
Hannah M. Clayshulte  
Corinne H. Coburn  
Catarina Anne Colon  
† Will McDonell Conley  
Jonathan Phillip Cook  
Victoria Shanice Crosby  
† Skylar R. Croy  
Britt Cudaback  
† Joseph R. Decker  
Kelly Del Ponte  
† Hannah Rose Densien  
Katelyn Kelsey Doyle  
Jaylin Sharod Durham  
† Rachel Lee Dykema  
Emily Anne Dykstra  
† Jasmin Elhindi  
Kierre Elvington  
Vincent Joseph Falcone  
† Logan Robert Fassbinder  
Michael Anthony Fioretti  
† Craig Fischer  
† Margaret Mullaney Fitzpatrick  
Patrick Franken  
† Ty Richard Gasparek  
Allison M. Gilley  
William Grau  
Ryan Gray  
† Andrew C. Gresik  
Andrew J. Gunderson  
Reza Hajisanei  
Luke K. Harrison  
† Rebecca Alexandra Hart  
Lydia May Hartlaub  
Kelly Lynn Hays  
Andrew J. Hermandorfer  
Samuel Robert Higgins  
Carl William Holstrom  
Emily Shada Hosseini  
Alex Charles Huber  
Samuel M. Hutchison  
Kelton N. Jenkins  
Daniela Alejandro Juarez  
† Erin Marie Kautz  
† Lindsey Rose Klarkowski  
Alexander H. Koritzinsky  
† Grace Cleo Kube  
† Garrett Kurtzwiel  
Heather Jungenun Lee  
† Maxted Michael Lenz  
Jacob Levine  
Benjamin Lockwood  
† Christopher B. Logel  
Noelle H. Long  
† Joe Theo Malone  
† Jennifer Martin  
Sara Elizabeth Matthews  
Jason R. Meehan  
† Andrew Michael Mlynczak  
Jacob T. Mohr  
Steven B. Nelson  
Matthew V. Nugent  
David Olson  
† Kole Edward Oswald  
Ethan Micah Padway  
† Elizabeth Broker Parisi  
Sydnie E. Parker  
Skye Perri Parr  
Victor Manuel Pelayez Ore  
Amanda E. Poznanski  
Anicka Siobhan Purath  
Jeffrey T. Raymond  
† Randal Richard Resch Jr.  
Christopher M. Restemayer  
Stephanie M. Rock  
Sophia Siskind Rogers  
Ashlee N. Rossler  
Arielle N. Rosvall  
Brandon Christopher Ruffalo  
Arjun Sawhney  
Jordan M. Schetle  
† Neal Adam Schlavensky  
† Niabi K. Schmaltz  
Daniel S. Schwartz  
Brandon M. Senger  
Naman Siad  
† Jake Simon  
Jacob Daniel Skebb  
Hilda Soto Romero  
Michael Riley Staskunas  
Rebecca Anne Steck  
† Melissa Stein  
David A. Stilin  
James Preston Stoa

**Doctor of Juridical Science**

Sung Pill Hwang  
Insil Kang  
Leo Wang  
Yujia Wei

**Doctor of Law (Juris Doctor)**

Mari H Abdo  
Jess D. Alanis  
Sandra Arciniega  
† Lucas David Arras  
Monique J. Arrington  
Vanessa Avila  
† Samuel D. Bach  
† Clifford D. Bartholomew  
† Andrew B. Benson  
Maxwell Bergner  
Beau M. Bettiga  
† Aaron Joshua Bibb  
Marco R. Bichanich  
Elizabeth Bizot  
Michael R. Blankenship  
Hannah L. Boeck  
Jillian Nora Bradbury  
Julianne Brock  
† Herschel Bashyevis Brodkey  
Maria Patrice Bucci

† Honors Candidate
† Alexander John Straka
† Emma J. Szczupakiewicz
Tyler John Tannis
Ricardo Tapia
Mai Chao Thao
Luke J. Thompson
Brett William Tobin
† Shannon M. Toole
Alex Homstad Trebatski
† Corey Jordan Triggs
Ryan C. Trimmer
† Heather Lauren Twitchell
† Charles Julian Urena
† Miles J. Walser
Julia T. Walsh
† Collin Stephen Weyers
† Catherine E. Wiese
Gya’ Bazwani Williams
Michael Stewart Windle
Brianna Cecile Zawada
† Charis Kaye Zimmick
Richard Stephan Zoellner

Doctor of Medicine

Evie Adams
Sekani Allen
Nicole Altman
Colleen Maura Andrews
Giselle Argento-Berrio
Kimberly Dyann Aut
Minbo Bai
Anna Kathryn Barker
Sam Bauer
Jordan David Bauman
Weeden Bauman
Benjamin Douglas Beduhn
Kevin Michael Beene
Ashok Bhattarai
Matthew Biller
Casey Ann Birsbach
Nicholas Edward Bohrer
Cassidy E. Bommer
Lindsey Rose Boyke
Claire Rosemary Brickson
McKenzie Bruce
Anthony Bui
Ryan Gabriel Bures
Alexander Burford
Diane Emma Bussan
Brianne Emily Caoyanan
Adriana Chou
Jenny Rae Christl
Jessica S. Chung

Spencer Carl Cleland
Natalie Guerrero Cofie
Jeanette Rae Comstock
Ellen Rose Conroy
Anna Culhane
Jen Damon
Preshita S. Date
Abbey F. DeBruin
Elise Margaret Dihlmann-Malzer
Garrett Donaldson
Melissa Katherine Drezdon
Tyler James Etheridge
Emma Grace Fenner
Nicole Jene Fennimore
Mary Kathleen Finta
Matthew Folstad
Kofi Badu Fosu
Michael Franczkak
Casey Eugene Freymiller
Julie Cate Friedman
Arian Cai Frost
Kevin Zachary Glamm
Bridget Kay Glomski
Evan RJ Goyette
Tyler Joseph Grunow
Matt Guerrieri
Manu Habibi
Jessica Lynn Hammes-Walker
Felicity Neige Rausch Harl
Calen Gene Hart
Danielle Hartwig
Mia Annalise Heiligenstein
Natalie Hemmerich
Brandon A. Hernandez
Kristin Anne Hildebrandt
Liz Hovel
Jennifer Huynh
Athavi Jeevananthan
Jordan Ray Johnson
Danny Jones
Matthew Kaholii Kui Kaili
Margaret Anne Kaiser
Michael William Kern
Qateeb Ahmed Khan
Spencer Jerome Klein
Miranda Kohli
Kimberly Ann Krautkramer
Brian Joseph Kroll
Jenna Krueger
Laura Lee Krueger
Jessica Annalice Kuxhouse
Stephanie Lakritz
Sarah Christine Larson
Dylan S. Lawrence
Bruce Lee
Cherline Lee
Matthew Lee
Warren Kenneth Linnerooth
Andrew Jordan Lowell
Jonathan Alexander Lubin
Katherine Lucarelli
Dylan Lukato
Rachael Lyerla
Will Davis Lyon
Maxwell James Machurick
Brittany McAdams
Laura Melissa McClung
Erin McGlynn
Elizabeth Meller
Colin Tolentino Millar
Jacquelyn Faith Mirr
Eric W. Moffet
Arezu Hajar Monawer
Brett Aaron Morris
Joseph Mueller
Weston Case Nadherny
Hailee Lynn Nelson
Thong Duc Nguyen
Thuy-Linh Nguyen
Jered Tae Nystrom
Brady Michael Olson
Samuel Edwin Partington
Priya Pathak
Katherine Pellino
Adam Yakuro Pfaller
Allan Quang Phan
Gina Phillips
Drew Daniel Porter
Elisa Trimmer Prebble
Amanda Katherine Price
Shahrose Rahman
Paloma Lucia Reinoso
Daniel Sungku Rim
Danielle Rodgers
Charles Thomas Rohrer
Eric Mitchell Rojo
Kevin Ian Rolnick
Rachel Rongstad
Maria Claudia Rozo
Max Rusek
Haley Ann Schoenberger
Willem Olson Schott
Christopher Scott
Aref Tarek Senno
Andrew Douglas Sheldon
Lauren Elizabeth Shuda
Nikita O. Shulzenko
Alissa Lee Small

† Honors Candidate
Margaret Elizabeth Smith
Joohee Son
Jonathan Allan Stefely
William Matthew Stewart
Joslyn Kelly Strebe
Annie Stumpf
Nadia Sweet
Cole Joseph Swiston
Sherry Tang
Tabitha Marie Tate
Dhanze Tenzin
Erin Marie Theisen
Lily Ann Thompson
Khanh Hien Thi Tran
Michael Eugene Turek
Donna Chidi Ugboaja
Andrew James Van Pay
Jason Robert Van Roo
Chinou Vang
Andrew Joseph Vegel
Iris Vuong
Gabrielle Eva Waclawik
Devin Walsh-Felz
Anne Marie Wannamaker
Jared M. Warczytowa
Michelle Deneen Watkinson
Blake Charles Weber
Sarah Elizabeth Weiss
Elizabeth Marie Williams
Zeeshan Akbar Yacoob
Amy Lirong Yan
Amy Winifred Zawacki
Holly Louise Zehfus
Ray Rui Zhang
Alexa R. Beversdorf
Jillian Marie Bodden
Emily Ann Downey
Angeline Amy Foster
Anna Carole Hormig
Abigail Jo Kleinschmidt
Natalie Anne Lang
Ashley A. Macy
Micah Caleb McClung
Joseph Miller
Andrew Mark O’Donnell
Eileen Whalen Partridge
Stephanie Lynn Reopelle
Mara Walsh Stewart
Jennifer Lynn Trott
Stephanie Ann Wanek
Jacqueline Therese Wirth
Nicholas Didier
Rachel E. Dietsche
Nhung Thi Hong Do
Amber Ducheny
Melissa Marie Durst
Jill Dworschack
Kelsey Lynn Eickstaedt
Theresa Emmerling
Kellyn Engstrom
Krista Erickson
Michael Fantl
Velislava Fatchikova
Belaynesh Dejene Feleke
Jennifer Marie Fleege
Emily Mary Fong
Meredith Lee Frey
Eric Friestrom
Karissa Leigh Fritsch
Christine Garmoe
Rachel Gibbons
Alexander William Gidal
Sheily Gonzalez Costales
Kallie Alison Grassinger
Cody Griffith
Jacob Haas
Tanya Haasbeek
Mebrahtu Hagos
Connor Hanson
John Harter
Andrew R. Heckel
Eric John Hesselbach
Bradley Hettich
Robert Hetue
Joseph Higgins
Lindsey Marie Hoff
Jee Hwan Hong
Maya Hubbard
Danielle Hendricks Hudson
Matthew Huppert
Marnie Janson
Collin Donald Jensen
Rachel Elizabeth Jenson
Beatriz Teresa Jimenez Cadilla
Leutrime Jusufi
Amanda Beth Karels
Boris Katicic
Bryan Mitchell Kazmer
Seok Yeong Kim
Sharon Kim
Sooyeon Tammy Kim
Yi Seul Kim
Taylor Noel Kitzke
Shane Kloppenburg
Michael Thomas Konietzko

Doctor of Musical Arts

Dafydd Ian Bevil
Mark Bridges
James Ross Duncan
Wesley S. Dunnagan
Ariel Garcia
Shun-jung Hsu
Leah Kang
Anne McAninch

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Tammi Albrecht
Sara Bannon

Doctor of Occupational Therapy

Julia Marie Colman
Ann Elizabeth Millard
Laura Olivia Schaffer

Doctor of Pharmacy

Joanna Adamski
Alanna Marie Ambrosius
Jordan Anderson
Timothy Antoniewicz
Allison Behrens
Bianca Bellissimo
Kate Jacki Berlin
Candace Bishop
Stephanie Marie Bishop
Jessica Ann Blatzer
Bianna Lacey Blume
Bevan Bruce Bowles
Cory Briggs
Noah Budi
Bianna Rosalie Cardinale
Lauren Alexandra Fontella Calkins-Cartledge
Sin Chan
Tina Cheng
Mark Cinquegrani
Mckinsey Kathryn Clark
Stephanie Jane Dalsing
Brock James Dantuma
Collin Dean

Sharon Kim
Sooyeon Tammy Kim
Yi Seul Kim
Taylor Noel Kitzke
Shane Kloppenburg
Michael Thomas Konietzko
Doctor of Philosophy

David Abel  
*Environment and Resources*

Deepa Deepta Acharya  
*Pharmaceutical Sciences*

Sowmya Acharya  
*Electrical Engineering*

Samuel Alberto Acuña  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Daniel Adams  
*Educational Psychology*

Suzan Iloglu Afacan  
*Industrial Engineering*

Anurag Agrawal  
*Chemistry*

Ahlam Hilal Al Hanai  
*Environmental Chemistry and Technology*

Brandon Alberts  
*Mathematics*

Yousef Alharbi  
*Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology*

Muhammad O. Al-Heizan  
*Kinesiology*

Abdalmajeed Hamad Albiriah  
*Special Education*

Kimberly Ann Amidzich  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Kathryn Gregory Anderson  
*Sociology*

Shannon Lu Roper Anderson  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Alexander Geoffrey Antolak  
*Medical Physics*

Maria Kay Arendt  
*Comparative Biomedical Sciences*

Preston Atwood  
*Classical and Ancient Near Eastern Studies*

David P. Azari  
*Industrial Engineering*

So Yeon Bae  
*History*

Megan Jo Bailon  
*Spanish*

Sarah Balgooyen  
*Environmental Chemistry and Technology*

Madelyn Rose Baltus Ball  
*Chemical Engineering*

Jeffrey Robert Ballard  
*Computer Sciences*

Claire Kathryn Barrett  
*Educational Psychology & Human Ecology*

Gwendolyn Baxley  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Natalie Keene Beach  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Madeleine Sara Beasley  
*Chemistry*

Richard Albert Becker  
*Geoscience*

Ryan Behrens  
*Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology*

Nicholas C. Benson  
*Communication Arts*

Matteo Billeri  
*Italian*

Meggan Woodbury Bilotte  
*History*

Claire Bjork  
*Environment and Resources*

Frederick Joseph Boehm III  
*Statistics*

Adam Lowell Bolton  
*Plant Breeding and Plant Genetics*

Phillip John Bonofiglo  
*Physics*

Kathryn E. Boonstra  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

Rachel Thayer Boothby  
*Geography*

Philip Jay Bostic  
*Curriculum and Instruction*

James Russell Bourbeau  
*Physics*

Dominique Corine Bourg Hacker  
*English*

Colin Boyle  
*Electrical Engineering*

Emily Braun  
*Curriculum and Instruction*
Angela Guarin Aristizabal  
Social Welfare

Peter Westley Guiden  
Zoology

Sarah Lucienne Guillot  
Chemistry

Bin Guo  
Geoscience

Diana Kamil Guzman Colon  
Wildlife Ecology

Chan Soo Ha  
Engineering Mechanics

Rachel Bencic Hamilton  
Psychology

Moataz S. Harb  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

M. Jodi Hare  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kathryn Elizabeth Hatchell  
Population Health

Lauren Lee Hawley  
English

Jun He  
Computer Sciences

Qing He  
Anthropology

Yuqi He  
Library and Information Studies

Ellen Elizabeth Hebden  
Music

Kyle Thomas Helzer  
Cancer Biology

Katerina Hilleke  
Chemistry

Daniel Austin Hinton  
Chemistry

Karli Rae Hochstatter  
Population Health

Brett Christian Hoffman  
Anthropology

Jason Hopper  
Anthropology

Konstantinos Ikaros Aristoteles Horaites  
Physics

Hassan M. Hossayrami  
Human Ecology

Diamond Alexis Howell  
Curriculum and Instruction

Emily Leahy Howell  
Environment and Resources

Jianchang Hu  
Statistics

Hang Huang  
Mathematics

Ceri Hughes  
Mass Communications

Anna Hundt Golden  
Spanish

Paul D. Hutchins  
Chemistry

Seong Jae Hwang  
Computer Sciences

Jon Syed Iftikar  
Curriculum and Instruction

Ryoko Imamura  
Mechanical Engineering

Karim Iskandar  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Rachel Pearle Jacobs  
Political Science

Victor Ariel Jaffett  
Chemistry

Youn Hee Jeong  
Urban and Regional Planning

Yihao Jiang  
Biophysics

Jiayang Jin  
Food Science

Yutong Jin  
Chemistry

Jillian Kailey Johnson  
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Keywan Alexander Johnson  
Chemistry

Gavin Merrill Jones  
Wildlife Ecology

Weneaka D. Jones  
Rehabilitation Counselor Education

Anna Jordan-Douglass  
Curriculum and Instruction

Minsoo Ju  
Chemistry

Hong Jin Jun  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Alexey Victorovich Kalinin  
Environment and Resources

Prathusha Kameswara Sarma  
Electrical Engineering

Hyo Jeong Kang  
Human Ecology

Gulpreet Kaur  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Caitlin Nicole Keller  
Chemistry

Luke Kersting  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Rachel Edith Kesselmayer  
Rehabilitation Counselor Education

Nadia N. Khan  
Cellular and Molecular Biology

Sid H. Khilawi  
Computer Sciences

Elizabetth Kiernan  
Neuroscience

Gueyon Kim  
Economics

Wooyoung Kim  
Economics

Yeoneung Kim  
Mathematics

Sandeepr Kindo  
Asian Languages and Cultures

Ross Stephen Kleiman  
Computer Sciences

Neil Anthony Klingensmith  
Electrical Engineering

Hans W. Klopp  
Soil Science

Ryan Patrick Knippel  
Engineering Mechanics

Lingxun Kong  
Chemical Engineering

Brittany Krekeler  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Alexandra M. Kriofske Mainella  
Rehabilitation Counselor Education

Siddarth Hari Krishna  
Chemical Engineering

Ankita Kumar  
Business

Hikaru Kumon  
Classical and Ancient Near Eastern Studies

Wan-chin Kuo  
Nursing

Dayana Kupisk  
Human Ecology

Minho Kwon  
Physics

Alexandra Marieta Lai  
Environmental Chemistry and Technology

Christopher Evan Lawson  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Dongho Lee  
Chemistry

Donghoon Lee  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Ho Jae Lee  
Chemical Engineering

Hyo Kyung Lee  
Industrial Engineering

Juhwan Lee  
Electrical Engineering

Seungyeol Lee  
Geoscience

Shang Chuan Lee  
Mechanical Engineering

Woong Kul Lee  
Electrical Engineering

Jamila L. Lee-Johnson  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Brian Thomas Leitzke  
Psychology
Amanda McMillan Lequieu
Sociology
Madalaine Reid L’Esperance
Human Ecology
Bao Li
Chemistry
Mao Li
Mathematics
Rui Li
Curriculum and Instruction
Shen Li
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Wenjie Li
Chemistry
Xin Li
Linguistics
Yuan Li
Statistics
Muxuan Liang
Statistics
Carolyn Anne Liesen
Human Ecology
Ying-Chun Lin
Social Welfare
Alvaro Linares
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Vanessa Linke
Chemistry
Hai Liu
Chinese
Huaran Liu
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Jiawei Liu
Mass Communications
Junhao Liu
Business
Lu Liu
Chinese
Yifei Liu
Statistics
Megan Kristine Livingston
Chemistry
Kenneth David Long
Physics
Ros Luethcke
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Marian Elise Lund
Plant Pathology
Andrea Beatrice Lupas
Educational Psychology
Yihe Ma
Physiology
Erin Beth Macdonald
Medical Physics
Lana Adil Mahgoub
Educational Psychology
Jake Malloy
Educational Policy Studies
Sathiya Kumaran Mani
Computer Sciences
Philip James Manlick
Wildlife Ecology
Benjamin Mark
Mathematics
Jack Anthony Martin
Materials Science
Jared Dustin Martin
Psychology
Joshua Alan Martin
Cancer Biology
Elizabeth Martinez Martinez
Counseling Psychology
Giselle Del Carmen Martinez Negrette
Curriculum and Instruction
Charles Kevin Matrosic
Medical Physics
Samantha Mattocci
Italian
Elease Janet McLaurin
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dennis Bernard McWeeny
Economics
Christine Ann McWilliams
Epidemiology
Juan Carlos Medina
Educational Policy Studies
Joshua Eric Medow
Clinical Investigation
Matthew Meehan
Physics
Christopher Robert Mehrer
Chemical Engineering
Xiaozhu Meng
Computer Sciences
Nirvedh Harshad Meshram
Electrical Engineering
Walatta-Tseyon W. Mesquitta
Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology
Jeanette Marie Metzger
Cellular and Molecular Pathology
Joseph E. Michaelis
Educational Psychology
Benjamin Miller
Computer Sciences
Danny F. Minahan
Zoology
Charlotte Ann Mintie
Comparative Biomedical Sciences
Michael A. Mishkin
Electrical Engineering
Kelly Mitok
Biochemistry
Elham Mohammadi
Electrical Engineering
Yousra Ali Mohamoud
Epidemiology
Jeffrey Michael Moirano
Medical Physics
Eli Moll
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Emma Rose Kahle Monahan
Social Welfare
Angela Marie Montpas
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Maayan Mor
Political Science
Thomas Albert Morrell
Mathematics
Ryan Alexandria Morrison
Educational Psychology
Francisco Moya Flores
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Susanne Mueller-Redwood
Political Science
Jessica A. Muhlenbeck
Molecular & Environmental Toxicology
Ashley Marie Mulchrone
Biomedical Engineering
Mainak Mustafi
Chemistry
Brett Nicholas Napiwocki
Biomedical Engineering
Hala Nassreddine
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Geetika Nehra
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Peter William Newhouse IX
Microbiology
Luke Edmund Odell
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Omar Ohrens Rojas
Environment and Resources
Benjamin Jonar Ortiz Cardona
Chemical Engineering
Joshua Ostrander
Chemistry
Kaitlyn Renee Ostrander
Educational Psychology
Brittany Hisa Ota
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Hung-Yen Ou Yang
Mechanical Engineering
Mustafa Ozcam
Food Science
Tyson L. Pankey
Counseling Psychology
Madeleine Laura Pape
Sociology
Hyoung Joon Park
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Joohyun Park
Social and Administrative Sciences in Pharmacy
Jordan T. Thevenow-Harrison
   Educational Psychology
Glen K. Thurston
   Chemistry
Min Tian
   Business
Jeffrey Garnett Tischauser
   Mass Communications
Tyler James Titcomb
   Nutritional Sciences
Jacob Jerome Tokar
   Biomedical Engineering
Jeanelle Kathleen Quinto Uy
   Anthropology
Kari Lucille Van Grinsven
   Electrical Engineering
Jordan Van Rijn
   Agricultural and Applied Economics
Jessica Vazquez
   Endocrinology - Reproductive Physiology
Emmanuel Vazquez-Rivera
   Molecular & Environmental Toxicology
Juan Venegas
   Chemical Engineering
Cullen Stewart Vens
   Botany
Scott Vermilyea
   Neuroscience
Natalie N. Viscariello
   Medical Physics
Tien Nguyen Thuy Vo
   Statistics
Lisa Klein Vogel
   Social Welfare
Andrew Voter
   Biochemistry
Carolyn Breden Voter
   Civil and Environmental Engineering
Regina Lea Wagner
   Political Science
Taylor A. Wahlig
   Microbiology
Justin William Walker
   Physics
Kirsti Lorraine Walker
   Cellular and Molecular Pathology
Haocen Wang
   Nursing
Liang Wang
   Computer Sciences
Yu-Heng Wang
   Chemistry
Yuyuan Wang
   Materials Science
Zhu Wang
   Electrical Engineering
Kiersten Elise Warning
   Anthropology
Ian Jacob Waters
   Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Gandhari Wattal
   Physics
Theresa Watts
   Nursing
Candace Weidensee
   Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Erin Marie Marion Weisenhorn
   Biochemistry
Zev Weiss
   Computer Sciences
Kate Wersan
   History
Brynna Wilken-Resman
   Pharmaceutical Sciences
Logan Wille
   Physics
Helen Elizabeth Williams
   Library Science
Zachary Russel Williams
   Physics
Charles Scott Wiza
   Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Matthew Aaron Worth
   Chemistry
Huai Wu
   Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
Jia Rung Wu
   Rehabilitation Counselor Education
Sally Wu
   Educational Psychology
Zhenyang Xia
   Electrical Engineering
Xiaochen Xian
   Industrial Engineering
Anthony Xing
   Physics
Yang Xu
   Mechanical Engineering
Yuqing Xu
   Statistics
Yinyin Xue
   Chinese
Ka Yang
   Pharmaceutical Sciences
Yanyao Yi
   Statistics
Jiah Yoo
   Psychology
Soovin Yoon
   Industrial Engineering
Charng-Jiun Yu
   Agricultural and Applied Economics
Jason Yu
   Biomedical Engineering
Zhiyuan Yu
   Nursing
Pawel Waldemar Zbyszynski
   Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dan Zhang
   French
Huilong Zhang
   Electrical Engineering
Mei Zhang
   Library and Information Studies
Yilin Zhang
   Statistics
Yongqian Zhang
   Chemistry
Zhen Zhang
   Civil and Environmental Engineering
Shanke Zhao
   Economics
Lei Zheng
   Curriculum and Instruction
Xiaofang Zhong
   Pharmaceutical Sciences
Hao Zhou
   Statistics
Shiwei Zhou
   Electrical Engineering
Jessica Zhu
   Agricultural and Applied Economics
Jianqiao Zhu
   Computer Sciences
Yuhua Zhu
   Mathematics
Angela J. Zito
   English

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Jennifer Josephine Blunt
Carolyn Nicole Bogart
Shawn M. Bohler
Billy J. Bruggink
William J. Busse
Lauren Marie Callin  
Benjamin Harrison Davis  
David James Dramm  
Emily Anne Durham  
Alex Jerrold Eggen  
Ashley Emery  
Brandon Fraleigh  
Samantha A. Gallo  
Jasleen K. Guru  
Joanna Hallam  
Jared Hutterer  
Matthew Charles Koester  
Bailey Louise Lanser  
Christopher James MacKay  
Daniel Palas Magyar  
Joshua D. Militzer  
Laura K. Muller  
Samuel Lawrence Norton  
Jesse R. Olson  
Matt Marvin Pechacek  
Mitch Lee Phillips  
Brett M. Pozolinski  
Kylie Anne Reese  
Steve Sawher  
Jennifer M. Scharenbrock  
Kaitlyn Marie Shaughnessy  
Megan Elizabeth Tancill  
Taylor Lee Vinhal  
Benjamin J. Wales  
Kristopher Charles Wampole  
Olivia Anne Westhoff  
Morgan R. Yeska  

Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

Claire Elizabeth Afflerbach  
Cole Anderson  
Abigail Sarah Ball  
Justin Paul Balster  
Emily Kate Barnewitz  
Anthony Thomas Barnstable  
Wei Xin Daniel Chia  
Jennifer Rose Ciriacks  
Brandon Cross  
Luke Alexander de Freitas  
Hyojin Dong  
Kathleen Dubiak  
Jenna Julie Epstein  
Rachel Falsey  
Galya Ceil Fedderly  
Joanna Finstad  
Megan Paige Gallager  
Jessica Suzanne Gaska  
Emily Gavic  
Geoffrey Jordan Andre Gieni  
Kaylyn Marie Goertz  
Nathaniel James Greene  
Amanpreet Grewal  
Amber Greycarek  
Rachel Victoria Hancock  
Danielle Hart  
Alexandra Margaret Harvey  
Galen Walter Heyne  
Kendra Carey Hodge  
Candace Hoelzel  
Anna Jaramillo  
Kaitlin Rose Jones  
Marie Renee Kettler  
Stephanie Noel Kurth  
Jordan Laseke  
Candace Joy Lien  
Emily Nicole Lockard  
Tyler Neil Mack  
Carl Bror Magnusson  
Andrea Jo McGowan  
Rachel Quinn McMahon  
Ian Terence McSweeney  
Cal Gregory Melberg  
Hannah Mortensen  
Jenna Marie Motz  
Stefanie A. Newhouse  
Jenna Newman  
Nicole Ann Nietlisbach  
Jacob Peter Nilles  
Zuzanna Malwina Nowak  
Rachel O’Leary  
Emily Jean Olund  
Taylor Opengenorth  
Austin Prichard  
Sandra Jean Pumper  
Kara Townshend Radzinski  
Mariola Beata Rak  
Morgan Randall  
Karanbir Randhawa  
Jennifer Lynn Rose  
Sarah Frances Rossmiller  
Mason Saari  
Deanna Lynn Scheller  
Matthew Owen Shere  
Lauren Sprague  
Bailee Nicole Stahl  
Allison Stilin  
Diamond Monae Taylor  
Hannah Marie Terhaar  
Megan Katherine Theisen  
Mitchell Robert Thomas  

Tiffani M. Turinski  
Katherine Jane Weber  
Alisia Ann Weir Weyna  
Lauren Avery Wierenga  
Ashley Nicole Wing  
Nikkole Wuestenhagen

Master of Fine Arts

Adriana Nicole Barrios  
Art  
Rebecca Jane Bedell  
Creative Writing  
Larissa Porto Cangussu  
Human Ecology  
Chloe Darke  
Art  
John Park Drescher  
Theatre and Drama  
Carissa Kalia Heinrichs  
Art  
Rebekah Lee Denison Hewitt  
Creative Writing  
Wesley Robert Holtermann  
Creative Writing  
Anna M. Lehner  
Art  
Kabel Mishka Joson Ligot  
Creative Writing  
Dakota Mace  
Human Ecology  
Emily Adria Popp  
Human Ecology  
Emily Catherine Rudolph  
Art  
Taylor Wright Rushing  
Art  
Alexis C. Sears  
Creative Writing  
Emily Drew Shetler  
Creative Writing  
Sarah Stankey  
Art  
Chelsea Louise Thompto  
Art

Master of Genetic Counselor Studies

Chantal Jacqueslene Christian  
Kayla J. Kolbert  
Allysa M. Olson  
Marlena Ling Luk Orthlieb  
Porter Pavalko  
Cory John Smid
Master of Laws—Legal Institutions

Rabea Naseema Benhalim
Rui Ding
Alisa Gavrilova
Swastika Goel
Laura Marie Grewing
Naying Hu
Valiant Lakshmana-Krishna Jacob
Yiming Jin
Pongkarn Khunphasee
Sebastian Alberto Llona Solis de Ovando
Qianchuan Lu
Nattarika Mattayatsin
Pich Pakwilaikiat
Leonardo Pinto Espinosa
Yeer Ruan
Tidatip Saengyokkun
Xiaochen Shen
Rocio Belen Vergara Caamano
Laura Wichmann
Tingyu Zhang
Yuzhen Zhang
Zhiwei Zhang
Xinyi Zhou
Yu Zhou

Zachary Lee Kitzmiller
Rebecca Ann Kollross
Amanda Jean Lorge
Amber Jean Lystig
Shannon Lyn McNamara
Martin J. Medina
Alix Marie Mertens
Lucas A. Michalik
Robert C. Montgomery
Brooke Amber Morrison
Dale Allan Ostrowski
Miakela Jane Pierson
Ashlie Potter
Drew Allen Roenneburg
Karissa Soraya Simyab
Sara Steiber
Eric W. Swanson
Michael Thomas Trainor
Kelly Rae Vandermuss
Nora Frances Weiss
Virginia Rose Whinnery
Matthew Scott Wilson
Justin C. Wright
Zoua Xiong

Master of Physician Assistant Studies

Abigail Ainsley Alft
Mary Kate Daniel
Martha Anne Busse
Caitlin R. Carpenter
Cate Elizabeth Cavanagh
Natasha D. Chapman
Abbey E. Crossman
Karen Marie Darnell
Leah Bernadette J. Doughty
Ellen Marie Edison
Kristin Enea
Hilary Grace Feller
Rachel Marie Gagne
Kerry Gardner
Cally F. Gordon
Jenna Mae Hanson
Ellen Humberston
Rebecca Lynn Hunsley
Haley Johnson
Nicole Arlene Kaiser
Carrie Elizabeth Keenan

Ryan A. Rohde
Max Rusek
Sarah Marie Schuit
Grace Eileen Shea
Lily Ann Thompson
Iris Vuong
Gabrielle Eva Waclawik
Devin Walsh-Felz
Elvera Iberonkeh Wollor
Zeeshan Akbar Yacoob

Master’s Degrees

Katelyn Abel
Educational Psychology
Melissa Conchetta Abney
Business: Marketing
Stephen Ackermann
Business: General Management
Anton Apolinary Adam
Business: Supply Chain Management
David Philip Adam
Medical Physics
Andrew Timothy Adams
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Jamal Adams
Counseling
Lindsey Adamson
Social Work
Sarah Jolynn Adler
Counseling
Aakriti Agarwal
Manufacturing Systems Engineering
Sonu Agarwal
Computer Sciences
Stephanie Aguilera
Social Work
Oghenefego Martins Ahia
Electrical Engineering
Mo Ahmad
Engineering
So Yun Ahn
Journalism and Mass Communication
Esra Ak
Geological Engineering
Tolulope Amos Akinwolé
African Cultural Studies
Hady Ali Zeineddine
Economics
Matthew Allard
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics
Carter Allen
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking
Emily Kate Allen
Music: Performance
Shelby Brandsma
Social Work

Brian Brannon
Classical and Ancient Near Eastern Studies

Michael Bravo
Engineering

Emily Bremer
Business: General Management

Georgia Breunig
Business: Accounting

Peter Jacob Breunig
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Stephanie Alysee Briand
Environmental Conservation

Michael John Brill
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Lauren Brinkman
Business: Accounting

Lewis Formella Brooks
Business: General Management

Niajcia C. Brookshire
Counseling

Ari M. Brown
Public Affairs

Mark Walker Brown
Business: Marketing

Brandi Browkowski-Durow
Curriculum and Instruction

Tori R. Bruch
Social Work

Taylor Bruinooge
Business: Accounting

Paige Caitlin Brunett
Social Work

Ellen Raquel Bruno
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Adam L. Bucane
Biotechnology

Laurie Buchholz
Library and Information Studies

Anna Claire Burden
Social Work

Friederike Burke
Mechanical Engineering

Nora Swift Burnham
Social Work

Dana James Bushart
Business: General Management

Timothy Buske
Business: Accounting

Samuel Cavanaugh Butcher
Library and Information Studies

Colin Butkus
Computer Sciences

Laura Michelle Bybee
Soil Science

Sean Cabaniss
Business: Marketing

Mikhaila Nicole Calice
Public Affairs

Bryan Allen Callaway
Engineering

Marisa Tracy Campanaro
Library and Information Studies

Crystal Lee Canales
Educational Psychology

Jaime Cano Lopez
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Annika Julia Canueto
Business: Supply Chain Management

Jing Cao
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Shuhong Cao
Economics

Brent Carcamo
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Abigail Elizabeth Carr
French Studies

Sarah Anne Carter
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Susannah Jane Carter
Social Work

Neil Caskey
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Aaron Cassel
Business: General Management

Alexandria N. Cassell
Environmental Conservation

Ashley Nichole Cauthorn
Japanese

Aidan John Cavallini
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Daniel Cech
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Hayrettin Ugur Celebi
Economics

Ryan Centanni
Kinesiology

Sabina Chaidez
Social Work

Kirsten Ann Chamberlain
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Abhishek Chandra
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Kaushik Chandrasekhar
Computer Sciences

Karthik Chandrashekar
Computer Sciences

Elizabeth Ann Chapman
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Duc Hong Chau
Business: Marketing

Sugadev Chellakkannu
Computer Sciences

Amiel Chen
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Dengsheng Chen
Economics

Ellen Chen
Business: Management and Human Resources

Quan Chen
Electrical Engineering

Weijie Chen
Electrical Engineering

Yahn-Chung Chen
Industrial Engineering

Computer Sciences

Yixin Chen
Statistics

Yudong Chen
Electrical Engineering

Yuetoing Chen
Economics

Zhiyi Chen
Computer Sciences

Eric David Chmielewski
Pharmacy

Holly Cho
Life Sciences Communication

Yogesh Chellappa Chockalingam
Computer Sciences

Seohyun Choi
Environment and Resources

Justyna Chojnowski
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Solmina Hok Chong
Social Work

Tilly Jo Chorney
Business: Accounting

Nichole Ann Christie
Social Work

Ying Ji Chuang
Biomedical Data Science

Rangga Cipta
Economics

Ethan Martin Clark
Economics

Olinka LaShae Clark
Social Work

Brian Cleary
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

David Clerkin
Library and Information Studies

Stefan Cloeren
Engineering

Emi Coffin
Social Work
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Jean Condon</td>
<td>Geological Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Conduah</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Cook</td>
<td>Water Resources Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Lonsdale Cook</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Cook</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Coppernoll</td>
<td>Business: Risk Management and Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Joseph Cordes</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calvin Herbert Corey III</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Thomas Corkery</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alissa Brianne Cornick</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Danielle Cossom</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Cote</td>
<td>Clinical Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Cox</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea de la Germaine Crane</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Crehan Neumann</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Crews</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Stephen Crow</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britt Cudaback</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Marie Cwirla</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Downing Cyrus</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Marie Czarnecki</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanting Dai</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saurabh Dak</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Elizabeth Dalebroux</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica Daleccio</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander P. Dang</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Danielson</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn A. Danielson</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle M. Darley</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Patrick Davis</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Maria Davis</td>
<td>Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Elizabeth Dean</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Samuel Dean</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa DeBoth</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Chantel Decruise</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Dederich</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra R. Delmore</td>
<td>Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Kaellen Delvaux</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marie Katherine Dematatis</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenna Lynn DeMoulin</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yixin Deng</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann-Renee Desbiens</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayatri Ajit Deshpande</td>
<td>Environment and Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sahil Dhanshe Deshpande</td>
<td>Manufacturing Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Ashley Deterding</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke DeZellar</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karan Dharni</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia A. Dharsana</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Nicole Diefenbach</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Lauren Dinges</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Wayne Dixon</td>
<td>Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imelda Djatiman</td>
<td>Southeast Asian Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiep Thi Anh Do</td>
<td>Business: Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaoyu Dong</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan Donica</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Dragoo</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrison Tyler Draves</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ante Du</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Du</td>
<td>Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lize Du</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Dudley</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Claire Dunn</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sreejita Dutta</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Dyer</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Jobling Ebert</td>
<td>Business: Finance, Investment and Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chet Martin Edelman</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole L. Egan</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Egbert</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Eggum</td>
<td>Business: Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsy Kristine Ehr</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisa Ehrlich</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Eithun</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rania Mohsen El Desoki</td>
<td>Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francois El Zakhem</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariam El Amin</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pravin Elango</td>
<td>Manufacturing Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Elenius</td>
<td>Business: Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Eller</td>
<td>Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Ellingstad</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israa Alaaelin Bak Elmorshdy</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asher Michael Elmquist</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley Elisabeth Engel</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Engel</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Ann Engle</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Ann Engler</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Enke</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Elmore</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israa Alaaelin Bak Elmorshdy</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asher Michael Elmquist</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley Elisabeth Engel</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Engel</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Ann Engle</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Ann Engler</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Enke</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Elizabeth Elaine Erickson  
International Public Affairs

Carissa Ernat  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Kacey Esser  
Special Education

Justin Essert  
Electrical Engineering

Nicholas Eufrasio  
Business: Accounting

Gregory Ewan  
Business: General Management

Kelsey Ann Ewert  
Clinical Nutrition

Nick Exley  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Lucas Fabian  
Electrical Engineering

Caitlin Michelle Fahey  
Social Work

Sophie Renner Fahey  
Library and Information Studies

Yihui Fan  
Economics

Zhenling Fan  
Environmental Conservation

Liancheng Fang  
Mathematics

Merry Farrier-Babanovski  
Educational Policy Studies

Serena Danielle Feehan  
Social Work

Austin Feeney  
Biomedical Engineering

Cheng Feng  
Economics

Zhili Feng  
Computer Sciences

Naomi May Ferrel  
Library and Information Studies

Kathrine Field  
Biotechnology

Frederick Figge  
Business: Accounting

Lysmarie Figueroa Rios  
Biomedical Engineering

Helene Filser-Anderson  
Business: General Management

James Patrick Finn IV  
Bacteriology

Payne Michael Finn  
Kinesiology

Amanda T. Fiorentino  
Business: Accounting

Kerista Rose Fiske  
Library and Information Studies

Joshua Fleming  
Engineering

Kayla Flores  
Social Work

William Fluharty  
Business: Marketing

Shelby Lynn Foley  
Social Work

Jaclyn Nicole Forst  
Clinical Nutrition

Bethani Rae Forster  
Bacteriology

Miakela S. Fortune  
Library and Information Studies

Jessica P. Franco-Morales  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Emily Frank  
Public Affairs

Matthew Frater  
Urban and Regional Planning

Colin Freidel  
Industrial Engineering

Elizabeth Lena Fried  
Business: Accounting

Kiersten Frobom  
Public Affairs

Hannah Fry  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Marcella Joyce Fuhrmann  
Social Work

Kristina Marie Fullerton  
Sociology

Melanie Elise Galdes  
Special Education

Samantha Jean Gannon  
Occupational Therapy

Jingchao Gao  
Mathematics

Eduardo Garcia  
Engineering

Abhinav Garg  
Computer Sciences

Chirayu Garg  
Computer Sciences

Erik Gartland  
Public Affairs

Krystal Estella Gartley  
Social Work

Austin Edward Noble Gaspar  
Mechanical Engineering

Paul Gast  
Engineering

John Gatchel  
Business: Accounting

Kajal Gaur  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Hannah Elizabeth Geigler  
Social Work

Joanna Geisler  
Social Work

Zachary D. Genthe  
Business: General Management

Deepanshu Gera  
Computer Sciences

Ryan Germann  
Business: General Management

Christian Gero  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Shannon Kaye Gess  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Tracy Marie Gibbons  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Susannah Duncan Gilbert  
Library and Information Studies

Alice Marie Gilliam  
Social Work

Jasmine M. Gilliam  
Educational Psychology

Bradley Gillman  
Business: Accounting

Aaron Keesler Gilmour  
Occupational Therapy

Alexander Lee Gilvary  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Kshitij I. Girigoudar  
Electrical Engineering

Erin Goelden  
Educational Psychology

Anuja Ajitkumar Golechha  
Computer Sciences

Sigfrido Gomez  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Weinan Gong  
Economics

Catie Beth Goninen  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Wayne Robert Goodman  
Electrical Engineering

Kianna Jade Goodwin  
Social Work

Anaga Devi Gopalakrishnan  
Biotechnology

Srikrishna Gopikrishnan  
Business: Supply Chain Management

Marie Elizabeth Gorman  
Gender and Women's Studies

Megan Elizabeth Gour  
Social Work

Alexandra Graff  
Business: Accounting

Jonathan L. Graham  
Geoscience

Sara Jane Grange  
Environmental Conservation
Jacob William Gray  
*Environmental Conservation*

Bailey Anne Green  
*Scandinavian Studies*

Rob Green  
*Library and Information Studies*

Noelle Elizabeth Griffiths  
*Human Ecology*

Hayk Grigoryan  
*Business: General Management*

Richard Grinstead  
*Social Work*

Catherine Lally Groh  
*Industrial Engineering*

Samuel Robert Grosenick  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Tyler Lee Gross  
*Public Affairs*

Clayton Grow  
*Business: General Management*

Cong Gu  
*Computer Sciences*

Kai Gu  
*Economics*

Xiao Ming Gu  
*Business: Risk Management and Insurance*

Yugali Gullapalli  
*Computer Sciences*

Ross Gundlach  
*Business: General Management*

Eileen Guo  
*Counseling*

Guannan Guo  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Jiajia Guo  
*Mathematics*

Shengwei Guo  
*Economics*

Priya Gupta  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Shantanu Gupta  
*Electrical Engineering*

Shuvam Gupta  
*Electrical Engineering*

Leah Marie Gustafson  
*Educational Psychology*

Sarah Habermehl  
*Social Work*

Erin Hackett  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Ally Haen  
*Business: Accounting*

Andrew Aaron Hahm  
*Business: Accounting*

Jeffrey Halim  
*Business: General Management*

Aaron Matthew Hammer  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Lauren Aubrey Hammer  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Nora L. Hammer  
*Social Work*

Jian Han  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Jiayuan Han  
*Business: Accounting*

Derek Levi Hancock  
*Computer Sciences*

Bailey Hann  
*Business: Accounting*

Samuel Miller Hansen  
*Library and Information Studies*

Katrina Rose Hanson  
*Social Work*

Kaytlin Caroline Hanson  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Suzette R. Hanson Jackson  
*Social Work*

Tyler William Hanzlik  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Qiming Hao  
*Statistics*

Morgan Harbst  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Brody John Harstad  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Nina R. Hartsel  
*Occupational Therapy*

Stefanie Rose Hasse  
*Social Work*

S. Andrew Hasseman  
*Engineering*

Natalie Ann Hastings  
*Social Work*

Aashutosh Hawaldar  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Jamie Susan Hawkins  
*Human Ecology*

Dieter Haynes  
*Business: General Management*

Joel Lea Haynie  
*Computer Sciences*

Hannah Hazzard  
*Business: Accounting*

Donglin He  
*Economics*

Hao He  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Yalong He  
*Meteorology and Atmospheric Science*

Yu He  
*Mathematics*

Samantha Ann Head  
*Social Work*

Callie Hebert  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Lacie Jane Hedrington  
*Social Work*

Melanie Heibler  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Alison Marie Heimert  
*Business: Marketing*

Barbara Ap Heindl  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Zoe Victoria Heitzinger  
*Social Work*

Amanda Rose Hejna  
*Public Affairs*

Hans Olaf Helland  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Jenna C. Herr  
*Business: Risk Management and Insurance*

Alana Herro  
*Environmental Conservation*

Tyler Heslinga  
*Computer Sciences*

Emily Ann Hettmann  
*Business: Accounting*

Michael Jerome Hilfiker  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Isabeau E. Hitzman  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Libby Hladik  
*Occupational Therapy*

Brendan Karl Hobart  
*Wildlife Ecology*

Jesse Joseph Hocking  
*Library and Information Studies*

Rachel Hoener  
*Electrical Engineering*

Erika Hoffman  
*Occupational Therapy*

Joseph Hoffmann  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Jessie Hogan  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Garek Michael Holley  
*Civil and Environmental Engineering*

Chelsea Holshbach  
*Dairy Science*

Kate Elizabeth Holubowicz  
*Business: Accounting*

Matthew Michael Honas  
*Music: Performance*
Alyssa Anne Kelly  
Social Work
Michelle Merwood Kelly  
Clinical Investigation
Kelsey Ketelsleger  
Business: Marketing
Jennifer Faye Kettenhoven  
Social Work
Ericka Susan Kettner  
Social Work
Doua Kha  
Curriculum and Instruction
Brandon Michael Killby  
Japanese
Christina Naeun Kim  
Human Ecology
Jason Kim  
Business: Accounting
Kristina Kim  
Special Education
Alicia Ann Kiser  
Business: General Management
Matthew Ryles Kjellsen  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking
Dave Klante  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking
Hannah Klapperich-Mueller  
Library and Information Studies
Nicholas Robert Klar  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking
McKenzie Morgan Klein  
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Carleigh Renee Klipp  
Business: Accounting
Mark Alan Kloiber  
German
Roger Knight  
Engineering
Tyler Douglas Knutson  
Business: General Management
Jeffrey Koch  
Business: Marketing
Kenyon Hudson Kooper  
Biotechnology
Namrata Kogalur  
Electrical Engineering
Melanie Niessing Kohls  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems
Amy Marie Koncar  
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Ali Patrice Konkel  
Social Work
Madeline Jean Koolbeck  
Public Affairs
Clare Olivia Koopmans  
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Maksat Koshkarbayev  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Jennifer Michelle Kosinski  
Environmental Conservation
Marielle Yocobi Kouassi  
Food Science
Rachael Marie Kramer  
Social Work
Cameron Krausert  
Business: Accounting
Justin Kremers  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics
Elizabeth Kay Kroll  
Social Work
Alyssa Marie Krueger  
Social Work
Karl Christopher Krueger  
Business: Operations and Technology Management
Lindsay Mae Krueger  
Social Work
Russell William Krueger  
Geological Engineering
Jenna Suzanne Krumm  
Social Work
John Kruse  
Engineering
Paige Alana Kuhn  
Educational Psychology
Caitlin Kujawa  
Business: Accounting
Pradeep Kumar  
Computer Sciences
Ujjwal Kumar  
Electrical Engineering
Nikhita Kunati  
Computer Sciences
Elizabeth Maureen Kunze  
Social Work
Matthew Edward Kures  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems
Rebecca Joanna Kuske  
Library and Information Studies
Erich Kuss  
Business: Accounting
Danielle Kutowy  
Engineering
Youssef Nagy Lamie Labib  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
G. Roshan Lal  
Computer Sciences
Andrew John Sanquist Lamers  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems
Morten Vincent Lamps  
International Public Affairs
Patrick Adain Landers  
Public Affairs
Rissa Lane  
Population Health
Sarah Christine Lange  
Library and Information Studies
Mitchell Richard Langer  
Mechanical Engineering
Badrinath Lankella  
Business: General Management
Alexander Louis Lanouette  
Library and Information Studies
Marcos Antonio Lares  
Bacteriology
Alexus Ann Larsen  
Business: Accounting
Beth Larson  
Business: Arts Administration
Erin Elizabeth Larson  
Library and Information Studies
Daniel Eugene Lassman  
Landscape Architecture
Shruti Santosh Latane  
Industrial Engineering
Lynneta Latham  
Social Work
Anthony J. Lattis  
Educational Psychology
Tom Lea  
Business: General Management
Anna Leach  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis
Amanda Lee  
Business: Marketing
Christopher Robert Lee  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling
Jenny Christine Lee  
Social Work
Kyoseok Lee  
Economics
Mikaela LeeAnn Lee  
Social Work
Sunghun Lee  
Business: Accounting
Tiffany Hiu-Ming Lee  
Biotechnology
Wen-Fu Lee  
Computer Sciences
Young Lee  
Computer Sciences
Statistics
Yun Chan Clemence Lee  
Computer Sciences
Cory Leemon  
Urban and Regional Planning
Laurel Anne Leggiere  
Social Work
Andrew Simon Leicht  
Bacteriology

Sally Jean Lennon  
Educational Psychology

Mark Michael Lenz  
Electrical Engineering

Danielle Rae Leuker  
French Studies

William Francis Lewis  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Bin Li  
Biomedical Engineering

Haolin Li  
Economics

Huaye Li  
Electrical Engineering

Jiatong Li  
Statistics

Jingjie Li  
Electrical Engineering

Longjun Li  
Mathematics

Nianzi Li  
Mathematics

Tianqi Li  
Statistics

Wei Li  
Electrical Engineering

Zhiyuan Li  
Business: Accounting

Luwei Liang  
Statistics

Shuhan Liang  
Library and Information Studies

Zhu Liang  
Economics

Jia Liao  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Xining Liao  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Alexandra Rose Licari  
Social Work

Adam Robert Lifka  
Business: Marketing

Chris Flash Lin  
Mathematics

Qin Lin  
Economics

Peter Thomas Lindsay  
Business: Accounting

Maggie Lingle  
Business: Accounting

Molly M. Lippold  
Social Work

Canyang Liu  
Statistics

Chang Liu  
Business: Arts Administration

Fanyu Liu  
Économie

Jiayang Liu  
Économie

Lijie Liu  
Statistics

Patrick Liu  
Business: Accounting

Xiangchen Liu  
Économie

Yaozhong Liu  
Matemáticas

Yizhou Liu  
Business: Accounting

Yuanzhe Liu  
Économie

Yutian Liu  
Économie

Yuxiang Liu  
Matemáticas

Zhengqi Liu  
Matemáticas

Beth Marie Livingston  
Business: Accounting

Karl William Locher  
Social Work

Isaac Loegering  
Biomedical Engineering

Jennifer Lee Lombardi  
Social Work

Kyle Long  
Business: General Management

Mary Elizabeth Longan  
Library and Information Studies

Glauco Lopes  
Business: General Management

Ali Lorenz  
Social Work

Matthew Thomas Lowrey  
Business: General Management

Francisco Pablo Lozano  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Yizhou Lu  
Materials Science and Engineering

Stephen Lucia  
Business: General Management

Jesse Jon Luckey Winters  
Business: General Management

Benjamin Ludy  
Engineering

Samantha Nichole Luebke  
Special Education

Patrick Lueck  
Business: Marketing

Roberta June Luettgerodt  
Social Work

Chun Huai Luo  
Bacteriology

Siqi Luo  
Business: Accounting

Adam Luthin  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Emily Jane Lutzen  
Social Work

Hongjiang Lv  
Computer Sciences

Emily Katherine Lydon  
Social Work

Keith Lyster  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Linquan Ma  
Statistics

Malu Machuca Rose  
Gender and Women’s Studies

Lisa LeAnne Madell  
Social Work

Miranda Joseph Madro  
Library and Information Studies

Tatiana Midori Maeda  
Environmental Conservation

Pratyush Mahapatra  
Computer Sciences

Ankit Maharia  
Computer Sciences

Dolina Maharjan  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Mary Colleen Mahoney  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Hannah Majeska  
Library and Information Studies

Sue Lynn Malkowski  
Business: General Management

Prerak Mall  
Computer Sciences

Donovan O'Bryan Malloy  
Business: General Management

Hannah Bettina Mandlman  
Social Work

Anne Manero-Alvarez  
Spanish

Amy Maniola  
Public Affairs

Michael Mansell  
Business: Risk Management and Insurance

Nicole Anne Mara  
Social Work

Meridith Elaine Maricke  
Clinical Nutrition

Brett Marohl  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Zachary Marohl  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Julia Marie Marquis  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Conner G. Marshall  
Occupational Therapy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Field or Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Levi Martin</td>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Rose Martin</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Adam Martin</td>
<td>Agricultural and Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassandra Martinchek</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Marie Martinelli</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Jeffrey Martinkus</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudarshan Avish Maru</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Anthony Mason Jr.</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amirah Syamilia Mat Lani</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime Mathew</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke M. Matthews</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Matti</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittainei Maul</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Jean Maule</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin McBride</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittney McCoy</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher P. McIntosh</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex McKenna</td>
<td>Agricultural and Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Elizabeth McMahon</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Terrence McMahon</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa McNabola</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bret McNamara</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirk C. McPhail</td>
<td>Cartography and Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maureen D. Mead</td>
<td>Curriculum and Instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Rae Medema</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Isaac Meisterman</td>
<td>Agricultural and Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Marie Mell</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Marie Mellom</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klara Mendrisova</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Nancy Merkes</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Meulemans</td>
<td>Agricultural and Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary David Meulemans</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Howard Mezera</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristen A. Mezzapelle</td>
<td>Business: Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip Bryce Michaelson</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clare Michaud</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clayton Kelly Mickelson</td>
<td>Bacteriology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciara Louise Miller</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Miller</td>
<td>Civil and Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith Frederick Miller Jr.</td>
<td>Educational Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Thomas Miller</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Anne Miller-Edel</td>
<td>Clinical Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marielle Catherine Milligan</td>
<td>Cartography and Geographic Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Mirsberger</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael A. Mishkin</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohit Mishra</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra Ann Misukanis</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko Miura</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Kristine Moegenburg</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew G. Moeller</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Marie Moeller</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Moes II</td>
<td>Business: Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neha Mohan</td>
<td>Business: Management and Human Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahul Monie</td>
<td>Business: Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Dwight Moody</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamari L. Moore</td>
<td>Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Elizabeth Moore</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Carol Morgan</td>
<td>Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Morgan</td>
<td>Business: Operations and Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Morris</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheyenne May Lika Ho’Olau’a’e Morris</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabe Moss-Masaquiza</td>
<td>Business: Operations and Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michaella Moy</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Mrazsko</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lynn Muesbeck</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Mullikin</td>
<td>Business: Risk Management and Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Bundt</td>
<td>Library and Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsten Munson</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridget Lucille Murphy</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles James Murty</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa Lucia Mutty</td>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ty Nafziger</td>
<td>Business: General Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akila Nagamani</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aditya Nagaraj</td>
<td>Manufacturing Systems Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palaniappan Nagarajan</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shivanee Nagarajan</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanvi Arun Nagarale</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shruthi Kukal Nambiar</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunita Marie Nandihalli</td>
<td>Counseling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vijaytarang Narayana</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Narozanick</td>
<td>Business: Finance, Investment and Banking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sreyas Krishna Natarajan</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Michelle Natzke</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Neal</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Arpith Neelavara  
Computer Sciences

Nicholas Newburg  
Business: Accounting

John Patrick Newlon  
Occupational Therapy

Amanda Elise Ngo  
Business: Accounting

An Nguyen  
Business: General Management

Brittany Hoang-Ai Nguyen  
Occupational Therapy

Felix Nguyen  
Business: Marketing

Trang Huyen Nguyen  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Lexi Adrian Nickols  
Social Work

Carmen N. Niemeyer  
History of Science, Medicine and Technology
Library and Information Studies

Jeffrey Noble  
Business: General Management

Kelly Noel  
Business: General Management

Ali Akilah Norwood  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Rattasat Nudam  
Economics

Charlotte Ann Nuedling  
Social Work

Iliyas Nurseitov  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Chris Obermeier  
Engineering

Nicholas Erin O'Brien  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Gwendolyn Joanne Olson  
Social Work

Hanz Christopher Olson  
Library and Information Studies

Lucas Olson  
Wildlife Ecology

Sarah Elizabeth Olson  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Zachary T. Olson  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Anayansi Aimee Ortega-Trinidad  
Social Work

Ramon Ortiz  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Nemesis Ortiz-Declet  
Water Resources Management

Jazmin Ortiz-Sepulveda  
Library and Information Studies

Andrew Donald Ortman  
Business: Supply Chain Management

Ritika Ramesh Oswal  
Electrical Engineering

Yue Ou  
Electrical Engineering

Kristin Geraldine Ouweneel  
Business: General Management

Sarah Ann Ouzounian  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Alice Owolabi  
Educational Psychology

Dorian Ozoude  
Electrical Engineering

Gautam Pai  
Business: General Management

Paula Karina Palma Molina  
Environmental Conservation

Yiqin Pan  
Computer Sciences

Yuxuan Pan  
Economics

Sruti Pandey  
Industrial Engineering

Hannah Marie Pankow  
Engineering

Surya Pappopula  
Computer Sciences

Sun Woo Park  
Mathematics

Kenneth Parkison  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Robert William Parks  
Mechanical Engineering

Himani Pathak  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Suchita Pati  
Computer Sciences

Pezaan Patrawala  
Engineering

Valentin Pauly  
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics

Jennifer Ann Pavlik  
Library and Information Studies

Marcus Pearson  
Urban and Regional Planning

Spencer Peh  
Clinical Investigation

Michael Justin Pelletier  
Business: General Management

Ariel Beatrice Pena  
Social Work

Huiran Peng  
Economics

Viswesh Raj Periyasamy  
Computer Sciences

Jessica Peters  
Social Work

Kirstin Amber Peters  
Occupational Therapy

Ryan Peters  
Engineering

Delaney Rose Peterson  
Social Work

Katherine Elizabeth Peterson  
Biomedical Engineering

Emily Pettit  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Allisha Kae Petz  
Social Work

Alyssa Katherine Phelps  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Kimberly Ann Phillips  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Kylie Ann Picek  
Business: Accounting

Lisa Marie Piekarski  
Business: General Management

Hannah Elizabeth Pilch  
Comparative Biomedical Sciences

Nicholas Andrew Pjevach  
Business: Arts Administration

Ali Plac  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

James Platz  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Christina Marie Plunkett  
Library and Information Studies

Megan Beth Pooch  
Library and Information Studies

Srujith Poonddla  
Electrical Engineering

Amanda Lynn Popp  
Russian, East European and Central Asian Studies

Amber H. H. Porter  
Business: Arts Administration

David Porter  
Business: Accounting

Madison Theodore Porter  
Biotechnology

Anandkumar Potamsetti  
Computer Sciences

Derek J. Potratz  
Agronomy

Leah J. Potter-Weight  
Agroecology

Ram Prasad  
Computer Sciences

Jamie Lynn Proctor  
Social Work
Erika Proehl  
Business: Accounting

Mallory Gaile Prouty  
Business: General Management

Bhaskar Puggal  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Carolina J. Punzel  
Educational Psychology

Jennifer Mae Putney  
Human Ecology

Muni Sreenivas Pydi  
Electrical Engineering

Youran Qi  
Computer Sciences

Yunhui Qi  
Statistics

Mingyang Qin  
Economics

Wendi Qiu  
International Public Affairs

Emily Anne Quandt  
Human Ecology

Jennifer Leann Raabe  
Clinical Nutrition

Katrina Marie Radi  
Social Work

Nathan Benjamin Radue  
Business: General Management

Pradeep Raghuwanshi  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Krishnan Rajagopalan  
Computer Sciences

Prasanna Venkatesh Ramadas  
Computer Sciences

Varun Ramesh  
Computer Sciences

Sergio Ramos  
Business: General Management

Jordan Ramsey  
Industrial Engineering

Aditya Rao  
Industrial Engineering

Emily A. Rapoza  
Library and Information Studies

Ragini Rathore  
Computer Sciences

Mitali Rawat  
Computer Sciences

Allison Ray  
Business: Accounting

Khadejah Ray  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Shannon Elizabeth Reader  
French Studies

Joanna Lynn Reale  
Epidemiology

Krisha Kay Reategui DeWitt  
Social Work

Rebekah Reese  
Business: Management and Human Resources

Madeline Charlotte Reesor  
Business: Accounting

Sean David Reichard  
Library and Information Studies

Carlo Reiter  
Business: Accounting

Kallie Allyssa Renfus  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Bailey Ann Resheske  
Social Work

Jenny Richards  
Business: General Management

Susan Mary Rich mond  
Geological Engineering

Andrew Lee Richter  
Business: Accounting

Brittney Marie Riebel  
Food Science

Victoria Jean Rieves  
Business: Accounting

Michael Angelo Riga  
Plant Pathology

Coty Chantel Roberts  
Social Work

Noah Vaughn Roberts  
Public Affairs

Ernesto Rodriguez  
Biotechnology

John Rodstrom  
Freshwater and Marine Science

Sophia Siskind Rogers  
Public Affairs

Ana Laura Rojas Silvero  
Economics

Jessica Nicole Rollins  
Business: Accounting

Nicholas Louis Rolstad  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Holly Christine Romaniak  
Occupational Therapy

Philip Mercer Romero-Masters  
Library and Information Studies

Trent Rommel  
Industrial Engineering

Alba Rosales  
Business: General Management

Henry Rose  
Industrial Engineering

William Rosenheimer  
Business: Marketing

Danielle Ross  
Business: Accounting

Marisa Cathryn Ross  
Public Affairs

Wally Ross  
Business: General Management

McKenzie Rae Rowley  
Occupational Therapy

David Rozema  
Business: General Management

Bowen Ruan  
Human Ecology

Ye geniya Rudnytsky  
Business: General Management

Justine P. Ruhlin  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Brittany Rush  
Counseling

Emerald Faith Rutledge  
Afro-American Studies

Ryan Rypel  
Business: General Management

Yaniv Sadka  
Biomedical Engineering

Amara Saffold  
Business: Accounting

Visakh Ayanivilakam Sakthidharan  
Industrial Engineering

Anas Sami  
Business: Marketing

Alyse Charlotte Samoray  
International Public Affairs

Dan Sande  
Business: General Management

Morgan D. Sanger  
Geological Engineering

Ashley Lyn Sanner  
Biotechnology

Romel Santini  
Business: General Management

Jonathan Santoso  
Industrial Engineering

Shruti Badal Sarode  
Environmental Conservation

Yudhister Satija  
Computer Sciences

Lavanya Saxena  
Biotechnology

Nicole Schae n  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Brooke Ellen Schappe  
Social Work

Rebecca Ramona Schieffer  
Social Work

Evan Michael Schilling  
Electrical Engineering

Jacob Schleusner  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Jessica Louise Schmidt  
Journalism and Mass Communication

George Albert Schmidt II  
Mechanical Engineering

Joey Schmidt  
Engineering
Laura Marie Schmidt  
Art History  
Library and Information Studies

Dylan Gerald Schmitz  
Mechanical Engineering

Arek Edward Schmocker  
Business: Finance, Investment and Banking

Danielle Marie Schneider  
Clinical Nutrition

Joel David Schneider  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

Abigail Catherine Schrode  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Gregory John Schroeder  
Business: General Management

Ellie Schu  
Business: Accounting

Sarah Marie Schuit  
Public Affairs

Andrew Schultze  
Business: General Management

Lillian Riehl Schultze  
Public Affairs

Katie Corrine Schwalbe  
Social Work

Christina Katherine Scofield  
Biotechnology

Lydia Marie Scott  
Library and Information Studies

Emma Scudder  
Library and Information Studies

Sarah Christine Sedlachek  
Business: Marketing

Brittany Dawn Seefeld  
Social Work

Vignesh Selvaraj  
Industrial Engineering

Kelli Elizabeth Semrau  
Social Work

Madeline M. Sena  
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Katherine Sencion  
Pharmacy

Hannah Frances Seneczko  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Brandon M. Senger  
Public Affairs

Katherine Seubert  
Business: Accounting

Anastasia Mae Severson  
Clinical Nutrition

Michele Severson  
Occupational Therapy

Ashley Claire Seymour  
Social Work

Tori Rochelle Seymour  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Soham Akshay Shah  
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Leo Shan  
Journalism and Mass Communication

Zhuoran Shang  
Economics

Lu Shao  
Business: Accounting

Nirmal R. Sharma  
Business: General Management

William Pierce Sheaffer  
Business: Accounting

Chengang Shen  
Biotechnology

Mingren Shen  
Computer Sciences

Jenna Phyllis Sherman  
Occupational Therapy

Joseph Jerry Sherman  
Biomedical Engineering

Manjunath Shettar  
Computer Sciences

Sai Prasad Shetty  
Economics

Yue Shi  
Mechanical Engineering

Yuqi Shi  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Pooja Shamrao Shivale Patil  
Manufacturing Systems Engineering

Jared M. Shoemaker  
Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics

William John Shoop  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Demitri Jade Shotwell  
Mechanical Engineering

Lauryn Michelle Siebold  
Social Work

Sara Andrea Simon  
Mechanical Engineering

Komal Singh  
Business: Operations and Technology Management

Siddhartha Singh  
Business: General Management

Shantanu Singhal  
Computer Sciences

Karen Anne Skorcz  
Human Ecology

Bryan R. Skwirut  
Business: General Management

Michele Ann Slattery  
Business: General Management

Lyal Sleiman  
Social Work

Stewart Jay Slipher  
Business: Marketing

Vlad Sliusar  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Andrew John Smaglick  
Business: General Management

Courtney Rose Smith  
Occupational Therapy

Guy Thomas Smith  
Clinical Rehabilitation Counseling

Olympia Danyel Smith  
Social Work

Amanda Soderlund  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Alyssa Jane Soderman  
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Ann Elizabeth Sojka  
Business: Accounting

Shaddai Solidum  
Music: Vocal Performance

Venkatesh Somyajulu  
Computer Sciences

Becky Sondelski  
Mechanical Engineering

Yuanfang Song  
Computer Sciences

Nishigandha Dilip Sontakke  
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Aravind Soundararajan  
Computer Sciences

Alexandra Spaight  
Business: General Management

Ryan Joseph Spaight  
Public Affairs

Joseph Frank Spanel  
Social Work

Aspen Jo Sponem  
Business: Accounting

Trevor Spranger  
Business: Marketing

Nisheeta Srivastava  
Business: Accounting

Rodrigo Stabio  
Business: Marketing

Patrick Stahl  
Business: Marketing

Jeffrey M. Stanek  
Music: Performance

Alex Quinn Stanford  
Kinesiology

Trista Jean Stankowski-Drengler  
Clinical Investigation

Kyle Matthew Stanley  
Public Affairs
Cole Stasiak  
*Business: Accounting*

Elizabeth Jane Steans  
*Library and Information Studies*

Haley Ann Steffanus  
*Occupational Therapy*

Nathaniel David Steinert  
*Comparative Biomedical Sciences*

Hannah Renee Stephens  
*Public Affairs*

Joy Stevenson  
*Library and Information Studies*

Katherine Steward  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Dolly Anders Stibbe  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Colleen Stock  
*Counseling*

Lena Stoecker  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Kyra Kristina Stone  
*Communication Sciences and Disorders*

Josiah John Stork  
*Chinese*

Emily Stout  
*Social Work*

Nathan Strachen  
*Electrical Engineering*

Anna Strand  
*Business: Arts Administration*

Douglas Miller Streiten  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Jacob Stroik  
*Business: Accounting*

Vanessa Denise Studer  
*Public Affairs*

Matt Su  
*Economics*

Wanwan Su  
*Statistics*

Savita Subramaniam  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Changtian Sun  
*Computer Sciences*

Priyabrata Sundaray  
*Electrical Engineering*

Gautham Sunjay  
*Computer Sciences*

Tatsuya Suzuki  
*Electrical Engineering*

Aakash Varsha Swaminathan  
*Food Science*

Daniel T. Sweeney  
*Business: Supply Chain Management*

Alecia Swenson  
*Business: Accounting*

Emily Swenson  
*Business: Marketing*

Abigail Victoria Swetz  
*Public Affairs*

Daniel Paul Szatkowski  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Seth Matthew Taapken  
*Business: General Management*

Chin-Ju Tang  
*Biotechnology*

Ke Tang  
*Statistics*

Percy Tang  
*Mathematics*

Yueting Tang  
*Statistics*

Bhargav Tangirala  
*Computer Sciences*

Daisy Tao  
*Mathematics*

Jeffrey Alan Taylor  
*Engineering*

Nathan Teachout  
*Population Health*

Molly Teague  
*Geography*

Jayashankar Tekkedatha  
*Computer Sciences*

Michael Terry  
*Engineering*

Velemir Terzic  
*Electrical Engineering*

Nishant Thakur  
*Business: Operations and Technology Management*

Joseph Tomy Thaliath  
*Business: Real Estate and Urban Land Economics*

Nong Thao  
*Library and Information Studies*

Cody Russell Theel  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

JoHannah Michael Theisen  
*Social Work*

Cassandra Rae Theno  
*Social Work*

Alec Jacob Thicke  
*Library and Information Studies*

Whitney Ann Thiel  
*Freshwater and Marine Science*

Ryan Michael Thielen  
*Business: Risk Management and Insurance*

Robert Dennis Thiewes  
*Cartography and Geographic Information Systems*

Vignesh Thirunavukkarasu  
*Computer Sciences*

Hannah Thomas  
*Industrial Engineering*

Lauren Katherine Thomas  
*Geological Engineering*

Maren Marie Thompson  
*Business: Accounting*

Ray Thompson  
*Business: General Management*

Chelsea Louise Thompto  
*Gender and Women's Studies*

Ryan Patrick Thomsen  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Qiao Tian  
*Environmental Conservation*

Shannon Timm  
*Business: General Management*

Kavita Giridhar Tirumale  
*Biotechnology*

Felix Tischer  
*Mechanical Engineering*

Rachel Sulin Tong  
*Biomedical Engineering*

Rajaa Toomeh  
*Clinical Nutrition*

Joshuah Torres  
*Business: Marketing*

Katrina Rose Tranel  
*Social Work*

Nicholas Aaron Trautner  
*Library and Information Studies*

Andrew Peter Traxler  
*Business: Accounting*

Daniel Tricarico  
*Business: Finance, Investment and Banking*

Yash Trivedi  
*Computer Sciences*

Lee Troz  
*Business: Accounting*

Debby Tsai  
*Library and Information Studies*

Karma Tsedon  
*Social Work*

Zhechen Tu  
*Economics*

Tyler Alan Tullius  
*Agricultural and Applied Economics*

Nicole Thuzar Tu-Maung  
*Environment and Resources*

Sree Sowmya Tumuluru  
*Biotechnology*

Sara Paige Turner  
*Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis*

Desiree Sky Turner  
*Social Work*

Taha Tyebjee  
*Business: Marketing*

Stephen Kenneth Tynnik  
*Mechanical Engineering*
Jonathon Edward Wild
Social Work

Trenton M. Wild
Business: Accounting

Benjamin Lewis Wilder
Business: Accounting

Dana Cavender Wilkinson
Gender and Women's Studies

Timothy Edward Williams
Business: General Management

Kellie Willis
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Amy Willoughby
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Taylor Yukai Wilmot
Environment and Resources

Lisa Marie Wilson
Social Work

Nikki Wilson
Engineering

Lauren Emily Winkler
Cartography and Geographic Information Systems

Vincent Robert Wittig
Business: General Management

Nick Wlaznik
Engineering

Samantha Margaret Wolf
Library and Information Studies

Taylor Wolf
Business: Accounting

Brooke Lee Wollner
Educational Psychology

Paige Wonders
Business: Accounting

Rachel Wonstor
Clinical Nutrition

Alex Wood
Engineering

Bethany J. Woychik
Social Work

Haozhen Wu
Computer Sciences

Xue Wu
Social Work

Yuchang Wu
Statistics

Yuexuan Wu
Economics

Melissa Jean Wuest
Business: General Management

Hongqian Xia
Statistics

Elena Xie
Journalism and Mass Communication

Ruosen Xie
Materials Science and Engineering

Wenjia Xie
Statistics

Shushan Xu
International Public Affairs

Xuefeng Xu
Economics

Fangchen Yan
Industrial Engineering

Chai Yang
Social Work

Doris Yang
Bacteriology

Duachi Yang
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Leon Yang
Computer Sciences

Lijing Yang
Mechanical Engineering

Miao Yang
Computer Sciences

Qiaochen Yang
Business: Accounting

Xiaoxuan Yang
Economics

Kehui Yao
Statistics

Yingxiao Ye
Mathematics

Ryan Matthew Yentz
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Jing Yu
Mathematics

Muheng Yu
Journalism and Mass Communication

Songyan Yu
Economics

Nicholas Adam Zacharias
Biomedical Engineering

Claire Marie Zautke
Public Affairs

Lydia J. Zeller
Business: General Management

Heather M. Zelzer
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis

Hansl Zeng
Mathematics

Liuyun Zeng
Statistics

Brittany Nicole Zerbe
Clinical Nutrition

Fayi Zhang
Computer Sciences

Jinnian Zhang
Electrical Engineering

Zewen Zhou
Economics

Zhendong Zhou
Statistics

Zihan Zhou
Statistics

Jessica Zhu
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Junxia Zhu
Statistics

Megan Marie Zielke
Environment and Resources

Charlie Zignego
Business: Supply Chain Management

David Zimmer
Business: Accounting

Hannah Marie Zimmerman
Social Work

Michael Craig Zimmerman
Civil and Environmental Engineering

Katie Zimmermann
Library and Information Studies

Leah Zine
Business: Management and Human Resources

Brittany Zubarik
Business: General Management

Michelle Marie Zuehlke
Social Work

Xuan Zhang
Mathematics

Yihan Zhang
Mathematics

Zhixuan Zhang
Mathematics

Song Zhao
Computer Sciences

Wei Zhao
Computer Sciences

Yue Zhao
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Yunbei Zheng
Statistics

Hao Zhou
Electrical Engineering

Jiaming Zhou
Statistics

Xinyi Zhou
Business: Accounting

Zhiliang Zhou
Economics

Zihan Zhou
Statistics

Jessica Zhu
Agricultural and Applied Economics

Junxia Zhu
Statistics

Megan Marie Zielke
Environment and Resources
This list of undergraduate degree candidates was compiled from information available to the Office of the Registrar as of March 29, 2019, and should not be regarded as conclusive evidence of graduation or academic standing.

UW–Madison does not use Latin honorifics such as cum laude. Students honored for distinctive scholastic achievement have completed a minimum of 60 credits at UW–Madison and have a cumulative grade-point average placing them within the top 20 percent of graduating students in the school or college.

Selection as an honors candidate indicates participation in the Honors Program in the student’s school or college.

College of Agricultural and Life Sciences

- Austin Abts
- Aina Sofea Binti Abu Hanipah
- Emmanuel James Adams
- † Clare Aeschbacher
- ‡ Robyn Ahrenhoerster
- Aliana Olivia Alanguilan
- Matt Albinger
- Ryan Thomas Allen
- Samantha Jean Allen
- Tarek Munir Amro
- Carly Rae Amstadt
- Genevieve Anderegg
- Alyssa Morgan Andersen
- Cale Anderson
- Kory Anderson
- ‡ Thomas Kerry Anderson
- Zachary John Anderson
- Tiffany Andrade
- † Siman Ao
- Grace DePerry Armstrong
- Sarah Jean Arndt
- Victoria Jean Arnevik
- Samantha A. Aron
- Jacquelin Arroyo
- Amy Kathryn Aschenbrener
- ‡ Riley Aschenbrenner
- Alexis Aschkenase
- Enrique Avila
- Jennifer Baccam
- ‡ Tessa Bachinski
- Sienna Bahr
- Taijza Bailey
- Alaina Accardi Baker
- Alexander Meade Baker-Bender
- Amanda Rae Ballbach
- Ciera Marie Ballmer
- Yishai Eliezer Barak
- Isaac Christopher Barber
- Sabrina Barrett
- Savannah Barry
- Dominique Rose Barthel
- † Aaron Christopher Bastian
- † Micayla Danielle Batchlor
- Tressa Bathe
- Mitchell Evan Beck
- Will Francis Beeninga
- † Sabrina Lauren Belisle
- Bradley Wagner Bennett
- Sarah Nicole Bennett
- Atdhe Naser Berbatovci
- Ryan James Bergen
- Maya Sarah Bhadkamkar
- Brant Matthew Biegler
- Gretta Rose Binversie
- Ariana Nesley Bitton
- Sydney Warren Black
- Derek Blaken
- † Samantha Ann Blanke
- Nick Bockhaus
- † Vedant Vijay Bodke
- Theodore Foster Boesen
- Megan Marie Bohl
- Emma Jean Bolduc
- Juan Ramon Bonilla
- Tàlia Rae Booher
- Meghan Marie Born
- Ryan David Bouchard
- Bailey Ann Bowe
- Colin Mitchell Boyle
- ‡ Ethan Boynton
- † Rachel Ann Bradshaw
- John Ryan Brancato
- † Angela Rose Brandl
- Nicholas Daniel Brecht
- Matthew Qualeatti Breen
- Collin Louis Brehmer
- ‡ Adam Michael Breister
- † Bennett James Bremer
- Elise Ann Brennan
- Julia Marie Brigowatz
- Sydney Marleah Brooks
- Brandon William Bruce
- Emily Rose Bruhn
- Madison Rebecca Brunett
- Nicholas John Brunstad
- ‡ Braeden Alexander Sinclair Buchanan
- Claire Marie Buck
- Tyler Garrison Buhr
- Tyler Gary Burandt
- Miriam Jenice Burgos Febus
- Gabrielle Marie Burns
- † Nicole Kaye Busse
- Nicholas Vincent Calderon
- ‡ Cory James Call
- ‡ Colton Riley Cannon
- Jennifer Jo Capelle
- Carley Nicole Capon
- Allegra Sole Cappuccini
- Lena Victoria Carlson
- Jason Allen Carmichael
- Hannah Nelson Carpenter
- † Natalie Jane Carr
- † Justin Carrington
- Brooke Kathleen Carroll
- James Black Carroll
- ‡ Natalie Ann Carter
- Tori Carter-Story
- Sara Castellano
- Abigail Christine Catania
- Jake Cavaiani
- Karina Cazares
- Arielle Chaifetz
- Evonne Yi Fen Chan
- Jackie Chang
- Melina Chavarria
- Eric Neil Chen
- † Gabriela Chen
- Nickolas Ming Chen
- ‡ Stephanie Mei Qi Chen
- Yang Chen
- † Christie Yu Cheng
- Hannah Cheung
- Charlie Childs
- ‡ Rachel Christenson
- ‡ Tighe Joseph Christopher
- Cole Davis Christy
- Dong Chung

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Jee Young Chung
Elizabeth Clodfelter
Monica Lee Cloutier
Cameron Brian Coel
Callie Mae Collins
Gabriella Comunale
Staci Charelle Conocchioli
Anne Catherine Conzet
Tayler Christine Corbett
† Daniel Armand Corbier de Lara
Evan William Cory
Avery Beatrice Cotter
† Galen Kamau Cotting
Colin Duane Coubal
Elise Craft
† Justin R. Craswell
Kimberly Coral Crow
Shea Wallace Bruce Crowther
Yang Cui
Megan Katherine Cunningham
Erin Daehn
† Miranda Anh Dam
Michael Joseph D'Amato
Amber Dannen
Elli Charlene Daniels
Nicole Dart
McKenna Marie Daulton
Jacob Davis
Anna Alcott Dawley
Jada Rose Dawson
Rachel Lynn Day
Keilaa-Demi De La Cruz
† Linchen Deng
Juju Dessert
Marnie Leigh Destree
Darrell Lester Dias
Alejandra Diaz-Caballero
Alexandra Petra Dobos
Brigid McKenna Doyle
Sadie Louise Duckert
Teagan F. Duckett
Allison Paige Duda
† Calin Dumitrescu
Luisa Raquel Dummann
Murray Michael Forbeck Dunsirn
† Mitchell Spencer Dvorak
† Sarah Dyke
† Stephen Early
† Alaina Eckert
Morgan Brown Eisenstein
† Sophie Sprung Eldred
† Falcia Catherine Elenberg
Zachary Steven Endres
Sofia Enea
† Lauren Michelle Fahmy
Laurel Katherine Fanning
† Krista Farrell
Rachel Nicole Fehringer
Colin James Feilbach
Arika Susan Feils
Sara Lauren Feldman
Lauren Elise Feltner
† Sean Stevenson Fischer
† Oliver Stratton Fisher
Caleb Fitzgerald
† Alyssa Dailey Fleischman
Ian Mitchel Fox
Tyler Kenneth Fox
Katlyn Renee Frane
Isabella Fratto
Noah James Fredel
Morganne Marie Freeman
Kyle Steven Freimuth
Bridget Mary Frick
Bailey Fritsch
† Makaia Shaye Frober
Jessica Jane Fuhrman
Kailey Rae Furger
Johnan D. Gamble
Caleb Paul Ganansky
† Clara Garcia
Karen Garcia-Olmos
Mikaela Elise Gardner
† Benjamin James Garrison
Madeline Nichole Gehin
Lucas Geiger
Philip Simon Geiger
Rachel Ruth Gerbitz
Benjamin James Gierczic
Samuel Mace Goblirsch
† Hannah Mariah Gordon
Hailey Gorski
Simandeep Singh Gosal
Michelle Lynn Gotteiner
Gregory Ryan Grasse
Olivia Ann Graves
Caroline Jean Greavu
† Chloe Stone Green
† Rachel Lynn Gries
Leah Nicole Griesbach
† Kendall Marie Gross
Brent Joseph Groubert
† Nathan Patrick Gruenke
† Wenxin Guan
Jenna A. Guernsey
Paulina Guerra
† Elisa Guererro
† Miriam Guevara
Erica R. Gullickson
† Lyndsey Patricia Gullstrand
† Tristan Gunther
Anna Gustafson
Jenna Rae Gustafson
Alexandra Hafey
Matthias Peter Hahn
Sean Hamner
Abigail Patricia Hampton
Abigail Grace Hanson
Ethan Happ
Andrew Jordan Hardin
Rachel Elizabeth Harradine
Griffin Riley Harting
Nora Angeline Hartnett
Megan Haug
Richard Hauser
Jaide Hawn
Xavier Tobias Hazelberg
† Xueyang He
† Mackenzie Leigh Heck
Jordan Thomas Heiting
Jay Hemes
Molly Mariah Hendrickson
Stefanie Sarah Henry
† Jack Anthony Hermansen
† Hazel M. Hertting
Lisa Marie Herzberg
Sarah Lynn Heyer
Justin Henry Hill
William Hirschkeld
Emmanuelle K. Hirt
† Hailee Anna Hoffmann
Amanda Luanne Hofmeister
Natalie Marie Hogan
Mikaela Kristine Holdridge
Kimberly Renee Holmes
Katrina Holmvik-Duke
Alegre Monae Holt
† Felissa Hong
Amy Pauline Horak
† Mengzhou Hu
Panzhou Hu
Myria Kelley Hubert
Blake Hudziak
Anna Brody Hughes
Emily Ann Hutterer
Elaine Marie Hyke
† Yukiko Jacqueline Ikeda
Alex Darin Illikainen
Wonbin Im
Ashley Kate Irwin
Elizabeth Iverson
Dalton Glenn Jackson
† Derek Jacobs
‡ Samuel Joseph Jaeger
Abigail Anna Jaquish
Amritha Varahar Jayashankar
Leah Veronica Johnson
‡ Lillian Claire Johnson
Nathan G. Johnson
‡ Sheila Elmese Johnson
‡ Lauren Taylor Jorgensen
Jaeho Joung
Jaclyn Michelle Jozefiak
† Sabrina Kabakov
‡ Calie Elizabeth Kaiser
‡ Grace Kang
‡ Zuzanna Maria Kania
Ryan Kau
Auna Kaufmann-Schwartz
Michael James Kaun
Simran Kaur
Jake Kay
Carolyn Marie Keck
Shelby Keithley
Casey Keller
Samuel Patrick Kelly
Rachel C. Kennedy
† Emon Ali Khadem
† Abish Kharel
‡ Sean Pei En Khor
Daniel Joseph Kieffer
Michael Anthony Kierski
‡ Korbin Daniel Kierstead
Marian Taeyoung Kim
Soohyeon Kim
Coleton Thomas King
John Patrick Kink
Jason Kitkowski
Chloe Ann Kitzerow
Zachary Kenneth Kluever
Christiania Marie Kmecheck
‡ Ellen Renate Knaus
‡ Megan Audrey Knight
Chloe Genevieve Knudtson
Kylie Rose Knutson
Emma Kobitter
Emalee Koch
‡ Sophia Marie Koehler
Christian Anthony Koller
Jonna Sun Ae Kolmer
‡ Kathryn Anne Komro
Heather Brooke Koski
Jack Kristopher Kotte
Eli James Kowalkowski
Katherine Anne Kowski
Samantha Kozlowski
Jamie Elizabeth Krause
† Cassandre Roxane Krier
Alexandra Noelle Kruger
Megan Marie Kruse
‡ Katherine Elaine Kudrna
Suzanne Kukce
Elif Kurt
Daniel John Labosky
Joseph Michael Ladin
Karissa Ann Lange
Jens Lantz
Morgan Larson
Brittney Ann Layher
‡ Taylor Victoria Leach
Emelia Marie Lebon
Sun Ho Leob
‡ Morgan Elizabeth Leissring
Zachary Lensmire
Daniel Lenz
Rourke Gregory Lenz
Daniel Joseph Levato
‡ Alexandria Li
Gabrielle Li
Guolong Liang
Nicole Stacy Liang
‡ Guanyu Liao
Riley O’Brien Liegel
Huey Ling Liew
Shane Martin Liila-Fogarty
Ya-Hsuan Lin
Savana Lipps
‡ Binkai Liu
James Cheng Liu
Kexin Liu
‡ Jonathan Mathew Lombardino
Dana Loo
Justin Robert Lopes
Vanessa Renae Lorenz
Benjamin Robert Lorge
Sylwia Los
Christian Luis Loyo
Bailey Marie Lubinski
‡ Manika Luhano
Gina Luu
‡ Katie Elizabeth Maccoux
‡ Nathan Tyler Mach
Kelley Morgan Manbeck
Jacob W. Mann
Tara Mantuef
Eric Marshall
Ryanne Elizabeth Martin
‡ Ellen Martinson
Ayla Masrin
Nolan Patrick Masterson
‡ Megan Matalamaki
Andrew Patrick James Matoska
Taylor Matrisch
Jacob Maxwell
Neema Mbele
Hailey Celeste McAdams
Mira McCoy
Miranda Nicole McCumber
E. Mei Lin McKinney
Wesley Mcmillan
Ariana McMiller
Dana Rose McMorrow
Mark Stephen McNally
Kiana Jean Meinhozl
Lauren Elizabeth Lang Melidosian
Jack Menk
Kendra Mae Mertz
Jakob Jeffrey Raymond Meyer
Miranda Meyers
Nicholas Meyers
Alan Mauricio Meza
Alex Robert Mezera
Petranella Christine Mhando
Ciara Jean Michel
Michal Michiels
Emily A. Miller
Riley Mae Miller
Martha Miltko
Alise Mintz
Catherine Marie Miosi
Abigail Dianne Moeller
Matthew Gabriel Monfeli
Jordan Steven Monson
‡ Fiona Montie
Aidan Moore
Rachel Moret
Rachel Morin
Meghan Faith Moroni
‡ Mark Thomas Morrison
Calvin Chandler Morrow
‡ Shayna Moss
Colton Craig Mowers
Andy Feng Moy
Maire Cait Mullen
Brianna Nicole Murphy
Alex David-Warren Myers
Sarah Katherine Nabong
Surekha Nadendla
Sarah Rose Nagel
‡ Keith Nakamura
Madeline Jane Nash
Andi Elizabeth Nelson
Emma Nelson
Erika Danielle Nelson
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Phuong Nhi Dao Nguyen
Aubrey Nigh
Brandon Nikolai
Hunter James Nikolai
Alyssa Victoria Niles
Fatima Nizamuddin
‡ Amanda Elizabeth Nobles
Dorielle Jean Noel
Rafael Nogueira Gaglianone
‡ Ella Leona Rika Norris
‡ Jessica Yin Norrlinger
Kokoe Nathalie Noutepe
Rebecca Ann Novak
Nicholas Anthony Novotny
Brandon Michael Nutley
Emily Christine Oberwetter
Jenna Rose O'Brien
Theresa Nicole Odmark
Nicolas Oeflein
James Lyndon Oelke
Brianna Elizabeth Ohm
Izack Harold Ohman
Alex Olson
Edward Martin Olson
‡ Guy Olson
Olivia Joy Ondracek
Ethan Hunter O'Neill
Wey Ling Ong
Stephen Ortmann
‡ Michael Zobitz Palo
‡ Junkun Pan
Dimuth Nugegoda Gabadage Panditharatne
Sloan Leslie Paschen
Mariana De Paula Pasturczak
Kishan Kiran Patel
‡ Nikita Patel
Hannah Catherine Pauly
‡ Jessica Dee Pederson
Miles John Pellatt-Whitaker
‡ Laura Elizabeth Peller
Emilie Margaret Pellmann
June Pen
Francisco Javier Penaloza
Tristan Emily Persson
Carolyn Mae Peters

Brenna Jane Petersen
Annika Muller Peterson
Elizabeth Anne Peterson
‡ Yar Xin Phang
Joshua James Phillips
Krista Pichette
Nicole Florence Pietrunti
Rizza Pineda
David Pintens
Zachary Pire
Karina Porfirio
‡ Casey Alan Posda
Alexander Thomas Pott
Nicole Pralle
Julia Prange
Laura Josephine Prekosovich
‡ Luke Edward Profo
Mitchel Louis Pronga
‡ Rachel Elizabeth Pruzina
‡ Teagan Marie Pyszka
‡ Ling Qiu
Grace Quirk
Lauren Elizabeth Rachow
‡ Dewi Atikah Radin Umar
Chad Marshall Randolph
Emily Ruth Ratner
Emily Marie Rau
Toni Ray
Isaac Christian Reeb
Amber Reed
Madison Sue Ann Reed
Jessica Reiners
Maxwell Walter Renk
Shea Scott Rettler
Raine Richardson
Christine Rinehart
Claudia Sofia Rodriguez
Alex Rogers
‡ Rosemary Patricia Rogers
Madeline Melton Rolfes
Dalton Roth
‡ Abby Anna Rothering
Jacob Kenneth Roundy
Kenneth James Royce
‡ Kun Ruan
Natalie Rucks
Samantha Salome Rudy
Hannah Louise Rueth
Kayleigh Elizabeth Rybarik
Steven James Sacotte
Samuel Touraj Saghafi
Haleigh Salemi
Lily Samuels
Darren David Sanchez

Stained glass “W” emblem window at the University Club
Madison Kay Sanderson
Sofia Beatriz Sandoval
Xavier Santana
Gabby Scherle
Anna Elizabeth Scheunemann
Benjamin Schlenker
Tinamarie Schmansky
Karina Noel Schmidt
Katelyn Brianne Schmidt
Jaryd Michael Schmitz
Jessica Lynne Schnacky
Tricia Kay Schneider
† Jack Michael Schnell
Nicole Elizabeth Schoenberger
Benjamin Schueller
Alison Nicole Schulenburg
Amber Lyn Schumacher
Taylor Lee Schutz
Megan Ashley Schwarz
Mariah Dawn Schyvinck
‡ Adam Scott
Julien Scribner
Dylan Sebo
Elizabeth Sepulveda
Darlene Marie Shafer
Yuwei Shao
Megan Ann Shaughnessy
Bradrick Shaw
Timothy Patrick Sheehy
Nicholas Shein
Ellie Sheldon
Simone Shen
† Wenqi Shen
Rebecca Sue Shilts
Raphael Shoher
‡ Matthew Graham Shulman
Lauren Anne Shuster Aquino
† Jennifer Ashley Shutter
Victoria Anna Shvyetser
Ross Siegenthaler
Karen Marie Simpson
Kelly Nicole Siverhus
Allison Ann Skubal
Alexa Rose Smith
‡ Vanessa Aileen Soendjaja
Bailey Spellman
Bailey Spiegelberg
Katherine Jean Springer
‡ Sandhya Srinivasan
Taylor Stanek
Marissa Nicole Stanley
Austin Robert Staudinger
Emma Christine Steinmetz
Margaret Mae Stewart
Carley Jo Suemnicht
Andrew Sukowaty
Isaac Frank Surprenant
Nadia Swanson
Erika Elise Swant
‡ Emily Taub
‡ Jacob Eli Teper
‡ Yuan Fang Tham
Piayeng Thao
Truzon Thao
Stephanie A. Thiel
‡ Sarah Christine Thimmesch
Taylor Thoeny
Erica Dayne Thomas
Makayla Rae Thomas
Nicholas Logan Thomas
Michael Thompson
† Jessica Thornton
Katharine Torchio
Elizabeth P. Travis
John Evan Treat
‡ Kendall M. Treglaff
Bridget Ann Trinastic
Nichole Ashley Truby
Ian Turchan
Lindsey Catherine Tyrrell
Lauren Mychal Umano
Gabriella Kashyoba Umba
Daniela Uribe-Cano
Katheryn Lynsey Vacula
Ellie Valentine
‡ Melanie Angela Van Spankeren
Tyler Joe Vande Wettering
Alyssa Lisa Vang
XiongMee Vang
Maikayeng Vang-Smith
Jazmin Jaqueline Vargas
Nikki Vicicondi
Elvis Onil Vidal
Johanna Mae Virta
Holly Lynn Virtues
Jenna Julianna Vogt
Susana Marie Volpe
‡ Danielle Marie Voss
Samantha Vosters
Caroline Wahlen
Andrew Lawrence Waldron
Izak Pierce Walker
‡ Sarah Joelle Walker
Sasha Elaine Walkowski
Paige Kay Walters
‡ Candace Christine Walther
Jingrou Wang
Jinmei Wang
‡ Sabrina Wang
Christopher Thomas Waring
Danielle Elizabeth Warmka
Tate Warren
Abigail Catherine Watt
Courtney Marie Weber
Rachel Leigh Weidner
Katrina Sue Weimer
Elisabeth Margaret Weir
Trenton James Weiss
Jessica Marie Wendt
Callie Judith Wessel
Robert Wheelwright
Kristin Lee Whitcomb
† Timothy J. Wiess
Liam Daniel Wilcox-Warren
Daniel Lee Wild
‡ Linzie Ann Wildenauer
Molly Willing
Alex Williams
Elizabeth Susan Williams
Eric Stephen Williams
‡ Laura Marie Williams
Malik Williams
Margaret Mary Vivian Williams
Rylann Elyse Williams
Savannah Paige Williams
Dylan Thomas Williamson
Taralyn Wilmer
† Carly Sienna Wilson
Tyler Joseph Wimmer
‡ Elizabeth Woidat
Elizabeth Grace Wolfe
† Matthew Moberg Wolff
Rosalie Jean Wolff
Vanessa Elizabeth Witt
Brooke Wyderski
Makenzie Catherine Wydra
Jonathon Xiao
‡ Diane Xue
Rickie Yang
Xing Yang
‡ Xueying Yuan
Elizabeth Zanetakis
Mariana Zaic
Amanda Rose Zauner
Amy Zellman
Donald Zheng
Ningkun Zhou
Anna Elisabeth Zibinski
Alyson Kayla Zimmerman
Elizabeth C. Zingsheim
‡ Zachary Brooks Zuengler

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
College of Engineering

Ainaa Najihah Abdul Rahim
Alli Adefowora Abolarin
‡ Morgan Jean Adkins
‡ Vedant Agrawal
‡ Nicholas James Aho
George Akpan
Majed Hussein M. Alawami
‡ Zach Alden
Hunter Charles Alexander
Ahmed Alnejibi
Adel Salem Mohammed Murshed Alkaabi
Mohammed Alkaabi
Jordan Dennis Altekruse
Joildo Alves De Oliveira
Cayana A. Amaguana Cachiguango
Anthony Amato
Juliana Paulette Mae Amundson
Kuhan Anandan
Jacob T. Andrae
Daniel Ayos
Robert John Armstrong
Adam Joseph Arvold
‡ Brooke Ashbacher
Mark Joseph Austin
‡ Alexander Babinski
‡ William James Bacon
Michael Baddeloo
‡ Michael Alexander Baer
‡ Daniel Dongfang Bai
Andrew Baker
Kevin L. Ballecer
Tyler Morgan Bambrugh
Jesse Lee Banick
Yinan Bao
Tyler Michael Barber
Dakotah Barnes
Heather Kingsley Barnwell
Kendall Elizabeth Barrett
Matthew J. Barrett
Vance Bart
Rebekah Bastiaan
‡ Sindhuja Battula
Cecely Meriwether Baxter
Aleysha Marie Becker
John Beckman
‡ Nicholas Dwight Beckwith
Maxwell Jon Beecher
‡ Joshua Joseph Begale
Monica Theresa Begley
Tyler Behle
‡ Ryan Behm
Andrew Joseph Belot
Daniel Albin Benish Jr.
‡ Cameron Christian Bentrott
Kallen William Bentz
Mitchel Berg
Jada Berkland
Ian Berner
Alec Bernstein
Ryan Berthiaume
Tanvi S. Bhagwat
Nikita Bhatt
‡ Karishma Bhawnani
Denzel Takaharu Bibbs
Marissa Bilbrey
Erik Bjorklund
Stephan Leonhardt Blanz
Richard Francis Blaschko
Connor Jacob Blazek
Kari Anne Borowski
Stephen Hamilton Bosak
Amanda Isabelle Bostwick
Zack Brady
Christian J. Brandon
Jeffrey Robert Brandt
Lynn Ellen Braun
Christian James Breckner
Jesse Thomas Brelje
Jonah Breneman
Raven Alexandra Brenneke
‡ Kyle Bresina
Samuel Broadnax
Casey Scarlet Brown
Marissa Ann Brown
Jered Bruckner
‡ Caroline Justine Brumley
Joseph Daniel Brunner
Jared William Buchanan
Haley Lynn Buchberger
Cory James Burich
Carson James Burke
Theodore Sheldon Burns Jr.
Quinn Leon Burzynski
Jesse Lee Bushman
‡ Nathaniel David Buswell
Patrick Kenneth Byrne
Colin Byron
‡ William Macallan Cady
Joseph Campagna
Gabrielle Theresa Campagnola
Emily Catherine Cape
Ryan Christopher Cape
Brooklyn Carlson
‡ Donald Robert Carpenter
Brian Carroll
Shianne Alexis Carroll
‡ Amanda Cave
Sangmin Chae
‡ Jefferson Yuhan Chan
Saivya Chauhan
Allen Chen
Hanbing Chen
‡ Junzhou Chen
‡ Haokun Cheng
Micah Chuen-Him Cheng
Peng Cheng
Matthew James Cherney
‡ Lauren K. Chiang
Eric William Christianson
‡ Rhea Louise Christopherson
Wesley William Cirves
Bowen Benjamin Clow
Riley Cockerill
Ryan David Cole
John Riley Collins
Ethan Coloma
Jacob Austin Colvis
Samuel Porto Conde
Emma Claire Connell
Christopher James Conrad
‡ Alston Benz Correya
Jesus Cortez
‡ Richard Aaron Costello
James Cudworth
Travis James Cysewski
Allison Rose Dahlke
Nicholas M. Dalhoff
Kate Marie Dapolito
Cole Daniel Dellamarla
Aaron Shane Demers
Haoyan Deng
Brian Richard Densig
Justin Derge
Apoorva Dhawan
Zavery Scott Dickson
Gavin Khalil Dillavou-Brown
Logan William Dodd
Erik A Doerschung Jr.
Emily Douglas
Alex Donald Doyle
Mitchell Stewart Drazkowski
Brent Drazner
Allison Jean Drees
Thomas Dreher
Noah Dreikosen
Nawal Dua
Bryce Ducharme
‡ Joey Duff

‡ Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Marisa Jean Dunning
Maureen Elizabeth Duthie
Kaitlyn Grace Eck
‡ Sahand Chase Eftekari
Andrew Egofskie
Alex William Eichstaedt
Andrew Theobald Einspanier
Syndie Ann Eischens
Corbin Henry Ellis
Eduardo Enriquez
Gerardo Enriquez
Jack Thomas Euclide
Jonathan Lloyd Evans
Collin Evenson
James Cole Ewald
Danielle Grace Ezop
Marius Bryce Facktor
Leah Grace Fagerson
Tyler Alan Fahey
Brian James Fallon
‡ Kevin Fantl
Nicholas Farago
Aaron Faubel
Jacob Mark Fauble
Clayton Edward Fellman
Jordan Lynn Fett
David Nicholas Fiflis
Jeannette Lynn Figiel
Colleen Marie Finley
Kiernan J. Fix
‡ Will Robert Flanigan
Alex John Flattery
Sam Flemmer
Noah Fliegelman
Desiree Lynn Flouro
‡ Madeline Louise Fontaine
Will Fox
Crysta Lynn Frank
‡ Sophia Pearl Frank
Jacob Free
‡ Nathan Gregory Frelka
‡ Joao Vitor Freza Foltran
Thomas Clark Friesch
Nathan Friese
‡ It Fufuengsin
Andrew Scott Gabbard
Leo Gabrek
Nicholas David Galis
Jonnathan Gilberto Garcia-Huerta
Peyton Gardipee
Cody Gartman
Lindsay Nicole George
Blake Germain
‡ Josh Paul Gerrelts
Jackson Gibbs
Brian Gilbertson
Andrew Merne Gilles
Makenzie Jo Gingras
Kathryn Rose Glover
Ethan John Goede
Jared Michael Goers
Maxwell Alexander Goldberg
Brendan Michael Golden
‡ Xiaoyang Gong
Marisa Gonzalez
‡ Alexander Goodman
Dalton Michael Gorman
‡ Gabriel Nathan Gottlieb
Sudharshanan Govindaraj Ramanathan
‡ Rebecca Graven
Jacob Greaves
‡ Cooper Green
Joshua Green
Kyle Patrick Gregorich
‡ Carter Michael Griest
Kate Victoria Griffin
Robert Gruenstern
‡ Hongyi Gu
Yuchen Gu
Noah Jacob Gueron
‡ Sophie Lynn Gunderson
Jinyuxuan Guo
Ruite Guo
Tavishi Gupta
Ryan Gutenberger
Emilio Lewis Gutierrez
Eric Peter Gutierrez
Kelsey Elizabeth Hacker
‡ Brandon August Hahn
Nicholas Patrick Hahn
Jason Alan Hakamaki
Jared Taylor Halbur
Nicolas Alan Haller
Alex Halloran
Chandler Halverson
Hanna M. Hamilton
Ethan James Hammen
Julia Handel
Joseph Robert Hannah
Austin Blaze Hansen
Zelin Hao
Sadeq Hashemi Nejad
Lilium Haskins
Zachary Eugene Hassman
Henry Hasti
Joseph Allen Hawkins
Joseph Hayes
‡ Austin John Healy
Lisa Ann Hecht
Zachary Aaron Heifetz
Margaret Keating Heinemann
Katherine Heitman
Anna Catherine Henrich
Alexander L. Henry
Ethan Paul Heroux
Jeffrey Anthony Hess
‡ Peter Charles Hesse
‡ Patrick James Hill
Tim Hinkens
Dakota Natalya Hitchner
Zachary Hite
Daniel Robert Hoffman
‡ Luke Hoggatt
Audrey Hopkins
Alexander Jacob Horvath
‡ Kristjana Grace Hrovat
‡ Alexander Edward Hryciuk
Shay McKenzie Hubbard
Heather Huna
Trace Adam Hunsucker
William Binder Hurd
Nick Hurtgen
Elizabeth A. Ihrig
Tanya Maria Iskandar
Nur Qamarina Izhar
Peter James Jackley
Blakely Charles Jacobs
Chloe Noel Jacobsen
Graeme Scott Jacobson
Erik Edward James
Sanjana Reddy Janagam
Frank Eugene Jarman
Elaine Jarosz
Austin Christopher Jenk
Grace Jensen
Broedy Carl Jepson
Sadudee Jiranuntarat
Samantha Ann Joers
‡ Grant Johnson
Gunnar Wade Johnson
Martin Johnson
‡ James Lee Johnston
Edward Thomas Jornlin
Snithika Reddy Kalakoti
Rebecca Shields Kann
‡ Grant Karlsson Ellison
 Cory Paul Karnick
Riley Jacob Karns
Samuel Kaye
Scott R. Kaye
Morgan Keck
Talmage Daniel Kegley
Jessica Kathleen Kelley
Michael Kemnitz
Emily Kendall
Erik Thomas Kernozek
Rex Key
Brendan Kielczewski
Christine Yoon Hui Kim
Geonsoo Kim
Sara Kirmis
Giulia Kitayama Canhetti Mondin
‡ Connor Klarkowski
Andrew Klinger
Tyler Steven Klink
Megan Klubertanz
Benjamin Allen Klundt
‡ Emily A. Knott
Benjamin Kohls
John Edward Koller
‡ Katherine Konor
‡ Richard Joseph Korinek
Peter John Kortes Jr.
Elizabeth Kotoski
Jack Kovach
Kevin Krause
Carly Lynn Krebs
Jacob Michael Kruchoski
‡ Andrew Richard Kruck
Ben Kubiak
Ryan Richard Kudek
Mitchell George Kuhlman
Alex Kuo
Jack Kuta
Rumosu Kwateh
Logan Lackershire
Nicolas Lafaive
Devin Scott Lafford
Chase Lakowske
Evan James Lallensack
‡ JJ Lamb
Carter Thomas Lanser
Joaquin Cuauhtemoc Lara
Tyler Larson
Emily J. Lawrence
Luke Le Clair
Randi Renee Lea
‡ Seola Lee
Thanchanok Vanessa Lee
‡ Jackson Thomas Leenay
Zhihao Leng
Rachel Lenz
Patrick James Leonard
Evan Letourneau
Brian Leung
‡ Kangbo Li
Mengdi Li
Joshua Matthew Liberko
Timothy David Lieb
Max Lien
‡ Ernest Lim
Jiayi Lin
Ziyu Lin
Aloysius Jake Lingg
Ethan Carstedt Link
Yinghong Liu
‡ Yuxin Liu
Nicole Marie Lococo
Isaac Rocco Lodise
Tyler Jacob Luick
‡ Peter Luick
Daniel Lundin
Bailey Lynch
‡ Yiqun Ma
Trevor Matthew Macey
Jeffrey Alan Mack
Matthew Robert Madden
Puwaidej Mahadumrongkul
Angela E. Mahrt
‡ Phuc Mai
Christian Makhoul
Jacob Ryan Makola
Alexander E. Manske
Andrew David Marek
Joshua Alexander Marineau
Brian Mariska
Sean Markey
David Christian Marnocha
Dannah Marsolek

Sailing competition on Lake Mendota

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Sara Mary Ellen Martin
Kevin Martinson
Benjamin John Mason
Haley A. Massa
Matthew Massman
Nicholas John Maurer
Matthew Mazier
† Connor Lawrence McBride
‡ Todd Baker McCarthy
‡ Raymond John McConnell
Melanie Marie McCormick
Thomas McDonald
‡ Jackson Melcher
Noah Meltzer
James Menden
Diana Mendez
Joshua George Merchant
Bradley Joseph Mergener
‡ Alex Meyer
Scott Brian Meyer Jr.
Zachary Meyer
Jake William Meyers
‡ Alex John Miller
Joshua Daniel Miller
Danielle Mischke
Drew Ashton Mjanes
Brandon Joseph Moe
Keegan Moldenhauer
Sarah Mondschein
Benjamin Steven Moore
‡ Elliot Richard Moravec
Susan Marie Moynihan
William Thomas Mueting
‡ Kevin Mui
Ian Mullooly
† Kelsey Jean Murphy
Jennifer Rose Murray
Jonathan Murray
Lucia Muyolema
Kate Mylotta
Alliot Nagle
Neehar Dinesh Namjoshi
Michael Nardecchia
Cristian Moyotl Naxi
‡ Edwin Nicholas Neumann
Brian Charles Newberry
Joshua Marvin Newman
Man Hin Ng
Nguyen Tran Hanh Nguyen
Trisha Nigl
‡ Aman Nihal
Vanessa Nilsen
Patrick Isaac Noel
Nur Adania Binti Nor Azman
‡ Zachary John Nordstrom
Dave Nugent
‡ Steven Royal Oakes
‡ Jacob O’Brien
Andrew Ochoa
Nathan James Oehrlein
Taylor Kathryn Oenick
Jack O’Keefe
Jeremiah Oldenburg
Megan Dawn Olmscheid
Bryan Dean Olson
‡ Ryan Opansky
Nathan Orf
Jacqueline Molly Orner
Ezra Michael Ostlie
Aaron Ostrander
Mitchell Thomas Oswald
Bryan Lee Ozak
Theo Michael Palkert
‡ Roman Igorevich Palvanov
Carl Parent
Megan Alexis Parker
Kathryn Elizabeth Parks
Joseph Pascavis
Matthew Patek
Krishna Patel
Priya Pathare
Colleen McDowall Patty
Cole Paulsen
Erik Pechnick
Cody William Peck
Jacob Perez
Mitchell Robert Perkins-Cozatt
Melissa Peskin
Grace Eileen Peterson
Logan Joseph Peterson
Andrew Nicholas Petti
Aidan Blandford Pierce
Gokce Pilli
Bhurin Pisitthakarn
Daniel Patrick Plinck
Charles Francis Plunkett
Nicholas Paul Poquette
Austin Slade Poker
‡ Alexander Politowicz
Brenden David Polkinghorn
‡ Thana Pongcharoenyong
Casey Porter
Marcello Charles Porter-Dunning
Anthony David Posorske
Rehaan Sameer Pradhan
Stephen Pralle
‡ Abigail Thomas Pratt
Ryan Lane Prestangen
‡ Jack Domenic Pulito
Jahnnavi Puranik
Weitai Qian
Ruija Qu
Jake Russell Quincey
Kevin Patrick Quinn
Alexis Quintero
Kyle Raddatz
† Varun S. Rajesh
Caitlin Rose Randell
† Tanapat Ratanaruengjumruene
James Reams
Kyle Tobias Rechnitz
‡ Pasquale Nicholas Reda
Samuel Miller Reding
Kevin Scott Reed
Lauren Reeg
Kristopher Kyle Reich
‡ Bella Reichardt
‡ Jacob Reiss
Alex Reiter
Jose Alberto Renteria
Grace Magdalena Restle
‡ Noah Alexander Rhodes
James Lee Richison III
‡ Nathan Richman
Benjamin James Riebe
Brian David Rintelman
‡ Kyle Roarty
Evan James Rocco
Rafael Rodriguez
Trevor Roessler
Melanie Lauren Rogers
Molly Samantha Roklen
Ryan Rooney
Paul Andrew Rosowski Jr.
Lauren Ross
‡ Tyler Ross
Seth Rueter
John W. Rupel II
Kyle Rush
Christopher Waite Rushmore
Jacob Joseph Russell
Kaela Ann Ryan
Tyler Safgren
Alexandre Sainterme
Gabriel Sallum Dias Azevedo Alves
‡ Matthew Anton Salm
Will Salmon
Chiara Chanel Sanders
‡ Andrew Schauer
Dakota Russell Schaus
Elise Anais Schedler
Evan Schertz

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Benjamin Schewe  
Daniel Joseph Schiltz  
Ellie Schlaefer  
‡ Nicholas Brian Schmidtke  
Chaylee Jordan Schnabel  
Cassidy Schneider  
Colin Schrof  
† Jamie Schuberth  
James Raymond Schumacker  
‡ Bradley Frederick Schwab  
Austin James Schwark  
Max William Schwinghammer  
Xander Sconiers-Hasan  
Frank Roman Seipel  
‡ Mitchell Sella  
Joseph Banks Grau Sender  
‡ Emily Jane Senn  
‡ Gopika Senthilkumar  
Arjun Sequeira  
Samuel Madison Shackett  
Arnav Sharma  
Jiayue Sheng  
Cassidy Shepherd  
‡ Eric James Shumaker  
Richard Michael Siegl  
Michael Jeffrey Siem  
Travis Sigg  
Jacob Joseph Sigmund  
† Trevor Simmons  
† Haleigh Jordyn Simon  
Sean William Simpson  
Jaspreet Singh  
Shaurya Singh  
Navang Tsundue Singhe  
Megan Kellie Skalitzky  
Stephen Slana  
‡ William Donald Smithayer  
Samuel Grayson Dewey Smogard  
‡ Jimmy Soeherman  
Mungyo Song  
Megan Sopper  
Sidney Jacob Sparks  
Stephen Virgil Squires III  
‡ Patricia Stan  
David William Starcevich  
Bryce William Statz  
Dan Steiner  
‡ Tristan James Steiner  
Sophia Brady Stephenson  
Joseph Howard Sterken  
Samuel Walter Stern  
‡ Elliot Strand  
Michael John Strawser  
Andrew Stroman  
‡ Amy Sullivan  
Nicoletta Jasmine Sumarta  
Ellen Sun  
‡ Jiarui Sun  
Jarett Sveum  
‡ Isaac Christian Swan  
Mark Swartz  
† Colin Knut Swee  
Samuel Mark Sweeney  
Megan Sue Sweet  
Jacob Wayne Swenson  
Samuel Sztokowski  
Ji Shern Tan  
John Jinpeng Durfee Tan  
Zhenghao Tan  
Justin William Taylor  
Alexander Jeffory Teague  
Brock Andrew Thern  
Sean James Thompson  
Michael Patrick Tobin  
‡ Andrew Robert Trafton  
‡ Christopher Trafton  
‡ Andrew Joseph Trotter  
Jeffrey Tsai  
Jamie Elene Turnbull  
‡ Dmitrii Turygin  
Pajean Uchupalanun  
John Ugyu  
Cristina Angelica Uribe  
Rayyaan Ahmad Usmani  
Danny Richard Van De Hey  
Colton Van Dorpe  
Aaron Phillip Van Deurzen  
Kayla VanDyke  
‡ Rahul Venkatesh  
Tushar Verma  
Nikhil Shukla Victor  
Dominick David Vierling  
Robert Anthony Viviano  
Nicholas Michael Vogt  
Eric Russell Voisin  
‡ Jacob Volcensek  
Kyle Joseph Wachowski  
‡ Emma Ricky Wagner  
Phoebe Wagner  
Matthew Steven Wahner  
Jordan Wayne Wales  
Matthew Aaron Walsh  
‡ Jiayu Wang  
‡ Nathan Ben-En Wang  
‡ Rongyi Wang  
‡ Joseph Alexander Wasserman  
Jacqueline Isabel Wax  
Coty Weathersby  
Shujing Wei  
Matthew Phillip Weinstein  
Adam Jerome Weintraut  
‡ Robert Charles Weishar  
Grant Gregory Wesolowski  
‡ Zachary Scott Wesson  
‡ Isabella Grace West  
Jessica Westcott  
William Augustus White IV  
Riley Cecelia Whitehead  
‡ Jared Alan Wilgus  
David Wilkins  
Emilie Anu Wille  
Brandon Michael Wilson  
Robert Wilson  
Andrew Winans  
Allison Miriam Winke  
Ryan Wirtanen  
Brandon Phillips Wise  
Zachary Joseph Wodushek  
‡ Tanner Michael David Wolf  
Brian Wolski  
Bret James Thomas Wolter  
Doug Woodard  
Ian Richard Wortley  
Alexander Donald Wranovsky  
Kathryn Livaudais Wust  
Linda Xiao  
‡ Justin Xie  
‡ Ke Xu  
Venkata Raghu Vamsi Yadala  
Johnny Yan  
‡ Hao-Yu Yang  
Noutheng Yang  
Jacob Yatso  
Edward Wen Fong Yeap  
Ethan Yee  
Zachary Kalman Yonish  
Ethan Michael York  
Kameron Matthew Young  
Hao Yuan  
Syranda Ann Yukel  
‡ Cody Lee Zahm  
Niels Arden Zaunmueller  
Yixuan Zhang  
Yuhan Zhang  
Zian Zhang  
Yaoyue Zhou  
Yingquan Zhou  
‡ Zachary Zhou  
‡ Pengfei Zhu  
‡ Michael James Ziegler  
Alexander Weber Zoellick  
Ricardo Zuniga  

‡ Honors Candidate  
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
College of Letters & Science

Mahyar Abbariki
Nur Elisa Binti Abdul Halim
Dylan John Abel
Michael Abrahamson
Chester Mark Abramczak
Megan Marie Abramson
Deeba Abrishamchi
† Melissa Achenbaum
‡ Andy Achenreiner
Nathan Timothy Acklin
Dylan Daniel Adams
Kayla Adams
‡ Zachary Adams
Samantha Elizabeth Adeli
‡ Tylor Gillman Adkins
‡ Nicole Marie Adrian
‡ Hima Bharathi Adusumilli
Tanushree Adya
Sophia Francesca Africano
Rahul Agarwal
Shubham Aggarwal
† Ishita Aghi
Trevor Duncan Agnew
Stephen Agyemang
Leila Ahmad
Sareyah Isra Ahmed
Jinhyung Ahn
Yifeng Ai
Sophia Salima Ajanee
‡ Madeline Akbari
Jess Johnson Albers
Samuel Keith Albregts
Lindsay Anne Alfano
Yusra Alharbi
Tyler Robert Alheid
Avery Allen
† Emma Catherine Allen
Ryan David Allen
Tess Olivia Allen
Kennedy Michelle Allison
† Lily Eliza Allison
Charles Andrew Allworth
Evan Drake Almeida
‡ Lauren Altman
Stefano Vanni Alva
Faisal Alyaseen
Sophia Alzaidi
‡ Anna Ambrosi
Ryan M. Ambroz
† Aaron James Ambrugey
Peter James Ambutas
Sunchit Anand
Jolene Ann Anders
Matthew John Andersen
Rebecca Andersen
Annika Elizabeth Anderson
‡ Catherine Rose Anderson
‡ Darby Christopher Anderson
Jacob Allen Anderson
‡ Kathryn Elise Anderson
Kayley Anderson
Raymond Anderson
Jane Ariell Andersen
‡ Alexandra Jade Andringa
Ashley Annis
Hibah Ansari
Kasey Anton
Zachary Raymond Anzel
Saad Aqil
Alberto Aranda
Brandon Lee Arbuckle
Chikako Arima
† Morgan Arlene Armbruster
Grace Armstrong
Nafis Faisal Khan Arrafi
Ayyan Arshad
‡ Elise Ashley
Kaihan Atasoy
† Emily Atseff
Alexander Thomas Atwell
Avery Rose Aurand
Elise Christine Austin
Chandler Steven Avallone
Nelli Aydinyan
‡ Christopher Babiarz
Brandon Bacalzo
Audrey Altstein Bachman
Susan Back
Kaila Nicole Bacon
Saksham Badyal
Byung Jun Bae
Sangya Marjorie Bae
Kimberly Edna Baeb
Declan John Baggot
Romteen Bahramirad
Yuchen Bai
Mariam Baig
† Sophie Lynn Bailowitz
Kelicie Brianne Baior
Ivana Bajic
Melyn Rachel Baker
Morgan Alexandria Baker
Morgan Jeanne Bakken
† Sandhya Balan
Ariana Baldassano
Allison Marie Balder
Alexander Ian Balistreri
‡ Nicholas Ervin Ballweg
Christian Ritari Baltes
Jamie Jungmin Bang
Blake Baranowski
Jered Christopher Bares
Emma Barker
Margaret Marion Barker
Katie Barnes
Julie Emma Barnett
Austin Barnhart
‡ Emily Rose Barnhill
Jason F. Baron
Haider Barq
Haide Barraza
Miguel Angel Barraza Jr.
Amira Barre
Connor Steven Barrett
Alexandria ReyAnn Barriente
Nathalie Patricia Bartelt
Paige Julia Bartelt
William Mitten Bartkowski
Zachary Eli Bass
Michelle Margaret Bassuener
Christopher Kenneth Bastin
† Giovanni Alexander Battistini
Benjamin Thomas Bauer
Paxton Andrew Bauer
Christina Mae Baum
Maddi Baum
‡ Jacqueline Beaulieu
† Shannon Kaitlin Beaulieu
Aracey Renee Becerra
Maja Ling Becker
Sarah Becker
Mica Beckmann-White
‡ Cooper Beckwith
Dean Michael Beer Jr.
Jett Joseph Beere
‡ Eric Alan Beets
Roofia Beg
‡ Breanna Arlene Begley
Caitlin Lee Behm
Austin Daniel Behrens
Yitong Bei
Molly Mackenzie Beier
Laura Kristina Beilke
Katrina Marie Bell
Michael Thomas Bellart
Christopher Steven Bell-Clementi
Emily Ann Belling
Paul Thomas Bellissimo
Emily Catherine Belsha
† Chelsea Michelle Benedict
Alfredo Benitez
Diana Benitez Perez
Luke Michael Bennett
Zachary Benning
Jarrett Davis Benson
Timothé Pierre-Michel Bentolila
Alina Sara Benun
Jacob Benzaquen
Tyler Jack Beres
† Joshua Scott Berg
Noah James Berg
Jacob V. Berger
Matthew Paul Berghoff
Keegan Bergman
† Jordyn Ali Berlent
† Sophie Lowell Bernstein
William Jacob Bernstein
Laura Graham Bero
Jonathan Michael Berrend
† Mackenzie Renee Berry
Nina Lynn Bertelsen
† Samuel Herbert Bertsch
Madison Bevan
Vishal Bhardwaj
Daksh Bhargava
Brandon Singh Bhatti
Chloe Rose RachelMae Bickel
Colin Michael Edward Biebel
Rebecca Ann Biggs
Magg Edin Bilal
Nolan John Billstrom
Matilyn Nicole Bindl
Tej Bindra
Shayla Rycca Binsfeld
Sofia Biros
Evon Taylor Biscow
† Mary Margaret Biskupic
Girija Biyani
Megan Bjorgo
† Haley Anne Blahnik
Duncan Robert Blake
Benjamin Whalen Blanchard
Caleb Joseph Blank
† Samantha Ann Blank
Morgan Blaser
† Madeleine Mary Blazel
† Samantha Block
† Jonah Logan Blocker
Joseph Robert Blom
† Joseph Max Blommer
Bradley Robert Bluedorn
† Amber Y. Bo
David Feldt Boatwright
Stephen Alexander Boden
Luke Michael Boge
Abigail Rose Bogli
† Sylvia Faith Bohling
† Elena Nicole Bohm
Maddison Marie Bohrnstedt
Michael Boland
Tommy Boland
Caleb Francis Boldt
Matthew Patrick Bolger
John Bolka
Brenna Lynn Bomkamp
† Kayla Rose Bonack
Patrick Andrew Bonazza
Hannah Marie Bonneville
Chandra Lynn Bookstaff
Austin Peter Booth
Olivia Anne Borglin
Aidan Jonah Borkan
Kennedy Margaret Borman
Carli Marie Borseth
Alexandra Maria Borukhovetskaya
Connor Joseph Bosch
† Noah Gregory Bossert
Mills Bruce Botham
Anthony Charles Bothman
Eriin Botts
Nicholas Boucher
† James Thomas George Boudouris
Katherine Anne Bougie
Jessica Bowden
Adam Bozich
Christopher Ronald Bozzo
Emily Bradley
Michael Patrick Bradley
Teresa Bradley
Elliot J.L. Braem
Daniel Steven Brainerd
Stephanie Brandsma
Austin Matthew Brandt
Bryan Charles Brandt
Ruth Anne Brandt
Eva Elisabeth Branson
Sara Branson
† Anna Branstad
August Kuni Braun
Jake Andrew Braun
Whitney Xue Braun
Amanda Paige Braunstein
Samantha Bravos
Kayla Madissen Bredberg
Bree Bregman
† Alyssa Bren
Caroline Rose Brennan
Matthew Brennecke
† Justin Kent Brewer
Maame Amma Ankaah Brewoo
Andrew Briggs
† Alexis Lee Brill
Rachael Paulina Brisman
Hayley Barbara Bristol
Tyler William Britz
Parker John Brooks
Victoria Mary Brooks
† Jessica Lauren Brothers
Julia Martin Brown
Tyler Brown
† Piper Lynn Brown-Kingsley
Stephanie Elise Browne
Daniel Scott Brozynski
† Marisa Kathryn Brudny
Mark Franklin Brummitt
Madelyn Belle Brunes
† Julia Rose Brunson
Kylie M. Bryant
Kayla Marie Bublitz
Jacob Buboltz
Ian Mitchell Buchanan-Cates
† Bryanna Buchman
Quinn Ezekiel Buczak
Maggie Buday
Ashley Ann Budden
Janessa Marie Buddenhagen
Allissa Marie Budiac
Patrick Budyn
Patrick James Butehe
† Yuan Zhe Bugh
Catherine Lydia Bultena
† Laura Bunn
Amy Lynn Bunnell
Margaret Claire Bunsness
Juliana Biagini Burda
Camryn Brooke Burge
Jackson Burgess
Alanna Burkart
Alana Burke
Bradley Dare Burling
Rachel Sheera Burman
Emma Grace Luxton Burnett
† Nicholas Keller Buroker
Roman Nathaniel Burridge
Maggie Elizabeth Bushman
Regina Lindy Bushman
Maxwell Bradley Buss
† Carolyn Deane Busse
Bradley Thomas Butcher
† Maureen Butler
Namuun Byambadorj
Sierra Jordan Bychowski
‡ Nolan Gifford Byrne
Kyle Jacob Byrnes
Li Cai
† Ruoyi Cai
Brett Alan Cain
‡ Sierra Lynne Caine
Jacob Dean Calbaum
Victor Calimano
Emma Callaci
Mary Martha Callaghan
Whelan Bradley Callahan
Emma Callan
Sophia Cersira Calzavara
Alexander James Campbell
Cade McKinley Campbell
Derek Thomas Campbell
Evan Campbell
‡ Jordan Campo
† Jiongyi Cao
† Travis Cao
Jenna Caragiulo
Kaylynn Marie Carew
Leanna Gene Carey
‡ Matthew Robert Cargille
Marco David Carini
Olivia Rose Carini
‡ Sabrina Haley Carlins
‡ Tess Carlson
Kelly Jean Carpenter
Matthew Frederick Carpenter
‡ Trace Davis Carrasco
† Alison Laura Casey
Kyle Casey
† Victoria Casola
Sean Thomas Casper
Joseph Michael Castagna
‡ Lorelei Marilyn Caylor
Monica Alexandria Ceisel
Jack Bishop Cerhan
Andrew Cervantes-Kerwin
Shubham Vijay Chamaria
Blake Hunter Chambers
‡ Katelyn Nicole Champoux
‡ Martin Cheuk Kwan Chan
Maggie Morgan Chandler
Gao Sheng Chang
Jack Somers Chapin
‡ Madeline Rae Chaplin
‡ Allison Fiona Chapman
Frank Feil Chapman
† Maya Vidya Charan
Benjamin Craig Charles
Zachary John Chart

‡ Ryleigh Catherine Chase
Winifred Delia Chastek
‡ Suranjana Chattopadhyay
Ehtizaz Ur Rehman Chaudhry
Vanessa Chavez
Jeirany Chavez Campos
Mahima Chawla
‡ Yongnan Che
‡ Andrew Albert Chen
Feier Chen
Hinor Chen
Jia Ni Chen
† Jiahao Chen
Jingyi Chen
Jumin Chen
Keming Chen
‡ Lijia Chen
Shae Chen
‡ Shiying Chen
Tianxiang Chen
‡ Weiqi Chen
† Xi Chen
‡ Yixin Chen
Zhenglei Chen
‡ Ziqi Chen
Nicholas Bai Cheng
Joshua Lee Chenoweth
‡ Alecia Ann Cherney
‡ Natalie Elise Chevalier
Bethany Cheyka
‡ Ellie Renee Childers
Cody Steven Chilson

Banners on Bascom Hill
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Saisharan Chimbili
Hayoung Cho
Won Jun Cho
Yong Jae Cho
Young Min Choi
Karlee Ann Cholka
Saad Choudry
Wiktor Chreptowicz
David Dylan Christensen
Nicholas Christensen
Ryan Karl Christensen
‡ Kelsey Sue Christianson
† Lindsey Marie Christianson
Asia Nikotiana Christoffel
‡ Hiu Tik Haidee Chu
Thang Xuan Chu
‡ Tianshu Chu
Sophia Chung
Subin Chung
Alvaro Cifuentes Monzon
‡ Rachel Gilla
Elisia Maria Cintron
Petar Cirjakovic
‡ Caroline Ann Cirrinccione
Caroline Courtney Clancy
Emily Tracy Clark
Megan Marie Clark
Madison Jane Clarke
Deryk Lyman Clary
Paige Elizabeth Clements
Matthew Peter Clerkin
Taylor Anastasia Clinton
Matthew Kevin Coan
Ian Edson Cogswell
‡ Eleanor Marilyn Merece Colbert
‡ Margaret Anne Cole
‡ Madison Collignon
Mckenna Collins
Shea Collins
Vaughan Kathleen Collins
‡ Laura Colosky
Olivia Jean Combs
Nickolas Lee Comeau
Calvin James Compe
Grant Marcus Comte
Serkan Comu
Emily Nicole Conde
‡ Erin Marie Condon
Arthur Robert Condor
Savannah Rae Coonen
† Alanna Kay Conley
Cailin Michelle Considine
‡ Samantha L. Considine
Cole Thomas Consigny
† Ellen Nancy Converse
Carlton Joseph Cook
Autumn Rose Coonen
Caroline D. Cooper
Nathan Thomas Cooper
Tori Cooper
Sophia Anne Cordes
Jacob Bradley Cordover
Ethan A. Core
Julianne Sarah Cornell
Chandler Corning
‡ Grace Corriveau
Cecilia Cortez
Timothy James Coticchia
Caitlin Star Coulam
‡ Sarah Frances Cowan
‡ Michael Todd Cowie
Austin Cox
Griffen Michael Cox
Weston Logan Cracraft
Benjamin Thomas Crockett
Benjamin Armstrong Cross
Macalister James Crowe
‡ Samantha Marie Crowley
Olivia Ann Crum
Elisa Cruz
‡ Christian Ross Cuevas
Chenxi Cui
‡ Emily Cummings
Hunter Cummings
‡ Paul Aloysius Cushing
Michael Ernst Cuske
‡ Stephanie Lynn Cuskey
Julie Marie Cutrell
Ivy Cyr
Nicholas Steven Cyra
Max Mathew Czerwonka
‡ Kristin Dachelet
Sabine Dahi
Alec Spencer Dahle
Matthew Dahle
Meredith McGill Dallak
‡ Elena Kathleen Dai
Terrence Dai
‡ Weidi Dai
‡ Yuqing Dai
‡ Morgan Marie Daley
Tristan Connor Dalgety
Erika Dallmann
‡ Aniket Sudeep Dalvi
Sophi Dama
‡ Katherine Elizabeth Daniels
Chad Daniels-Rosenberg
Joseph Danna
Alyssa Dantoin
Robert L. Darlington
Kenneth Scott Darragh
Pavan Sai Srinivas Sooraj Dash
‡ Lucy Ellen Daugherty
Andrew Anton David
Jack Edward David
‡ Michael David
Daniel Davin
Alexander Brandon Davis
Rebecca Paige Davis
Rylee Davis
Arriana Bree Dawidiak
Ricardo Cortez de la Cruz
‡ Nashali Marie De Leon Hernandez
Joseph De Lia
Natalie Anne Dean
Brady Dennis DeBouche
Derek John Debruske
‡ Hannah DeBrine
Eric Joseph Decamp
Nicole Kristen DeCleene
Margaret Deflieze
‡ Mattie Lea Dehaven
‡ Gwyneth Anna Delap
Samantha Lynn DeLeon
Yuehao Deng
Yunqi Deng
Leonic Alice Jeanine Deniau
Manning Denk
Rengchiz Der
Samuel John Deruyter
Jacob William Des Jardins
Owen Nikhil Desai
‡ Shivansh Aabhas Desai
Jennifer Detjen
Alexander Paul Dettinger
Ryan Deubler
Marissa Ann Di Silvestro
† Estefania Diaz
Javier Diaz Jr.
‡ Cori Nicole Dick
‡ Jessica Y. Ding
Yanya Ding
‡ Christopher Dinh
‡ Gianina Serina Dinon
Whitney Desiree Disch
Calandra Hunter Dittmann
‡ Zoe Dittmann
‡ Salvatore Leo Lange Divita
† Rebekah A. Dix
Michael Jermell Dixon
‡ Kenneth Cal-Ortiz Dizon
Phoebe Crystal Djuanidi
‡ Sarah Dlugos
Haley Dolan
‡ Brandon Seth Domash
Aysha D. Dominguez
Taylor Donart
‡ Gaven Lawrence Dooley
‡ Tristan Paige Dooley
Jonathan D’orazio
Megan Patricia Dormin
‡ Alessandro John Dotti
Stefano Francis Dotti
† Elisabeth Lauren Doty
Yixin Dou
David Walter Draka
‡ Sophia Elizabeth Dramm
‡ Quentin Henry Drane
Lauren Elizabeth Drapes
‡ Catherine Drayna
Elizabeth McGillis Drayna
Shana Lei Dreengenberg
Eric Driebel
Anabella Nicole Driz
‡ Lindsey Kay Drozd
Jianqiao Du
Xuetong Du
Xu Duan
‡ Yanjia Duan
‡ Joshua Robert Duchene
Joshua Duchniak
Conner Duffy
Natalie Jane Dukes
Elise Dulmes
‡ Hazel F. Dulmes
‡ Emma DuMonthier
Ge Dun
Ryan Dunun
‡ Brittany Helen Dunnum
Ashton Duplessie
Ava Marie Duren
‡ Joshua Lee Durham
‡ David Duszenski
Keegan Graham Dymoke
Julia Ann Dziubinski
James Joseph Earley
Zachary McKinnon Easton
Tanner Joseph Ebben
‡ Lucas Eberhart
‡ Kathleen Hope Eberle
Carly Ann Ebert
Keith John Ecker
Samuel August Eckert
† Raina Eddy
Celina Ventura Edwards
Thomas Vedder Edwards
Nathan Thomas Eggenberger
† Sally Rose Ehrmann
Andrea Eibergen
Kyra Joan Surma Eierman
Kevin George Eitel
Andrew Michael Eklund
Jacob Elias
† Benjamin Oscar Eliason
† Melady Sue Elifritz
Emily Elizalde
† Charles Daniel Elliott
Tyler Michael Elliott
Kenneth Earl Ellis
Sarah Khadeja El-Meanawy
Nadia Elshareif
Sarah Olivia Emert
Theodore Alan Endres
† Curtiss Wayne Engstrom
‡ Emilie Anna Enke
‡ Madeleine Elizabeth Webb Eppli
Danielle Lavonne Erb
Jonathan Stuart Erbe
‡ Brady Joseph Erdman
Nikki Erdmann
Jacob Edward Erdtmann
† Jacqueline Erens
† Madison Kathleen Erlandson
Matthew William Ernst
Emily Johanna Erpenbach
Bryan Ersoy
Anthony Eruchalu
Cordero Robert Espinoza
Dylan James Esser
Kevin Estes
Ori Etzion
Michael Eustice
Samuel Keith Evans
Brandon Henry Evers
‡ Joshua D. Evers
Stephanie Fabry
Jessica Lynn Fahl
‡ Sydney Falchook
Kevin Douglas Farley
Brenna Kelsey Farrell
Conor Robert Farrell
Oyindamola Fawole
Lindsay Nicole Feder
Zoe Morgan Federbusch
Claire Feichtmeier
Austin Michael Felber
‡ Sean Felderman
Alyssa Nicole Feller
Anthony Klaus Feller
Erinn Feltes
Amanda L. Feltz
Brennan Fendt
† Jiashi Feng
Richard Zy Feng
‡ Shannon Sue Lan Feng
Shaopeng Feng
Wen Feng
‡ Yatong Feng
Kaitlin Emily Fenn
‡ Adisen Marie Fenrich
Kleah Fernandez
Mikayla Fernholz
Melissa Ferreira
† Hannah Rose Ferry
Danielle Skye Fessler
Jenna Grace Fester
Collin Hunter Fetherston
Elizabeth Morgan Feucht
Jacob Richard Fibert
Benjamin Allan Fiedler
Molly Kate Field
Alexander Finci
Rebecca Lynn Finger
Jordan Blake Finkel
William P. Finn
Jamie Elliott Fiore
Dylan Fischer
† Kevin Brian Fischer
Annie Rebecca Fisher
Brett Tyler Fisher
‡ Anna Fisher-Roberts
† Brandon Maxwell Fishman
Amanda Courtney Fitzburgh
Alecsandra Fitzwater
† Regan Ailis Flaherty
Sean Flaherty
Kate Cassidy Fletcher
Noah Fleuchaus
Phillip Edward Flinchum
Alexandra Yuka Fochios
‡ Danielle Fogelson
Samantha Follen
Raina Marie Forcier
Riley Ford
Nicole Alexandra Forest
Margaret Forman
Ethan Paul Fox
‡ Madison Margaret Fox
† Sara Marie Fox
† Jordan Alan Francis
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Nathan Michael Francque
‡Joshua David Frank
Jessica Frankel
Noah Bernard Frassetto
†Margaret Moriarty Fredericks
Jacob Nathan Freedman
‡Jessica Elizabeth Freels
‡Savannah Marie Frei
Lauren Frericks
Christian John Frese
Matthew James Freytag
Abbigail Caroline Friday
Samuel Walker Friederick
Nicholas Thomas Friedl
Alexa Friedman
Jason Friedman
‡Lindsay Morgan Friedman
‡Melanie Friedman
Taylor Friedman
Kirstin Fries
Dimitris Elias Friesen
Keyton Cristoffer Friske
Emma Isabel Fritsch
Logan Froelich
Andrew Joseph Froemming
‡Peter Cyril Frommelt Jr.
Bryce Frost
‡Joseph Patrick Fry
Rachel Lynn Fry
Bai Fu
Yifan Fu
Nicholas John Fucinato
Danielle Nicole Fuecker
Brett Fuerst
Joseph Lee Fugate
†Haley Marie Fuhr
‡Angela Grace Gableman
Jocelyn Sophia Gaddini
Jacob Michael Gain
‡Perri Galerman
Matthew Michael Gallagher
Patrick Gilles Gallant
Crystal Gallarzo
Tiana Alexandria Gallion
Zachary Ryan Galvin
McKaylin Grace Gamel
‡Anna Christine Gamm
Jia Wen Gan
‡Teresa Claire Gapinski
Joseluis Garcia
Jacob Robert Gardner
Elizabeth Kathryn Rose Garfinkel
‡Natalie Garino
‡Jacob Nelson Garman
Gabrielle Bari Garten
Rowan William Gast-Bray
Peter Gerald Gaura
†Quinn Gavin
Kevin Glen Gayley
Robert Connor Gdowski
†Daotong Ge
‡Xuanxuan Ge
Elizabeth A. Geboy
Amrita Geddam
Cody Joe Gehl

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Ryan David Gehler
Bryan Gehrke
Emily Geiser
Mary Lynn Gende
† Jordan Elizabeth Gentry
Luke Tyler Georgiadis
Nina E. Gerard
‡ Jordan Thibodeau Gerlach
Leah Rose Gerlach
Jordan Gerothanas
Erica Gerow
† Ellie Lauren Gershenson
‡ Jamie Gewurz
Jacob August Geyen
† Alexia Soultani Gianitsos
Mitchell Anthony Giannini
Kevin Mark Gibbens
Samantha Kathleen Gibbons
‡ Linzie Gienau
John Hasbrook Giesa
Zachary Kaleb Gilbert
Corey Gilbertson
Bryce William Gildner
Zachary Samuel Gilfix
Mannat Gill
Drew Giordana
Nicholas Orion Girdis
‡ Madeline Marie Glawe
Shayna Rose Glazer
‡ Anthony Richard Glendenning
Seth Edward Glisczinski
Alexander David Glittenberg
Shawna Lee Gloe
Jonathan David Godinez
‡ Sydney Michaela Goeden
Aaron Gold
Adam Nick Goldberg
Jessica Goldberg
‡ Meghan Golden
‡ Nora Irin Goldfine
‡ Eliav Goldman
Andrew Goldstein
† Jordan Seth Goldstein
‡ Samantha Paige Goldstein
Sarah Elizabeth Gomez
Jonas Gomez Tijerino
Ethan William Gomm
Jordan Gonia
Carly Marie Goodrich
Benjamin John Gordon
Isabella Madunic Gordon
Justin Jeffrey Gordon
Miranda Lee Gordon
Taylor Gordon
Mariah Jane Treloar Gorman
McCasalin Brooke Gorman
Samantha Elizabeth Gorman
Connor John Graber
Sophia Maria Grandi
Coryden Bryce Grau
Adam Frederick Graves
Trevor Grayson
Emma Rose Green
Matthew Richard Greenstein
Christina Lynn Gregis
Charles David Greif
‡ Jaydin Norma Grenier
Annicka Grace Griffith
‡ Daniel Edwin Griffith
Monica Kay Grimm
Rachel Cathryn Groshar
Charles Favre Grosz
Nicolas Piche Gromol
‡ Claire Frances Grummon
‡ Aaron Arnold Grych
Joshua Tyler Grzenia
Fei Gu
‡ Yue Gu
‡ Zhenghao Gu
‡ Weiyang Guan
Madeline Guenther
Samuel Guerrero Mandelblum
Thomas William Gullberg
Chamath Gunawardena
‡ Garrett Gunderson
Theodore Steven Gundlach
Emma Jean Gunhus
Dominique Anne Gunville
Soumya Gupta
‡ Ellen Gustafson
Noah Guthman
Valora Térèsse Gutierrez
Michael Bruce Guyse Sr.
‡ Adeaena Guyton
‡ Danielle Jean Gygi
Samuel Lee Haack
Jordan Elizabeth Haag
‡ Andie Rae Hach
Anna-Maria Hadjiev
Liel Hagen
Nikolai Hanno Bjorn Hagen
Nathan Hahn
Eleni Haideman
Mason Forest Hakes
Brianna Marie Hall
Katie Rosanne Hall
‡ Mckenzie Lena Halling
Sarah Hall-Mackenzie
Julian Halsey-Milhaupt
† Carolyn Elizabeth Hamburg
Fatheya Handy
Cole Patrick Hamilton
Sara Elizabeth Hamilton
Angel Marie Hammond
Seunghoan Han
Aaron Daniel Handel-Kutz
Jessica Sarah Handler
Rita Celeste Haney
Conor Andrew Hanko
Ryan Thomas Hanley
Connor Michael Hansen
John Carl Hansen IV
Lauren A. Hansen
Oliver Hansen
Olivia Kathryn Hansen
Tyler Hansen
† Zoe Alexandra Hansen
Elizabeth Noelle Hanson
Kianna Verdell Hanson
Yu Hao
Calli Haramaras
Karissa Autumn Harend
Maximilian Anthony Harms
Rebecca Harper
‡ Jeff Harrington
Haley Rose Hart
† James Walker Hart
Tasha Marie Hartenstein
‡ Clare Marie Hartjes
Clare Nicole Hartman
‡ Madeline Ella Harty
Erika Ann Hartzheim
Jack Francis Harvath
Maxwell Dennis Haskins
‡ Carolyn Jane Hassellkus
‡ Ryan Michael Hassett
Laila Hatab
‡ Dylan Brown Hatch
Ayça Hatipoglu
‡ Nour Dean Hatoum
Thomas James Haughey
Grace Hauser
Grant Haxton
Finley Hay-Chapman
Maura Grace Haydin
Donald Ross Hayes
Grace Margaret Hayes
Joseph Frazier Hayes
‡ Samuel Michael Hayes
Zoe Musette LaBelle Hayes
Rachel Haynes
Jiakai He

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Xiaowen He
Yitian He
Yuan He
Yuni He
Hayley Hebert
Ben Hecht
Luciann Anora Heeg
† Delaney Lee Heffner
Laura Elizabeth Heilman
McKenna Heim
David Matthew Heinrich
‡ Jack Thomas Heinrich
† Jenna Ilana Heitzler
Alec Johann Helfenbein
Elizabeth Mary Helin
Collin Daniels Heller
Racheal Heller
Erik Andrew Helm
‡ Iris Inez Helm-Hernandez
Bryce Henckel
Cristina Emanuelle Henriquez
Lucille Marie Hentzen
Patrick B Herbst
Olivia Ann Herken
Sarah Albright Herman
† Camilo Hernandez Joya
Rachael Clara Herold-Plakut
Thomas Augusta Hersman
Kathleen Frances Hessel
Molly Hetzel
Caroline Hewes
‡ Gabrielle Renee Heytens
Tyler Jayme Hickey
Phoenix Matthew Higgins
Sarah Beth Hilby
Gary Hill
‡ Melissa Sunniva Hill
Mollie Anne Hillstrom
Hunter Brett Hinden
Morgan Janel Hines
Audrey Virginia Hinshaw
Holly Louise Hippen
‡ Emma Catherine Hlavin
‡ Chee Yen Ho
Wendy Tran Hoang
† Kevin Alexander Hobbins
‡ Amy Catherine Hobday
Sage Hanson Hodil
Madeline Kathryn Hodkiewicz
‡ Alexis Nicole Hoedeman
Patrick Hoepnner
Briana Marie Hoey
Samuel Jay Perkins Hoffman
‡ Erin Nicole Hoffmann
‡ Joseph Paul Hoffmann
Jane Moylett Hogan
† Miranda Paige Hogan
Sarah Jordan Holhfeld
Ashley Marie Holgers
Taylor Holland
Benjamin Brady Hollister
Thomas Stanley Hollman
Chelsea Holman
Emily Holtebeck
April Faye Hommerding
Nay Honain
Seok Hyun Hong
Elias Joseph Hooper-Lane
Caleb Johnson Hopkins
Henry John Hopkins
Ribhav Hora
Wilson Horn
Michael A. Horner-Ibler
McKenzie Leigh Horzewski
‡ Fiona Hou
Liangyan Hou
Robert Jacob Houillon
Margaret Regina Houtz
Elizabeth Howaniec
Marsha Jakori Howard
‡ Kraig Thomas Howe
Lisa Howser
‡ Melissa Ellen Hrovat
Anqi Hu
Marcus Hu
Yuling Hu
‡ Yiizi Hu
‡ Zhiying Hua
Elizabeth Huang
Hsuan-Ju Huang
Jordan Huang
Qianqian Huang
‡ Sichang Huang
Tianhou Huang
Yijing Huang
Yudong Huang
‡ Zezhou Huang
Jordan Nicole Huber
Justin Huber
Jeremiah Gene Hubing
‡ Brianne Beth Huettner
Olivia Hughes
Angelie R. Humbert
Kortney Joann Hungelmann-Skiba
Caitlin Ann Hunt
Ashley Rose Huppert
Lewis Allen Hurd
Cassandra Jo Hurwitz
Sidney Hurwitz
‡ Emily Lauren Hutchins
Isabella Francesca Hutson
Sean Dominick Hynek
Erin Marie Idler
Emily E. Iglar
Tiffany Ike
Ekenedilichukwu Afamefuna
Ikegwuani
† Eustacia Chiamaka Ikeri
† Samuel Ilic
‡ Alyssa Marie Immell
James F. Irving
Cassandra Nicole Isaacs
‡ Jessie Eleanor Isaacson
Md Rayhan Islam
Khalil Drew Iverson
Rushdi Bin Jaafar Sidek
† Sean Jackett
‡ Clara Margaret Jackson
Taylor Ann Jackson
Emilio J. Jacobo-Arill
Brandon Lee Jacobs
Shauna Lynn Jacobs
Audrey Susan Shoff Jacobsen
Delaney Jacobson
Markie Renee Jacobson
† Natalie Marie Jacobson
Lindsey Marie Jacques
Benjamin Mark Jaffe
Utkarsh Jain
‡ Utkarsh Jain
Utsabh Jain
Christopher James
Kara Noelle James
† Lottie James
Payton Katherine James
Neil Linden Fetting Janes
Jacob Alvin Jankowski
† Monica Louisa Janz
† Emma Jardas
‡ Katie Jeddeloh
Alexander Jedrzejczak
Shay Marisa Jens
Joowan Jeong
Renee Marie Jerome
Kenia Jeronimo
Nadine Jessup
Sylvia Ji
Jiahui Jiang
Linfeng Jiang
Puyi Jiang
Wenhan Jiang
Xiaochen Jiang
‡ Yuezheng Jiang

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Haonan Jin
Li Jin
Songhee Jin
Kayla Ruth Jischke
‡ Peter Jochem
Peter Mark Jodarski
Brett Domenic Joers
Alexa Lee Johnson
Alysha Kristine Johnson
Austin Carl Daniel Johnson
Camron Alan Johnson
‡ Devin Thomas Johnson
Emily Johnson
Fantasia L. Johnson
Hannah Maria Johnson
Joseph E. Johnson
Matthew Johnson
Robert William Johnson
Sarah Jane Johnson
Claire Johnsurd
Zachary Douglas Johnston
‡ Abbey Jones
Jacqueline Jones
‡ Mariah Elysia Jones
† Nathaniel John Jones
‡ Olivia O’Connell Jones
Ryley Jones
Tyler Parker Jones
Emilie Valerie Jorns-Frisque
Shubhendu Joshi
Haley Elizabeth Joyce
Jason Tyler Junod
Sterling Just
‡ Madison Elizabeth Kahle
Adam Lowell Kahler
Mikaela Kaiser
Emma Geri Kaitz
Rahil Kakar
Evans Cecil Kalaw
† Anna Maija Kaldjian
Amos Drees Kaldor
Joanna Claire Kalis
Lindsey Susan Kalis
Natalia Kaminski
Tara Ashlyn Kamnetz
Ting-Chia Kan
Dillon R. Kane
‡ Niki Kane
Brighin Eilish Kane-Grade
‡ Da Vin Kang
Hongge Kang
Junwoo Kang
Meenmo Kang
Suha Kang
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Nikhil Kannan
Mihir Kansara
Erica Nicole Kaphengst
Charles Richard Kaplan
Joshua Kaplinsky
Theresa Jean Kapsy
† Benjamin Joseph Russell Karbowski
‡ Bennett Christopher Karcz
Chad Michael Karges
† Sritejasvinthi Karimikonda
Joseph Karnes
Kyle Levi Karp
Daniela Karpenos
Anushri Kartik-Narayan
Arjun Karunakaran
Kristen Elizabeth Kasperek
† Alexia Marie Kathrens-Gallardo
Nate Kaufman
‡ Erin Kaufmann
Manpreet Kaur
Sahibnoor Kaur
† Simarpreet Kaur
Beth Hannah Kaveggia
Lukas Kay
‡ Suzanne Kazar
‡ Sarah Louise Kear
Genevieve Angeline Kearns
‡ Gillian Keebler
Nasitta Ayeah Keita
Claire Kelley
‡ Ashley Marie Kellicut
Aaron Kelly
‡ Adam Harrison Kelly
‡ Conlain Kelly
† John Robert Kelly
Rachel Kelly
Sydney Elise Kelly
Ashley Kelsick
Joseph Anthony Kempen
Jordan Jessica-Lee Kempf
Tyler Kendler
Colin Michael Kenitz
‡ Chaselyn Nicole Kenney
‡ Brennah Elizabeth Kentz
Katherine Kerwin
William Douglas Kerwin
Devon Ryan Ketelboeter
Sarah Grace Ketterhagen
‡ Emilie Maya Keuntjes
Aliyah Hassanali Keval
† Sara Sohail Khan
Siraj Khan
Nicole Hannah Ki
Andrew Kieckhefer
HeeJeong Kim
Hyoji Kim
‡ Hyun Soo Kim
Ji Yoon Kim
Jiyeon Kim
† Jonathan David Kim
‡ Matthew Hanjun Kim
Sean Kim
Shannon Kim
Yeon Soo Kim
† Marais Kachina Kimmel
Adam Joseph Kimmes
Austin Thomas Kind
Daniel Joseph King
† John William Kinney
† Noah Alexander Kinscherf
Malcolm F. Kinsey
Samantha Marie Kinsler
‡ Shayli Kipnis
Chloe Kirk
Samuel James Kirk
Charlie Kirsh
Samuel Victor Kivimaki
Matt Kizaric
Nicholas Carl Kjorlie
Rebecca Elizabeth Klapper
James Rafael Klau Escribano
Berklee Klauck
TJ Kleckner
Callahan Cecelia Klein
Carter Klein
Emily Klein
† Jason Robert Klein
Joshua Adam Klein
Margaret Klein
‡ Steven Thomas Klein
‡ Zachary Klein
Samantha Kleiser
Jackson Robert Klepper
Maximillian Jerome Klessig
Noah Wesley Kliemmann
David Jeffrey Klitzka
Emma Alexandra Kloes
Jessica Kloss
Chad Raymond Kluender
Kaitlyn Marie Kluver
Colin Knight
Jacob William Knight
Julia Anne Knight
Samantha Kay Knipfer
‡ Ryan Derek Knuese
Jaeyeong Ko
Seung Ho Ko

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Miranda Koby
‡ Claudia Koechell
Mark Koehler
‡ Madeline Esther Koehn
† Evan Koenig
Rory Koenig
‡ Brianna Koerth
Zakaria Ali Kofiro
Benjamin Kohl
Savannah Shea Kohlhagen
Emily Sara Kohn
Matthew Kojm
Jacob George Kolanowski
Peter Kolanowski
Nikhil Kolli
Ragashree Komandur Yilayavilli
Casey James Kong
Zachary Kooiman
Aija Kay Kopca
Nicholas Scott Koranda
‡ Bethany Michelle Korom
Julia Kosier
† Anna Kosmach
Juliette Marie Kost
Abhishek Kosuri
Matthew Kozicz
Nathaniel Jacob Krakauer
Sophie Jane Krakowski
‡ Alec Jay Kramer
Luke Mitchell Krauss
Katherine Anne Kredell
‡ Katherine Arielle Marie Krejci
Aaron Mark Kremsreiter
Mercedes Claire Krenz
Danielle Elaine Krigbaum
Kurt Michael Kroll
Jessica Lynn Kron
Colleen Krueger
Emma Margaret Krueger
‡ Mason James Krueger
‡ Matthew Robert Krueger
Carmen Elizabeth Krug
Gabriel Joseph Kruse
† Hannah Kubicki
Andrew Kubycheck
Katelyn Marie Kuehl
Meghan Elizabeth Kuemmel
Sam Kulinski
Dannira Kulenovic
Alexander Scott Kulstad
Nikhil Kumar
‡ Krishna Raju Kunadharaju
Benjamin Richard Kunde
Halle Ingrid Kunzke-Anderson
‡ Jeffrey David Kurzman
Mykola Kusyy
Aleesa Alexandra Kuznetsov
‡ Daniel Kwak
Cameron Kelley Kysela
Marcus Malachai Laabs
Nora Laasiri
Joseph White Lablanche
Victoria Elaine LaBrosse
† Patrick MacGregor Lachance
Brittany Rose LaFerriere
Antonio Robert Lama
Georgia Grace LaMarre
Brandy Kristina Lamb
‡ Halle Marie Lambeau
‡ Melissa Maryjean LaMeer
Diego J. Lamela Hernandez
Caroline M. Lamke
‡ Julia Marie Lammers
Lauren Lamoth
‡ Kyle Joseph Lamott
Emily Ann Lampe
Samuel Anton Landowski
‡ Kaylin Marie Langer
Sarah Elizabeth Langer
† Kevin Michael Langhoff
Philip Lapeyre
Dominick Salvatore LaPorte
Claire Marie Larkin
† Josemaria Larrain
Cal Daniel Larsen
Benjamin Nicholas Larson
Emily Anne-Katrine Larson
Julia Nicole Larson
Katherine Elyse Larson
‡ Nathan Andrew Larson
Samuel R. Larson
‡ Sarah Marie Larson
Joshua Adam Lasday
Michael Alexander Latyshev
† Lauren Ellise Laufman
Zachary Joseph Lauridsen
Veronica Ann Laverdure
Omolola Owopo Ajanjoke Lawal
Macy Lawrence
Brendan Michael Lawry
Angela Lazar
Whitney Mercedes Lazo Guevara
Samuel Leary
Stephanie Lease
Katherine Ann Leasure
‡ Noah Zev Lederman
Anna Marie Lee
Daniel Joseph Lee
Gangbin Lee
‡ Gloria C. Lee
Han Jie Lee
Harper Hyerin Lee
Isaiah Kingswulfe Lee
Jae Yoon Lee
Jamie Lee
Jason Zixuan Lee
Kelsey Marie Lee
Kennedy Jean Lee
Megan Jennifer Lee
Tyler John Lee
Victoria Lee
‡ Britney Lefkovits
† Zachary Thomas Leggon
† Stella Hana Lehane
Jordan Tyrone Lehmann
Justin Leinbach
Jay Lema
Owen Bradford Lemke
Daniel Fletcher Lenington
Shriyans Reddy Lenkala
Kate Elizabeth Lennon
† Kimberly Ann Lense
Briana Kathryn Lerner
Anthony Leung
† Alder Antonia Levin
Zoe Levine
Morgan Lewis
Nisse Maye Lewison
Baozhen Li
Eric Li
‡ Gaochang Li
Jinqing Li
Lawrence Lunyang Li
‡ Peiwen Li
Qiyiing Li
Teyin Shu Li
† Weiwhong Li
Wenqi Li
† Yihong Li
‡ Yuanchen Li
Yukai Li
Zehua Li
‡ Zhaqi Li
Zhuoyan Li
‡ Zheming Lian
Yanting Liang
Luke Libert
Katie Lichosik
‡ Raizel Jessica Lieberman
William Taylor Liederbach
Anna Liese Liegel
Kelli Anne Liegel

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
† Jennifer Lien
Nolan Allen Lietzke
Bernard Tian Lim
Yeeun Lim
Hui Lin
Jacky Lin
Junyu Lin
Kevin Lin
Meijuan Lin
Sharon Lin
† Xiaoxuan Lin
Yuqi Lin
Brighton Rose Lindberg
L McKennon Lindblom
Jonathan Matthew Lindeman
Noah Lindenber
Payton Noel Lindner
Robert William Lindsay
Andrew Paul Lindstrom
† Megan Nicole Lipke
Cathy E. Liu
Jianing Liu
Jiayi Liu
Katie Liu
† Margaret Lu Liu
Shaowen Liu
Xinyi Liu
Yangyang Liu
Yaqian Liu
Zixuan Liu
Laura Michelle Livermore
Eliza Livingston
† Fiona Vezire Ljumani
Brendan Mitchell Loayza
† Eliana Hozore Locke
Rylie Lodin
Andrew Loftus
Jennifer Christine Lohr
Alexandra Dunai Lohrenz
Jonathon Robert Lombardi
David Christopher Lombardo
Abigail Jo Lopour
Jacky Lor
Charles Daniel Lorge
Jessica Marie Losiniecki
Ray Lotto
Tenacity Sage Lou
Bradley Charles Lovel Jr.
Kylie Ann Lowen
Grace Irene Lowery
† Mingyi Lu
‡ Runzhi Lu
‡ Xinjie Lu
Yanjun Lu
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

‡ Alexander Lundberg
Alessandra Lucas
‡ Mackenzie Ludin
Lahna Marlene Ludolph
Collin Ludwig
‡ Jillian Claire Ludwig
Carilyn Rose Lueck
‡ Christopher Lueneburg
Riley Luetten
Drew Samuel Lukoff
Sydney Devon Luksich
Tej Lunani
‡ Aman Lunia
Kaiqi Luo
Kelsey Ann Lutgen
Sovankosal Ly
‡ Gabriella Lynch-Shaw
Jacob Ellis Lynn
Chenyun Lyu
Jeff Ma
Yueyi Ma
‡ Zhichao Ma
Zhiqian Ma
Caroline Mae Maahs

The Plaza at Union South
Alexandra Elizabeth Maas
Kayleigh Macgregor
Matthew Walter Maciejewski
Madeleine Mack
Ashley Kristine Mackens
‡ Clay Christopher Mackenthun
Saarthak Madan
Andrew Dean Maddox
Brett Adams Maddry
Andrew Edward Madison
Alecio Evan Madrid
Irene Maemura
Alexa Fae Magnes
Paige June Magnin
Ryan Liam Maguire
Logan Pearce Mahan
William Robert Maher
‡ Mark W. Maier
Bennett James Majerowski
Michael Roy Makowski
Benjamin D. Malewicki
Jack Malone
Seamus Malone
† Susan Mary-Irene Manleys
Leonardo Maltos
Katharine Ann Mamrosh
Hasan Khaled Manasrah
‡ Joseph Anthony Mancinelli II
Nicholas Alexander Mandal
† Angelica Mangahas
Isabel Jane Mangan
Tiffany Mae Mankowski
Savannah Lynn Mann
Ruger Manzer
Rui Mao
‡ Ziwei Mao
‡ Molly Mapstone
Madalyn Zeone Mara
Colin Maresh
† Kyle Harrison Margolis
Melia Markham
Aaron John Marquardt
Alphonse Marra
Samuel John Edward Marten
Caroline Martin
‡ Curran Thomas Martin
Kara Louise Martin
Maxwell Clarence Martin
Niamh Mary Martin
Jose Maria Martin de Oliva Carranza
‡ Alex Martinez
Elias Alexander Martinez
Isabelle Martinez
Fernanda Martinez Rodriguez
Scarlet Joy Martino
Dana Jeanne Martins
Vijay Marupudi
‡ Samantha Maria Marz
Christopher Marzouki
Melanie Paige Mason
Gabrielle Elizabeth Masson
Matthew David Masterman
Maggie Jean Mataczynski
Mirjana Lorbiecki Mataya
Alexander Scott Mathers
Benita Mathew
‡ Olympia Nicole Mathiaparanam
† Mara Kristina Matovich
Helen Nanette Matsoff
Chelsea Elisabeth Mattheis
Isaac Leo Matthais
Hannah Matthiesen
Samuel Albert Matthiesen
Emily Lynn Mattson
Daniel Joseph Matusinec
Matthew Arnold Matz
Lucy Mauer
Brendan Thomas Maul
† Carly Janet Maul
Madeleine Lawrence Maxwell
‡ Meghan Ann May
Ezad Mazlan
Hannah McAnulty
Kelly Lyn McBride
Delaney McCabe
‡ Madeleine Marie McCabe
Alexandra Tracey McCallion
‡ Jack Thomas McCann
‡ Sam William McCarthy
Kagan McCarty
‡ Gavin Viktor McCauley
Aidan McClain
Alycia Marie McClure
Keegan Adams Mccluskey
Lauren Elizabeth McCluskey
‡ Cheryl Jean McCormick
Shea Cracken
‡ Grace Elizabeth McCune
‡ Cristian McDonald
Zoe Marie McDonald
Rowan Francis McDonnell III
Claire Anne McDonough
Duncan Eliot Hiebert McFarlane
Evan Michael McGinnis
Michael McGinnis
‡ Sydney Marie McGinnis
Annie McGrail
Daria Marie McGucken
‡ Dane Logan McKittrick
Garrett Brian McLaughlin
Lane Marie McLaughlin
Harrison George McMillan
Aidan McNamara
‡ Audrey Marie McNamara
‡ Haley Maureen McNiff
‡ Catherine Jane McSorley
Collin Mead
‡ Garrett Hayden Mealey
Johanna Meassick
‡ Michael Medenblik
Stephanie Anne Meder
‡ Pranav Mehendiratta
Andrew Riessler Mehigan
Rachel Anne Mehltihf
Jay Bhadresh Mehta
Brooke Jean Meidam
‡ Carolyn June Meissner
Cole David Meissner
Susan Ruth Melk
Haley Mellen
Lauren Mello
Kyra Bri-ann Meltesen
Christian Paul Memmo
Mauro Alberto Mendez
Malia Rose Menon
James Lawrence Menting
Vanessa Hope Mercer
Nick Merry
Megan Messmer
Emma Ruth Metz
† Julia Metzger
Erik Tyrrell Metzig
Nicolas Meyer
Rebekah Florence Meyer
Samantha Abigail Meyer
Nicole Meyers
Claudia Jo Meyer-Samargia
Aliyah Ali Mfinanga
Matthew Yiming Miao
Ryan Andrew Michaelsen
Casey Michelic
Emily Nicole Michaels
‡ Tatiana Bertolli Micoley
Leo Marcus Mikula
Kalli Lorelei Milestone
Alexis Miller
Blayr Elizabeth Miller
Caitlin Miller
Grace Miller
Hannah Marie Miller
Hannah Miller
† Hilary Miller

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Juliet Claire Miller
† Marissa Anne Miller
Thomas R. Miller
‡ Claire Margaret Milligan
Rebecca Anne Milliken
Austin Kelly Milliren
Michael Ray Mills Jr.
Nyan Aye Min
‡ Samantha Hallie Mindlin
Mckenzie Marie Mininger
Samuel Brian Mintner
Tyler Minushkin
Douglas Gordan Miran
† Sari Mishell
Akshay Mishra
Marie Elizabeth Misialek
Madalena Lou Misura
‡ Alexis Taylor Mitchell
Robert Mitchell
Christopher Victor Mitry
Shreya Mittal
Madelyn Mittelsteadt
Asahi Miyazaki
Kelsey Curet Mjaanes
Aaron Jon Mleziva
Catherine Moakley
Erin Danielle Moderow
Juhi Mody
‡ Elizabeth Mary Moellers
Stephen Shepherd Mog
† Manasi Mohan
‡ Jason Michael Mohoney
‡ Kent Mok
Julia Molaski
Beau David Mommaerts
Louis Michael Monette
Marisa Monetti
Hannah Marlene Monroe
‡ Reilly Kathleen Mooney
‡ Kayla Manion Moor
Austin Linton Moore
Jacob Robert Moore
Jacob Moore
Kaitlyn Marie Moore
Luke Matthew Moore
Felipe Morales
Emma Maria Morales Leslie
Bradley Thomas Moraski
Megan Moreh
Natalie Michelle Morel
Matthew Morgan
Martha Morganstein
Michael Thomas Morin
Jennifer Minami Morris
Rita Marie Morris
Alana Quinn Morrison
Alison Emily Morrison
Lindsey Danielle Morrison
Matthew Scott Morrissette
Roman William Morse
‡ Kara Morgan Mortensen
Sydney Noreen Mortensen
Jared Morzinski
‡ John Christopher Moss Jr.
‡ Madeline Marie Motsinger
Matthew Kynaston Mott
Lesley Madeline Mould
Brett Charles Mower
‡ Gergely Daniel Mozés
Maryam Yasmine Muhammad
Ankur Mukherjee
Kathryn Elizabeth Mullan
Megan Rae Mullen
Ryan Joseph Mulrooney
Kylie Mulroy
Emily L. Mundt
Adithya Murali
Devin Takeo Murphy
‡ Ryan Murphy
‡ Danielle Callander Murray
Edward Kent Murray
Sabrina Murray
Morgan Rae Musielewicz
Connor L. Myse
Grant Myse
‡ Madison S. Nacker
Karim Nassef
Sean Patrick Naumann
Landry Hirwa Ndahayo
‡ Madison Louise Neinfeldt
Alexander Jordan Nelson
Cheris Ann Nelson
‡ James Donald Dunham Nelson
Meredith Jayne Nelson
Ilhulpachakatl Neubauer
Patrick William Neuguth
‡ Grant C. Newman
Molly Newmark
Daniel Ng
‡ Louise Ng
Neville Zi Feng Ng
Dustin Nguyen
Emily Lan Anh Nguyen
‡ Minh Quy Nguyen
Nina Nguyen
Quynh Nguyen
Wynnie Nguyen
Diane Nhieu
‡ Ann Hitchcock Nielsen
Katrina Marie Nielsen
Pete Nielsen
Sarah Elizabeth Nies
Madelyn Rose Nieuwenhuis
Ester Nikolla
Nathan Nimmer
‡ Jake Nisse
Alec Edward Nutka
Sam Nixon
Laurel Catherine Noack
Aija Noble
Anna Michelle Nordin
‡ Annagrace R. Norr
Carmel Franziska North
Hannah Nortman
Cameron John Noskowski
Jared Aaron Nossen
Amanda Jane Novak
Erin Nicole Novak
Rebecca Lynn Novak
Madeline Kaye Novinska
Kyra Mae Nowacki
Zachary Michael Nowatzki
Michael Adam Nowicki
‡ Jack Hayden Nuckles
‡ Julia Oanes
‡ Katherine Marie O’Brien
Dillon John O’Donnell
Jacob O’Donnell
‡ Megan Claire O’Donnell
‡ Nieve Elizabeth O’Donovan
‡ Ellie Kathleen O’Flanagan
Keoni Ogawa
Banke Revelation Oginni
Samantha Su Oh
Shane O’Hara
Connor O’Keefe
Kara Anne Olds
‡ Sarah Catharine O’Leary
Griffin Daniel Oleszczuk
Alexis Michaela Olson
Claire Olson
‡ Connor David Olson
Emily Rose Olson
Jacob Olson
Liam Doyle Olson
Nicholas Olson
Sean Olson
Shannon Margaret Olson
‡ Shelby Leigh Olstad
Chris Olszewski
‡ Izak Mendel Oltman
‡ Jessica Marie O’Neill
Sean Thomas O'Neill
† Sari Oppenheim
Arianna Opsahl
Olivia Orenica
Samuel Lawrence Orno
Dakota Osborn
DenaSha Neusha Osborn
Caitlin Elizabeth Osborne
Nicholas Fouad Adamany Osen
Trevor Ostling
‡ Clare Ostroski
Abigail Barbara Ostrowski
Rebecca Mae Otis
Cash Ryder Otradovec
Annie Ottman
Megan Elizabeth Otto
‡ Jiatong Ou
Brie Overkamp
‡ Jordan Owen
Brevin Scott Owens
Cody Owens
Daniel Owens
Jasmine Christine Owens
Jordan Pachefsky
Rakshith Padmanabha
Jacob William Pagel
Emily Lauren Pahnke
Julian Pakdel
‡ Hannah Leah Paley
† Maria Palivos
Allison Joy Palmer
‡ Owen Palmer
Magdalene Lenore Palzewicz
Honghe Pan
Amanda Marie Pandl
† Anne Victoria Pankowski
Philip Victor Lawrence Pape
Christina Ann Pappalardo
Molly Pappin
Brett Paris
Jieun Park
Jin Young Park
Nam Ju Park
Molly Parries
Kristi Marie Parsons
Sydney Neely Parsons
Kenneth Andrew Pastel
Mahatih Patchava
Bryan David Patek
Kahaan Ankur Patel
Nikita Patel
Tirth Patel
‡ Satyajit Yuvaraj Patil
Erin Mackenzie Patrick
Anna Elizabeth Patterson
Julia Christine Patz
Michaela Marie Pauers
‡ Kurians Paul
Brent Paulson
Jerry Lauritz Paulson
† Caitlin Marie Pavelec
Nicholas Robert Pavelic
Milan Pavlic
Carly Elizabeth Pavlis
Maryellen Marie Pawley
Zoe Anastasia Pawlisch
Ty Gregory Pawlowski
† Alexis Payette
‡ Amy Rose Pearce
Andrew Pearce
John Isaac Pearson
‡ Brandi Elizabeth Pease
Benjamin Faist Pekala
‡ Emily Penn
Kyle Penniston
Unmesha Pentakota
Karen Pérez-Wilson
Sean Paul Peronto
Dominique Tomasina Perry
‡ Joseph Steven Perry
† Neil Alexander Perry
Sarah Petelinsek
† Darby Camille Peter
‡ Kennedy Marie Peter
Shine Peter
Tyler Peterka
Samuel Peters
Dylan Andrew Petersen
‡ Nathan Petersen
Hope Naomi Peterson
Janessa Ingrid Peterson
Joseph Craig Peterson
‡ Kira Peterson
Samuel Peterson
Siri Margreta Peterson
Basili Petropoulos
Martins Eduards Petrovskis
Anna Catherine Petrov
Pavel Sergeevich Petukhov
Alexandra Sarah Pfaff
Erin Danielle Pflugrad
Kai Lampman Pham
‡ Sean Merrick Phillips
Brandon Phouybanhdyt
Delaney Kate Pichotta
‡ Katherine Ann Piel
John Anthony Piemonte
Mary Kathryn Pierce
Garrett Piernot
Myles Pindus
Joseph Pineda
Timothy James Pinkerton
Chase Pinnow
Isabel Pinto-Pro
‡ Paige Elizabeth Pistono
‡ Rosabella Teresina Pitera
‡ Mikayla Rose Pittman
Brett David Plagens
Katie Platt
Peter Michael Platten V
James Thomas Plautz
‡ Samuel Tyler Pochly
Jennifer Paige Podgorski
‡ Brianna Michelle Pollari
Katlyn Eleanore Pollari
Kirsten Alexandria Pollis
Sophia Louise Portelli
‡ Stella Beatrice Porter
Dominic Patrick Porubsky
Adèle Fortney Poser
Hayley Lauren Posner
Jennifer Ellen Powell
Marcellus Powell
† Thomas Howard Powers IV
‡ Beck Seeley Powlung
Jacob Joseph Pozezinski
Nivedhitha Prabakaran
‡ Katherine Rebecca Pranica
‡ Jack Prazich
Ayden Prehara
Cynthia Claire Prentice
Luke James Presberg
Jacob Price
Kevin Daniel Price
Lillian Margaret Price
Haley Rose Primuth
Timothy Michael Pritzl
Jason Kyle Proctor
Colin Robert Prom
† Hailey Prosek
Megan Prosser
Francesca Ann Przlomski
Ross Pumplun
Brandon Pupp
Chandler John Purcell
John Lawrence Purnell
Ashley Maria Puza
Emily A. Pyszora
Ciena A. Pyszora
Yixuan Qi
‡ Jiatong Qing
Hao Qu
Xianrun Qu
‡Zhongche Qu
Gretchen Shirley Quade
Paul Olney Quale
‡Zachary Aman Quam
Benjamin Thomas Quick
Jacques Bernard Quinette
Megan Anne Quinlan
Bradley Patrick Quinn
†Sarah Lynne Quinn
Matthew Kenneth Quraishi-Landes
Mackenzie Rabas
Reginald Quinton Rabb II
Addie Qian Radandt
Matthew Thomas Radday
Elisabeth Rademan
Justin Lawrence Radin
Alexander Daniel Rados
Allison Ragsdale
‡Avichal Rakesh
‡Eliett Macey Rakower
Daniel Joseph Ramallo
†Adam Brenneman Ramer
‡Ryan Spencer Ramsdell
Celia Ann Ramsden
Ricardo Rangel
Swaraj Rao
Molly Rapozo
Gabriel Ben Rashba
Tahzeeb Aziz Rashid
Ryan James Rasmussen
‡Zachary John Ratzlaff
‡Samantha Jane Rauch
‡Olivia Jo Rauls
‡Varun Ravipati
Harrison Howard Rayment
Clarisse Rebancos
‡Melina Recalde
Benjamin Hirsch Recht
Bailey Marie Redfearn
Connor Alexander Redfern
‡Sophia Ingram Reeves
Scott Reichel
Daylon Alan Reifsteck
Keegan James Reilly
Alexander David Reis
Anthony Michael Remis
‡Caroline A. Remmers
Jinyuan Ren
Wangping Ren
‡Yi Ren
Aditi Renganathan
‡Kyle Bradley Rentmeester
†Autumn Reppe

†Honors Candidate
‡Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Michael Resnick
‡Rachel Arielle Retsky
Allison Marie Retzlaff
Madeline Marie Reynolds
‡Alexander Thomas Rheinheimer
Keanu LeRoy Rice
‡Sean M. Rice
Jayden Ann Richards
William Robert Richardson
†Sam Rider
†Jack Anthony Rieder

Shane Robert Rieder
Jessica Shakira Rieselbach
Jake Riffe
‡Haley Amanda Ring
Stephanie Ellen Rink
Cecilia Risch
Caroline Risdon
‡Ryan David Risgaard
Rishabh Kishore
Rebecca Risner
Tara Christina Roach

Red Gym
Natalie Ariana Robb
Samantha Lynn Robers
Colin John Roberts
Olivia A. Roberts
Taylor Nicole Roberts
Caroline Roble
Connor Roche
Alexander Wayne Rodriguez
† Anna Luisa Rodriguez
Dana Angeli Zamora Rodriguez
Pamela Assen Rodriguez-Seda
Sarah Roe
† Sarah Roemer
Margaret Roethle
Bonnie Lynn Rogers
Mitchell Earle Rogers
Joni Marie Roggenbuck
Madlyn Rohr
Sally Rohrer
Charles Emanuel Rojas
Connor Michael Rolain
Adam Christian Roland
Anna Caroline Rolecek
Michael James Rolfe
Elena Maria Rolseth
† Emily Romdenne
‡ Yi Rong
‡ Megan Alexandra Root
‡ Samuel David Ropa
Matthew Rosandich
Mitchell Charles Rose
† Noa Dina Rose
Parker Rosemeyer
Cydney Rosenberg
Melissa Rosenfeld
Sydney Rosengarten
Andrew Rosol
Mitchell Lee Ross
Brenna Elizabeth Rosser
‡ Lily Roter
Michael John Roth
Amanda Rovitz
Madeline Meris Rowe
Noa Rubnitz
Logan Patrick Rude
Cate E. Rudy
Kael Andrew Ruland
‡ Ian Rumball
‡ Maxwell Allen Rumble
‡ Margaret Anne Ruocco
‡ Anna Cassidy Rusk
Claire Kixmiller Russell
Emily Sharon Russell
Eric Russell
‡ Marcus Edward Russell
Nicholas Robert Russell
Sophia Moran Russell
Kalley Alexandra Russo
Olivia Lorraine Russo
‡† Tyler Charles Ruzicka
Emmet Francis Ryan
‡ Molly Mercedes Ryan
Shannon Marie Ryan
Zachary Harrison Ryan
Megan Edith Sackmaster
Mari Elise Sadowsky
Sheridan Mary Ruhi Saeian
‡ Akihisa Samuel Sakai
‡ Leanna Emiko Sako
‡ Mark Joseph Salamone
‡ Madeline Jean Salata
Mathew Nicholas Salbego
‡ Jordyn D. Salm
Kelsi Ann Salzwedel
Devin Lahiru Samaranayake
Monica Samsin
Edgar Luis Sanchez
Jose Angel Sanchez
Haley Sanders
Lauren Kathleen Sanders
Jacquelyn Renee Sandlow
Raquelle Anne Sands
Tenley Sanduski
Maxwell Stanley Sandy
Aniket Sangwan
Nimish Sarin
† Kathleen Palmares Sarino
Max Satory
Mitchell Ryan Saulsberry
David Brian Savage-Lobeck
Michael Sawall
Conner Dean Schacht
Madeline Maureen Schachte
Lydia Marina Schackel
Ethan Marcus Schaefer
Morgan Jean Schaefer
Brett Schallhorn
Jared Matthew Scharenbrock
‡ Matthew Peter Scharpf
Marissa Joyce Schatz
† Juliette Marie Schefelker
‡ Abigail Fitzgerald Scheidt
Amy Schiefelbein
Carson David Schier
Jessica Ann Schiffman
Isaac Christopher Schiro
Natalie Schmer
‡ Natalie Marie Schmidt
Teryl Schmidt
Zachary Davis Schmidt
Zachary Schmidt
Mikaela Elizabeth Schmit
Sophia Kennedy Schmit
Madlyn Schmitt
Sam Schmitt
‡ Danielle Schmitz
Rachel Marie Schmitz
William Alec Schmitz
Jackson Alexander Schneider
Lucas Schneider
Daniel Patrick Jee Soo Schnobrich
Charles Glassbrook Schoder
† Erin Gwenn Schoenbeck
Ashley Kay Schoenborn
Darren Schoenike
Nolan Dennis Schofield
† Emily Scholl
Parker Kenneth Schorr
Erik J. Schrandt
Kaelyn Schreiner
Taylor Schreiner
John Matthew Schroeder
Megan Lee Schroeder
Rebekah Clare Schroeder
Allyssa Schroth
Noah Cameron Schuetter
Jackson Philip Schultz
Madison Ann Schultz
Samuel Turek Schultz
Zachery Schultz
Elizabeth Susan Schwalbe
Carter William Schwartz
Joseph Robert Schwartz
‡ Giara Nicole Schwarz
‡ Hannah Katherine Schwarz
Ashley Rose Schwensohn
Clare Kelley Schwirtz
Evan James Scott
Lindsey Jane Scozzafave
Daniel Prokop Seaton
Aryeh Seckler
Samantha Bryn Secord
Emma Elizabeth Sedarski
Trenton Kevin Seegert
Benjamin Segal
‡ Katherine Lee Seitelman
Derek Sell
Max Seltzer
‡ Christopher Selzer
Andrew Semancik
‡ Jiyoon Seol
Cyrus Rustam Sethna

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Jonathan Setzke
Patrick Ryan John Sexton
Kevin Donald Seymour
Alana Shabez
Mishal Athar Shah
Yash Chirag Shah
† Tianyi Shan
Shiyi Shao
‡ Liza Shapin
Haley Shapiro
Kaitlin Decker Shapiro
Keshav Sharma
Jack Welsh Shaw
Corrigan Anne Marie LaLonde Shea
Jennifer Annelise Shelver
† Matthew A. Shelver
Xiangcheng Shen
† Alex Sheng
† Gabrielle Marty Sherman
Janey Sheth
‡ Suo Shi
Alex Robert Shifflet
Griffin Kane Shimp
Minjung Shin
Johanna Ruth Shinners
Jarred Sage Shipman
Courtney Shipshock
Peter Alex Shireman
‡ Anders Shropshire
Hiroshi Shu
Siqing Shu
Yiheng Shuai
‡ Zachary G. Shulfer
‡ Taylor Blake Shuman
Cerise Marie Siamof
‡ Alma Sida Ontiveros
Azhar Ahmed Siddiqui
Leah Rose Sidell
Hannah Jacqueline Sigg
Michelle Sijie Sikes
Emily Ester Silver
Briania Olivia Silverberg
Kate Silverthorne
Claire E. Simcox
Matthew John Simmons
Jared Tiberius Simonsen
Caysi Lyn Simpson
Katie L. Simpson
Connor Hayes Sims
Karon Marquis Sims
‡ Emma Jean Sinclair
Gurkaranjot Singh
Raveena Singh
Sakshi Singh
Virat Singh
Trevor Jaeck Skaggs
† Ellie Skelton
Ethan Douglas Skinner
‡ Sarah Elizabeth Skinner
Jonathan David Sklar
† Danielle Shay Sklarew
Jennifer A. Sligh
Taylor Nicole Slivinski
Grace Smaby
† Rachel Smaby
‡ Mike Smale
Ryan James Smazal
Christopher Daniel Smeltzer
Morgan Eleanor Smigielski
† Benjamin Daniel Smith
Benjamin Phillips Smith
‡ Brooklyn Smith
Olivia Smith
Rachel Courtney Smith
Rachel Smith
Sydney Anne Smith
Veronica Jean Smith
Zoe Southworth Smith
Nicholas Paul Snow
Erik Gerard Snyder
Julie Snyder
Eric Sobieck
Anna Soboleva
Antoinette Christine Sobon
Abigail Jane Sokolowski
Whistler Nash Somers
‡ Ariana Jade Song
Sasha Jacob Soofer
Ryan Stuart Soohoo
Shaelyn Rose Sorensen
Tanner Jay Sorlien
George Sorrells
Grace Elizabeth Souksavath
Jacob Carl Soviec
‡ Jennifer Ann Sowin
Jacqueline Carole Spaight
Madeleine Margaret Spangenberg
Morgan Marie Sparks
Ilia Sophia Spencer
Jacqueline Marie Spencer
Audrey Louise Spiegelhoff
Matthew Eliot Spiessbach
Robert Brandon Spitz
Megan Nicole Spletzer
Morgan James Spohn
Jesse Louis Sprague
Benjamin Michael Sprengeler
Abhishek Srivatsav
‡ Noelle Adair Stadler
Isabelle Loving Stafford
‡ Abigail Marie Stahl
Connor Paul Stamper
Kelsey Taylor Stanczak
Joan Starich
Brianna Elizabeth Statz
Payton Donald Statz
† Erika Jane Stauss
Taylor John Steeno
‡ Brandon Steer
Carter Joseph Steffen
† Edward Joseph Steigerwald
Benjamin Herschel Steigman
Andrew Stein
Jake Andrew Steinberger
Stephen John Steiner
† Ronald Joseph Steinhoff
Samuel Joseph Stekel
Megan Elyse Stengel
Noah Joseph Stengel
Max Anders Stenklyft
Dylan Stenz
‡ Nicole Jenna Stephan
† Jennifer Marie Sterk
Malcolm Stern
† McKenna Stern
Noah Stern
‡ Madeline Emma Sternman
Benjamin Kennedy Stevens
† Jace Robert Steward
† Joelle Lily Stewart
Jon Stewart
Marcus Stewart
Lucas Philip Stiemann
Matt Stiles
‡ Courtney Stobbie
Amanda Lynn Stock
Braden James Stock
Kassi Stokdyk
Jacob Stolar
Kate Stolar
Bryant Travis Stone
Jacob Carl Stone
Katie Ann Stormer
‡ Monica Nicole Story
Matthew C. Stout
Bennett Richard Strand
‡ James Dolan Strebe
‡ Rebecca Zhi Strigenz
Matthew Strimaitis
Jennifer Hulland Strugnell
† Christopher Stubbs
Madisyn Mayme Studsrud

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Carly Stuff
Marlena Gabrielle Sturtzen
‡ Lin Su
Maya Saraswathi Subramanian
Jin Kyo Suh
† Stacey Lauren Sukoff
Alexander Kelly Sullivan
Jacey Sullivan
‡ Madeline Avery Sullivan
Michael Edward Sullivan
Mitchell Patrick Sullivan
Riley A. Sullivan
Ashley Ann Summers
Lauren Summers
Calvin Sun
David Sun
‡ Mengzhen Sun
Mingyuan Sun
Yue Sun
Autumn Marie Sundberg
Mitchell Tyler Sutrick
‡ Ian Cade Sutton
‡ Grace Patricia Swanson
Natalie Eileen Swanson
Seth Robert Swanson
Morgan Hessling Sweeney
Matthew Thomas Swenson
Valerie Swiecichowski
Zoe Bess Swiler
Saleha Syeda
Tidiane N’Goran Kan Sylla
Christopher John Syregelas
Sam Alexander Syrett
Samantha Lynn Syta
† Maria Linda Szalkowski
‡ Sara Maryam Tabatabai
Natalie Tack
Paul Steven Tael
‡ Sydney Megan Tait
Leon Yee Leong Tan
Rui Qiong Tan
Jiarui Tang
Jacob Tangney
Tara Banu Tanriverdi
† Madankui Tao
Payton Alexandra Tapia
Joshua James Canto Tarum
Lucille Stephanie Tasker
Michael Allen Tate
Lauren Tatus
Breanna Ranae Taylor
Lydia Ellen Taylor
Sasha Alexander Micha Taylor
Eda Tee
† Mia Isabelle Temkin
Grace Andrea Templeman
Yvette Tenenbaum
Nadiah Tengku Mahmood
Grace Teofilo
† Jennifer Marilyn Terrell
Aaron Joel Tesch
Maximilian Josef Teufel
Tyler James Tevich
Madison Tew
Alyssa Evelyn Thalacker
Erin Marie Thanes
Chong Thao
Houa Thao
Mai Yeng Thao
Shengyeng Jia Thao
Udon Thao
Kevin Thayyil
† Matthew Theobald
Katherine Rose McKee Thielens
Kathryn Elizabeth Thiesen
† Jaclyn Marie Thoma
Alex Thomas
Charles Gilbert Thomas IV
Kelly Ray Thomas
Shalako Kloppenburg Thomas
Bradley R. Thome
Courtney Rebekah Thompson
† Elizabeth Thompson
Harris J. Thompson
Michael Thompson
Carter Thomas Thomson
‡ Madison Thornton
Camilla Marie Thorsland
Samual James Thorson
Grace Tierney
Olivia Tierney
Matthew Alan Tillquint
† Katharine Elizabeth Tippins
Peter Jacob Tischke
† Julia Tissian
Hayley Anne Tkach
† Samantha To
Alexandra Brooke Tobin
Emily Marie Toboyek
Benny Tock
Loren Kathryn Tock
Carolyn Rose Toenges
Andrew Etienne Toizer
Julia Elizabeth Tole
Raphaelle Torralba
Daniel Robert Torres
‡ Marc Tost
‡ Lauren Tostrud
Steven Owen Touney
Brendan Toyne
Anthony Paul Trajkovich
Emily Phung Tran
Sophia Traven
Ryleigh Elizabeth Travis
Johanna Peterson Traynor
Katherine Elizabeth Treankler
Tyler Ray Trebitowski
Silas Triller
Nicole Ryan Trister
Benjamin James Truchan
Diana Trujillo
‡ Riley Samuel Tsang
Tina Tsou
Veronica Taylor Tummett
Ralph Turner
Dominique Barbara Tusznyski
Arina Tveleneva
Justin Twardowski
James Matthew Twieg
‡ Teagan Nikole Twombly
† Katharine M. Tyllo
Dozie Uchegbu
Grant Uecker
Anne Elizabeth Ulrich
Nolan Umentum
Joseph Schlag Unrein
‡ Nimish Upadhyay
Anansha Divya Upadhyaya
Cesar Jonathan Urgiles
Javier Uruchima
‡ Marko Uzeirovic
Connor Marete Vafi
‡ Niklas Kieran Vakil
Nina Annika Vakil
Erika Mari Valdez
Joaquin Salvador Valdez
† Luke Carmichael Viterbo Valmadrid
Madeline Joan Van Altine
† Sebastian Thomas Freret van Bastelaer
Matthew John Van Bramer
‡ Alexander Dewey Van Buskirk
Anna Sophia Vande Moore
Emily Mary Vandenberge
† Claire Noelle Vanden Heuvel
Nick James Vander Heyden
Nicklaus Joseph Vander Velden
‡ Nicholas Bleeker VanDerwerker
Emily Elizabeth Vander Zanden
Isabella Zhoua Vang
Khoua Vang
Kia Vang
John Michael Van Gemert

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Lauren Van Hoof
Olivia Jane Van Lanen
‡ Claire Pierce Van Valkenburg
‡ Hannah Varney
Cristina Maria Vasquez
Andrew Rickey Vaughn
Harish Dharmaraj Veeramani
‡ Mady Veith
‡ Yael Velvel
Naomi Venezia
‡ Abhay Venkatesh
Armando Leonard Vera
Sahil Verma
Clayton Vesperman
Hayden Victor
† Claudia Vilela Casaretto
Alexander A. Villalba
‡ Samuel Raphael Vincent
Ana Viteri
Daniel William Voeks
Tessa Claire Vogel
Matthew Leonard Vogler
Christopher David Volkert
Justin John Vollmer
‡ Grant Paul von Paumgartten
‡ Jordan Phillip Vonderwell
Max Frederick Vrany
Gabriel Jean Wachowski
† Jeffrey Scott Wade
Cole David Wagner
‡ Courtney Lauren Wagner
Jordan Alise Wagner
Kelly Wagner
† William Edward Wagner
Nicholas Lawrence Wahl
‡ Brad Wahlgren
Pieternella Annabelle Wakker
Quinn M. Wakley
‡ Roger Waleffe
Aaron Gordon Wales
McKenna Brooke Wall
Bailey Ashlynn Wallace
Michael J. Wallace
William Patrick Wallace
‡ Megan Walsh
Park Walter
Jason Mark Walters
Jenna Lynn Walters
Jonathan Walters
Matthew Ryan Wandsnider
Holly Ellen Wanek
‡ Anqi Wang
Chenli Wang
‡ Han Wang

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

"Well Red," a sculpture by artist Douwe Blumberg of Bucky sitting atop a pile of books

† Jay Wang
Jieying Wang
† Junru Wang
‡ Peidong Wang
Phillip Wang
‡ Pujie Wang
‡ Ruojun Wang
Yining Wang
Yipeng Wang
‡ Yiwen Wang
‡ Yun Wang
Zhe Wang
Ziyu Wang
Wish Waraich
Jesse Ward
Terese Warden
‡ Samuel Robert Ware
‡ Wyatt Russell Warnecke
‡ Jennifer Joan Warner
Kristin Louise Washagan
Elizabeth Ruesch Watson
Eleazar Josias Wawa
Zachary Scott Way
Alyssa Louise Wciorka
Kayleigh Brooke Webber
Dylan John Weber
‡ Ellen Kate Weber
Kaylin M. Weber
Samuel Douglas Weber
Jenna McKenzie Webster
Alex Wehrli
Boyang Wei
† Zeyu Wei
Benjamin Weibel
† Alida Morgan Weidensee
Shelby Joyce Weiland
Matthew Weiler
Daniel Lawrence Weiner
Samuel Justin Weiner
Ryan Weinkauf
Olivia Weiss
‡ Rachel Sydney Weiss
Taylor Rose Weiss
Joran Jerold Weitzer
‡ Sydney Wellenstein
Nash Lawrence Wellington
Jonas William Wells
Christina Welsh
Kelly Welsh
William Lynn Welsh
Thomas Arthur Wennerstrum
Sarah Christine Wenzel
Haley Beth Wepking
‡ Jason Luke Werre
‡ Madeline Kaia Weston
‡ Matthew Hermann Westphall
Danielle J. Wetter
Reed Wexman
Jake Whalen
Anna Marie Wheeler
‡ Jackson M. White
Madison Marie White
Marissa White
‡ Laura Rose Whitt
† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

Elisabeth Ann Whritenour
Jack Robert Wibben
Daniel Morgan Wichman
Aaron Richard Wickman
‡ Hannah Michelle Widmaier
Rachel Widra
Michael Vincent Wierman
Conrad Wight
‡ Natalie Evelyn Wilbur
Samantha Savarin Wilcox

Aaron John Wildenborg
Margaret Wiley
‡ Connor Wilhelm
Eli Williams
Tina Liamkeo Williams
Eric Williamson
Jessica Kathleen Williams-Sullivan
Michael Thomas Willis
Ethan Francis Willman
Hayle Jeni Wilson

‡ Imani Wilson
John Howard Wilson
‡ Jolee Rene Wilson
Taylor Susan Wilson
‡ Tyler Wilson
William Lee Wimbish III
Zachary Winakor
‡ Haley Elizabeth Winckler
Cassandra Gwendolyn Windau
Jaylen Windham
Margaret Egan Winding
‡ Olivia Elise Wine
Timothy Nelson Winfree
‡ Dan Winogradoff
‡ Jared Andrew Winoker
Janae Jacqueline Navana Winston
‡ John Wersal Winston
‡ Morgan Catherine Winston
‡ Vernon Winters
Mckenna Wisch
Kyle Wischnerfski
Hannah Briann Wisden
Ian Barry Wittnebel
Alexandra Wittwer
Sylvia Wojslaw
Nathan Michael Wollenweber
Nicholas James Wollner
Angela Christine Wolter
Hyuk Won
Michael Wong
Moses Cheng Qing Wong
Ji Hoon Woo
Brett Michael Wood
Roman Woodward
Lucy Hayes Woolson
Khai Bin Woon
Griffin Patrick Wray
Jamie Louise Wright
Sara Marie Wright
Christopher Lee Wright-Madison
Aoran Wu
‡ Guande Wu
‡ Minzhao Wu
‡ Xintong Wu
You Wu
‡ Diquan Xian
Nora Xiao
Wei Xiao
Tongzhen Xie
Yuhan Xie
Yuanyang Xing
Ashlee Xiong
Mercy Xiong
Steven Xiong

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Thai Xiong
Tou Lee Xiong
Bingying Xu
Sherry Xu
‡ Yien Xu
Yuqing Xu
‡ Zhanqi Xu
Zihe Xu
‡ Qischen Xue
Shaolong Xue
† Amara Jane Yaeger
Minto Yamamoto
Bo Yan
† Donghui Yan
‡ Yuying Yan
‡ Bodi Yang
Chunya Yang
Dingyue Yang
Kavin Q. Yang
Kazua Yang
Sarah Yang
Xiaotong Yang
Xinyuan Yang
† Yichen Yang
Yumeng Yang
Ziwei Yang
Kelsey Yanisch
Yifan Yao
Justin Ye
‡ Qinglang Ye
‡ Zhaoyuuan Ye
Qian Yi
Benjamin Lee Yin
Mengqun Yin
Rui Yin
Benjamin Alan Yirsa
Delano A. Yoder
Harry Yoh
Hannah Rose Yohnk
‡ Su Jin Yoo
Jonathan E. Yoon
‡ Jing You
† Emma Young
Mingzhuo Yu
† Peilin Yu
Peishi Yu
Huashu Yuan
Meng Yuan
Zhi Yuan
Wai Wah Yuen
Geena Yum
Chan Hyeok Yun
Daniel Kyong Il Yun
Nahroo Yun
Ashraf Syazwan Ahmady Bin Yusni
Michelle Zaber
† Abbey Zacharski
Chad Otto Zachman-Brockmeyer
Jordan James Zadra
Brett Zahn
Khairul Azwan Bin Zakaria
†† Izabela Kamila Zaluska
Adeline Zamora
‡ Theodore Arthur Zamzow
Mackenzie Lynn Zanow
‡ Oskar Zarzycki
† Madeleine Zeller
David Anthony Zellner Jr.
Tianyu Zeng
Kenney David Zettelmeier
Hanyi Zhang
Kevin Zhang
Mingmei Zhang
‡ Mingyue Zhang
Raymond Zhang
Rongshuo Zhang
Siming Zhang
† Tianjiao Zhang
Tianyu Zhang
Xiao Zhang
‡ Xiaohan Zhang
Xiaole Zhang
Yingyuan Zhang
† Yiwen Zhang
Yuechao Zhang
Yumin Zhang
Zidong Zhang
Chen Zhao
Eric Ming Zhao
Guansen Zhao
‡ Weiran Zhao
‡ Xinning Zhao
‡ Yinghua Zhao
† Yiwei Zhao
† Zijie Zhao
Jiaxi Zheng
‡ Luke Zheng
‡ Huaxia Zhou
Shifan Zhou
Shun Zhou
Wanzhen Zhou
‡ Weipeng Zhou
Xun Zhou
Hongyu Zhu
† Keqinhua Zhu
† Yunyi Zhu
† Lara Leigh Zich
‡ Adrianna Zickert
‡ Kelsey Anne Ziener
Caroline Rose Zimmerman
Charles Herbert Zimmerman
Emmett Scott Zimmerman
Jacob Matthew Zimmermann
Matthew Lane Weller Zink
† Samantha Marie Zinnen
Jarod Jackson Zirbel
Tim Zogleman
‡ Jacob William Zoromski
Tanner Zoromski
Shanglin Zou
John Ernest Zuber

School of Business

Leslie Catherine Abel
Joely Adelson
‡ Casper Adriani
Shreeya Agarwal
Austin James Albert
Jackson Alexander
Shea McWilliams Allen
Nicholas Patrick Alvarez
‡ Austin Anderson
Thomas Stuart Anderson
Jared Lee Appelbaum
Isabella Armstrong
Matthew Aronson
Zachary Peter Aronson
Nicholas Joseph Asta
Dylan Averkamp
Charles Bachman
‡ Connor Bachman
Emily Margaret Bachmann
Grant Bailey
Logan James Bailey
Ron Bailitz
Ashley Baken
Kassra Seyed Baladi
‡ Taylor Leigh Ball
Jacob Anthony Ballweg
Tyler Ballweg
Rei Banda
‡ Jacqueline Kari Bangart
Sophia Bronwyn Barash
Cara E. Bardon
Andrew Raymond Barkes
Joshua Bartels
Eric Mathew Bass
Evan William Basse
Elizabeth Victoria Bates
‡ Jacob Carl Battenberg
Olivia Baum

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Alexandra Baumgarten
Jacob Bawolek
Michael Beam
Christina Nicole Benincasa
† Chandler Reid Bentley
‡ Jacob Beran
Sami Caspe Berenbaum
Clayton Gregory Bergevain
Trevor Bergher
Christopher Taylor Berman
Kathryn Lynn Bertram
Farhat Bhuian
† Xinya Bi
Thomas John Bibby
Elise Ariel Birkle
Brooke Birschbach
† Timothy Michael Bishop
Marcella Meagher Blake
Matthew Michael Blanch
Alexander William Blethen
Molly Ann Blitt
† Paul Boegel
Emily Boelter
Kyle Lee Bohmsach
Shelby Hara Borkenstein
Alyssa Marie Borowski
Evan Michael Bouche
Samuel Joseph Bougie
Bryce Adam Bousquet
Paul Boyer
Margaret Mary Brennan
Brett Thomas Brester
Ellie Ann Brockman
Eric L. Brown
Samuel Miles Brown
Allison Marie Brucato
Eric Michael Bruckshen
Rachel Ann Brunke
Austin Samuel Brush
James Carl Bublitz
Connor Austin Buchholz
‡ Bryce Buchinger
Amanda Buckstaff
‡ George Richard Buechner
Matthew John Bultman
Jacob Francis Bunz
Matthew BURGE
Joseph Burgoyne
Rachel Burns
Grace Burrello
Olivia Ray Buss
Caleb Paul Bussler
‡ Rebecca Ariel Cacioppo
Elliot Thomas Calkins
Natalie Sara Camacho
Sean Campbell
Tony Cantwell
Kyle Chadwick Carbone
Jordan Wesley Carey
‡ Tanner Elliot William Carlson
John Leland Carter
Philip Case
‡ Sean Casey
Samantha Fivek Castle
Michael Jacob Cera
Allison E-Tseng Chaang
Zachary Chaikin
Maria Emilee Chatzidakis
Zi Ee Chau
Kenny Chen
‡ Caroline Marie Chengary
Nima Cheraghi
‡ Jonah Gabriel Chernoff
Isaac Bernard Chesler
Andrew Phillip Childs
Brandon Vicente Ching
Yein Choi
Samantha Chylla
Cory James Cinelli
‡ Thomas Bryant Clark
‡ Erin Rose Coghlan
Alexander Phillip Cohen
Ross Samuel Cohn
Brandon Michael Condon
Katelyn Condon
Ryan Conley
‡ Buchanan T. Cooley
‡ Benjamin Rosario Corrao
Noah Christopher Corwin
Paige Cosson
Thomas Austin Costello
Erin M. Cram
‡ Lauren Jean Cropsey
Janet Cruz-Olivares
Haley Dee Cullen
James Patrick Curliss
‡ Christian Gregory Curti
Nicole Christine Daul
Hannah Davidson
Brena Nicole Davis
Nick Allen Debnner
Evan Degler
Jean-Dominique M. Delugeau
Daniel Joseph Demarco
‡ Kaveri Desai
Joshua Thomas Dickmeyer
Qinrui Ding
George Thomas Dippold
Alexander Minta Dittlof
Kim Chi Thi Do
‡ Oakes Cassidy Dobson
William Daniel Dodillett
Josef James Batista Dodridge
Xingshuo Dong
Tyler Dorfner
‡ John Zachary Douglas
Maximilian Peter Drescher
‡ Riley Drewes
Rebecca Lauren Duberman
Jared Michael Dudas
Jacob Duffy
Jack Duggan
Christopher Michael Dumais
Ashley M. Dunford
Sean Patrick Durbin
Claudia Dyrdal
Samantha Haley Dziak
Rachel Easton
Alan Edwards
Conor Ehrenstrom
Jane Margaret Eichstaedt
Haruka Endo
Samuel Robert Epstein
Jacob Erlichman
William Parker Errath
Jasmine Juliette Escareno
Jesus Alexander Escobar
Hayley Rae Everett
‡ Collin Donald Evers
Mary Evon
‡ Erin Faella
Jonathan Douglas Falkenberg
Arrington Warren Farrar
Maddie Farrell
Rachel Celia Feinberg
‡ Danielle Ruth Feitler
Gunnar Felt
Maria Fendrich
‡ Shuolei Feng
Dalton Andrew Fenske
Nicholas Daniel Feyen
‡ Samuel Ward Filkouski
Victoria Rose Fiorenza
Kerry W. FitzGibbons
‡ Blaine Fix
‡ Aidan Flanagan
Jason Ford
Joseph Edward Fortman
‡ Tallie Jordan Fote
Emma Lynn Fotouhi
Tanner John Frahm
Rachel Lee Frambs

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Bryan Laufer Freres  
Daniel Scott Freres  
† Madeline Fricker  
Johanne Jamison Friedli  
‡ Emily Frieler  
Ryan Andrew Fritsch  
‡ Xueyao Fu  
Jacob Michael Gable  
Mark Gabriel  
Katie Gache  
David Joseph Gaertner  
Matthew Thomas Gaeta  
Gabriella Marilyn Galassini  
Tyler Gall  
Henry Galles  
‡ Brandon David Garvey  
Samuel Thomas Gasser  
Katherine Mary Gavin  
Max Sokoloff Gelfman  
John Michael Gendreau  
Margaret Mary Genske  
† Max Glickman  
‡ Keaton Jefferson Carl Goar  
Ryan Gontarek  
‡ Kelly Gorman  
Maxwell Noah Goshen  
Faith Diane Graf  
Justin Grange  
Jonathan Andrew Green  
Maggie Greifenkamp  
Andrew Greiner  
Samuel Price Griffin  
Sheila Griffin  
Haley Simone Griffith  
Thomas Kenneth Groskopf  
Hallie Gross  
Joshua Grossman  
Jimmy Grove  
Sanja Grujo  
‡ Yu Guo  
Benjamin Jacob Gust  
Julio Gutierrez  
‡ Casey Taylor Haas  
‡ Emily Katherine Habeck  
Kayla Marie Hackl  
Geordi Kristian Haerr-Hartmann  
Ashley Hall  
Joshua Alexander Halpert  
William James Hapeman  
Amit Alexander Harbaran  
Michael Andrew Hartlieb  
John Philip Hartmann  
Natalia Hartwell  
Benjamin Paul Hastings  
† Tyler Hauge  
‡ Daniel Patrick Hawley  
Hadayn Hebert  
‡ Austin Heckman  
Tanner James Hegge  
Rachel Heidenreich  
Jacob Holen Heilmann  
‡ Daniel Thomas Held  
Alec Landon Hellenbrand  
Elizabeth Minnie Heller  
Kristin Heller  
Benjamin Helming  
Zachary Todd Helwig  
Connor James Henne  
Nicole Elizabeth Hepp  
‡ Hunter Scott Hermes  
Steve James Heron  
Erica Anne Higgins  
Eric Robert Hilket  
Timothy David Hill  
Alexander James Hintz  
Natalie Hoag  
Matt Robert Hodges  
Jordan Parker Hoffman  
Cathryn Elizabeth Hohnstein  
Ashley Holland  
Shengnan Hong  
‡ Lucas Todd Honold  
Alex Jeffrey Hornibrook  
Jake Horwitz  
Madelyn Marie Hottinger  
Henry Houden  
Blake William Hougland  
Yucheng Hu  
Charles Huang  
John Otis Hubbard  
Benjamin Eugene Louis Hundt  
Thomas Hungelmann-Skiba  
‡ Cole James Huntington  
‡ Cole James Hyland  
Rachel Hyland  
Tom Imus  
Ryan Grant Jackson  
Alexa Lynn Jacobson  
Allison Jacobson  
Claire Jacobson  
Morgan Marie Jameson  
Josie Leigh Jampolis  
‡ Noah Jansen  
‡ Sophia Maria Janus  
Undrakh Jargalsaikhan  
‡ Jordan Tyler Jay  
‡ Julia Lee Jensen  
Michael John Jerovetz  
Charles Andrew Jessup Jr.  
Lucy Ji  
‡ Bingying Jiang  
Shan Jin  
‡ Christine Elizabeth John  
Erik Steven Johnson  
Jacob Wayne Johnson  
Jacqueline Michele Johnson  
‡ Reilly Johnson  
Timothy Brennan Johnson  
Thomas Jung  
Benjamin Conway Kagan  
Dylan Chance Kahn  
Jackson Kalmbach  
Alexander Kalof  
Paige Collins Kane  
Patrick Joseph Kapla  
Jessica Lauren Kaplan  
Renee Kar-Johnson  
Josh Karls  
Sandhiya Karunagaran  
Zahara Salim Kathawalla  
Benjamin Kaufmann  
Caroline Nuala Keenan  
‡ Rachel Elizabeth Keirse  
Cecelia Kelmis  
Julia Rae Kennedy  
Sean Michael Kennedy  
Joshua Michael Kerlinske  
Kyle David Kerrigan  
Adena Kerzner  
William Bailey Keuler  
Anika Kharkar  
Ameer Mario Khoury  
Logan James Kieweg  
Andrew Kim  
Minkyung Kim  
Abigail Jae Kimpler  
‡ Katrina Elizabeth Kitzmann  
Nicholas Robert Klar  
Zachary Klayman  
Jacob Samuel Kleiner  
‡ Ryan Matthew Kleschen  
Emily Thibedeau Kneiser  
Heidi Marie Knoche  
Nicholas James Knoche  
Reilly Adare Koch  
Betsy Kocour  
John Thomas Kohlbeck  
Cassidy Michelle Kohls  
Zachary Grant Kohn  
Michael Julian Kollada  
Benjamin Joseph Korab  
Nina Evelyn Kortas  

† Honors Candidate  
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Camp Randall Memorial Arch

‡ Nicholas James Patnode
Hannah Patzer
Joseph Christopher Paul
Jack Pawlik
‡ Graham James Pearce
Cassandra Jean Pearson
Audrey Pechan
Amanda Percarpio
‡ Lauren Percik
Kelly Nicole Petersen
Ben Peterson
Alison Anna Petrick
‡ Christopher Philbin
Rosilyn Drake Phillips
Kathleen Elizabeth Piechowski
‡ Benjamin Pierce
Tyler William Pilgrim
Adriana Patricia Pimentel
Jacob William Pippenger
Luke Edward Pitzo
Peter Poggioli
Danielle Portnoy
‡ Savannah Booth Prehn
Meagan Anne Presti
Serena Katherine Pretti

Alanna M. Price
Ann Elizabeth Price
Sarah Pritzl
Paula Prolla
Sawyer Quade
Jessica Rae Rabay
‡ Riley Michael Rafko
Grant Rahja
Gabriel Nicole Reichardt
Jessica Reich
Maxwell Jerome Reines
‡ Abigail Katherine Rennicke
Ben Reyer
Mathew Aaron Reynolds
‡ Morgan Elizabeth Richards
Andrew Jake Richman
Joshua Thomas Robey
Samuel Kaiser Robinson
‡ Nicholas Steven Roby
JP Rodriguez
Anna Marie Roesner
David Rogowski
William Reinhold Rosean
Lauren Marie Ross
Jacob Rothstein

Randi Rubinstein
Isaac Chaim Rudin
Katie Ruelle
‡ Chance Runde
Jordan Runyon
Kaila Ann Ruppel
Maximilian Campion Rusch
Nicholas Baldwin Russo
Ryan Prescott Ruth
Evelyn Salinas
Jake Alexander Salmirs
‡ Thomas Clifford Sanderfoot
Jacob Michael Sanders
Jeffrey Sanford
Junhao Sang
Dave Adrian Santoso
Madelaine Marie Sass
Momoko Sato
‡ Mitchell Sauer
Katherine Grace Scheer
Alyssa Leona Schenker
Sydney Scheunemann
Joseph Donald Schliedt
‡ Michael Robert Schmidt
William Andrew Schmidt

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
Taylor Schoessow
Gretchen Elizabeth Schroeder
‡ Joseph Schroeder
Jennifer Amy Schubert
Loren Bustos Schuenke
Alec Schulz
Eric Thomas Schumacher
Jessica Laurel Schwartz
Rachel Jane Schwensohn
Loren Bustos Schuenke
Alec Schulz
Eric Thomas Schumacher
Jessica Laurel Schwartz
Rachel Jane Schwensohn
‡ Ella Rose Strazzanti
Benjamin Richard Strubel
‡ Lauren Stuber
Alec Anthony Stuckart
Connor James Sullivan
‡ Jeremy Adam Swanson
‡ Zachary John Swaziek
Samuel Harris Tabakin
Sophia Tabat
Evan Taber
Zijie Tang
Michael Christopher Tanke
Alexandra Chloe Tarnoff
Charles Joseph Taxman
Pich Te
Alvaro Tejada
‡ Erin Elizabeth Tenderholt
Jessica Dylan Thiel
Michael Francis Thome
Kenny Vu Thong
‡ Jake William Thornton
Joshua Totsky
Duy Tran
‡ Huan To Tran
‡ Brian Michael Treacy
Nicole Christine Trost
Brandon Jeffery Tuchalski
Jessica Luci Unicomb
Larissa Breann Urban
‡ Henry Utschig
Zach Van Wie
Emily Grace Vandenhouten
Thomas Alexander Vega
James Verch
Megan Veriha
Jacob Edwin Victor
Avani Amul Vora
‡ Samuel Wild Wackman
Jennifer A. Wagman
Jake Walczyk
Maxwell William Walker
‡ David Bryce Walla
Reed Gregory Wallach
Claire Elizabeth Wallenta
Michael Walters
‡ Fei Wang
Michael Wang
‡ Yinuo Wang
Cassie Anne Warton
Sawyer Joseph Wedig
Jackson Henry Wegener
Jack Bradley Weiss
‡ Kyle Weissman
Taryn Wessel
Austin Lee Weyenberg
Ashley Nicole White
Carly White
‡ Jake Patrick White
Colleen Whitley
Rachel Whitstone
‡ Eva Wieland
Hannah Marie Wierzbinski
Jacob Ryan Willems Van Dijk
Aidan Williams
Nicholas Voss Williams
Callie Willman
Megan Kimberly Wilson
Tara Emily Wilson
Taylor Jean Wilson
Morgan Sara Winter
Benjamin Winters
John Fredrick Witte
Lindsey Brooke Wolfe
‡ Jaimie Danielle Wolner
Alexander Cornelius Wood
Jacob McClain Wright
Ruizhe Wu
‡ Xi Wu
Alice Xia
Samuel Cyrus Yadidian
‡ Xiaoyi Yang
‡ Julia Yelle
‡ Adam Thomas Young
Lindsey Marie Young
‡ Enyan Yu
Emily Yung
Carolina Volletz Zacarias
Anna Lee Zahn
Pavel Leonardo Zekovic
Matthew H. Zeman
Liang Jing Zeng
‡ Jiaming Zhao
Carlie Morgan Zielinski
‡ Samuel Jacob Zimmerman
Jacques Zureikat

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
School of Education

Alyssa Ackerman
Julia Sarah Addis
† Shannon Vaughn Ahern
Thalia Alarcon
Nicholas Algaria
Mouna Algaihaithi
† Sarah Arora
Mere Asani
Anne Asher
Rachel Jane Balestrieri
Jessica Ann Barczak
‡ Ellen Elisabeth Barhorst
Anthony James Basso
Yesenia Esmeralda Bautista
Quinn Beaupre
Kyle Bernstein
Taylor Rae Binversie
Kennedy Blahnik
Jenna Karinne Blair
Lauren Elizabeth Boettinger
Dylan Michael Boisvert
Matthew Raymond Bowden
‡ Danielle Margit Brettler
Bianca Briones
Antonique LeMarea Brown
‡ Emma Claire Bruland
Savannah Nicole Brummer
Caitlin Brunner
‡ Alexandria Kathleen Brusky
Sophia Arlene Burroughs
Ryan Busalacchi
Caitlyn Nicole Cayemember
Hannah Janine Chandler
Alexandra Adeline Chapes
Samantha Leigh Chase
Alyssandra Cheyenne Chavez
Alexa Sampalis Chmura
Samuel Roger Christensen
Eleanor Christman
‡ Daniel Paul Chryst
Emily Cibulka
‡ Eliza Anne Clifford
Lanie Michelle Coan
‡ Alice Combs
Eileen Comiskey
Jacob Arthur Conrad
Kaitlyn Kim Conti
Leah Joanne Corey
Caroline Janet Criste
Karter Crowe
Jacqueline Concepción Cruz
Courtney Cullen

Joseph Anthony D’Agostino
† Emma Jane Dalton
Jenna Virginia Dama
Ashling Christine Davern
Sydne Danielle Davis
‡ Samantha Jo Dawes
‡ Rachel Colette Dawson
Devin Deegan
Jac Dellaria
Madison Marie Dietzel
Lauren Dillon
Brandee Danielle Dittbender
Hanna Docter
Bryan Domitrz
‡ Hannah Claire Dorshorst
‡ Mackenzie Paige Douglas
Erin Elizabeth Earley
Duffy Eberhardt
Lane Elyse Ehlman
Brenna Ellis
Nolan Dennis Elsbecker
Kanyon Reed Elton
‡ Isabel Adeline Esch
Anna Mary Falk
‡ Chloe Christy Farber
Samantha Jane Fernholz
‡ Brooke Nicole Filtz
Richard Christopher Finco
Zachary Shane Fischman
Amanda Nicole Flanscha
Shira Brooke Forester
‡ Lauren Nicole Frazier
Courtney Gamer
Jennifer Robin Gapinski
Jessica Marie Garza
‡ Emily Gauger
Cambria Jean Gerritts
‡ Noah Michael Gill
Alec Michael Glugos
Allison Jean Grabow
Emmaleigh Mary Grady
Emily Green
‡ Sean Edward Green
Cayley Sara Griffin
Jonathan Thomas Gullickson
Alyssa Grace Gumm
Travis Haanstad
‡ Jesse Kailyn Haefner
Madeline Wade Hall
‡ Tongzhou Han
Erika Hansen
Autumn Kay Hardesty
Tara Jean Harris
Hannah Haugland
Rebecca Haven
Elizabeth Hayes
Nicole Elizabeth Heimark
Robert Hemp
Alice Feuer Hennessy
‡ Leah Kaolu Her
Mason Lospeej Her
Alejandro Hernandez
Matthew Gerard Herro
‡ Elisa Hildner
Tory Gabrielle Houdek
Rebecca Hougard
Panzhou Hu
Shuang Hu
Ziyao Huang
Edward Hugo
Brianna Rozalia Hunter
‡ Marissa Iacullo
Anthony Arnold Iwen
Bryan Jackler
Kylie Jackson
‡ Zoe Jackson
Logan Thomas Jacobs
Maren Grace Jacobson
‡ Nicole Meghan Jagemann
Audrey C. Jahns
Brooke Jakobi
Jessica Lynn Jarosz
Charles Robert Jennaro
Patrick Thomas Jennings
Lauren Nicole John
Elizabeth Anna Johnson
Jacob Justesen
Elizabeth Anne Kaiser
Megan Nicole Kane
Erin Elizabeth Karnig
Matt Kaufman
‡ Kira Lyn Kearney
Shannon Kehoe
Lindsey Kerngard
Madisen Marie Kickhofel
Kendall Patricia Klak
Kennedy Kling
Brock Knautz
Brooke Koehn
Samuel Lawrence Konrath
Allison Christine Korbel
Analee Isabelle Kosaiain
Dianne Irene Kotsonis
‡ Melissa Kovathana
Alex Joshua Krause
Jenny Krengiel
Olivia Katlyn Kreyer
‡ Matthew Lee Kuik

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
‡ Brett Ladsten
Christine Lager
Rose Lambrechts
‡ Jessica Landergott
Hope Renee Landre
Matthew Charles Laumann
Allison Mary Lawrence
‡ Emily Margaret Leach
Pachia Lee
Samantha Christine Lemminger
Ana Marie Lenling
Elana Levine
Katelyn Marie Lichtenberg
Mary Rae Lindahl
Hillary Jayne Line
Tashiana Dajae Lipscomb
Kristopher Joseph Littel
Emily Elizabeth Loohaus
‡ Maurice Akin Lucre
‡ Carina Marie Ludwig
Andrea Marie Lukas
Savi Lurie
† Amber Marie MacDonald
‡ Jennifer Elizabeth Magruder
‡ Savanna Marie Mahieu
Laura Anne Mahoney
Alex Maloney
Carlee Elizabeth Malueg
‡ Carson Manning
† Erika Kristina Marks
Saylor Martin
‡ Alexis Lyn Mashl
Katie Mathisen
Mason Edwin Matthias
Aliya Mayers
‡ Sydney Katherine McCourt
Caroline Sarah McDonald
Carolyn McGill
Kimberly Evelyn McKissic
Megan Elizabeth McNett
Yuhan Meng
Jason Mettlash
Austin Robert Meurer
Cheyenne Lee Miller
McKenzie Miller
Rachel Elizabeth Miller
Tyra Mills
Katherine Lynn Miner
Samuel Amadeo Molinaro
Cristian James Mondragon
‡ Sarah Elizabeth Moniak
Danielle Moore
Nathan Mortensen
Emily Elizabeth Morzewski
‡ Makayla Rae Mouradian
Aaron Michael Mourey
Selina Florence Moy
‡ Shalla Marie Moy
Alanna Mulcahey
‡ Shannon M. Mullen
Mackenzie Kristine Murray
Nathan Myklebust
‡ Ryan Sullivan Neigbauer
Erica Elizabeth Nelson
‡ Margaret Julian Nelson
Nicole Nelson
Haley Nemeth
Theresa Francesca Nepomuceno
Trent Michael Nytes
‡ Molly Emma Olive
‡ Ben Orozco
Andrea Owens
Veronica Sayeina Palma
Angelo Panella
Kirsten Pauline Patapoff
Taylor Brooke Penberthy
Ryan Taylor Peot
‡ Anna Rose Perrill
Kai Erik Peterson
Sarah Elizabeth Pfeiffer
Madeline Ann Phillips
Mackenzie Leigh Pipes
Kylie Rose Pischke
Jessica Jennifer Poh
Ella Pomplun
Sarah Alexandra Potter
Morgan Ann Precour
Kristin Pribyl
‡ Jennifer Diana Price
Jake Samuel Prine
Brevin Pritzl
Ashley Di-Ann Prudhom
Elliott Puckette
Jenna Margaret Radke
Amanda C. Ramirez
Abigail Marie Remiarz
Alexandra Richardson
Geraldin Rivera
‡ Anna Nicole Robbins
Hope Robiolio
Jessica Fan Robling
Kayla Roman
Michael Rores
Nicole Rosenbaum
Maddison Ross
‡ Olivia August Rotelle
Matthew Rucinski
‡ Mark Joseph Saari
Christine Rose Samuelsen
Emma Michaela Santianni
Julia Saunders
Jenna Schaefer
Sam Schaefer
Shania Schibbelhut
Zach Schickert
Jennifer Marie Schmidt
‡ Jenna Lynn Schneider
Thomas Gregory Schneider
‡ Austin Schyvinck
Nia Imani Moffitt Scott
Mark Andrew Selby
Anna Suzanne Selestow
Albulena Selimi
Abbigail Leigh Semmann
Dani Sentz
Josie Beugen Shapiro
Mary Ruth Shea
Liqi Sheng
Rama Shoukfeh
‡ Aaron Siehr
‡ Sophia Silva
Gabrielle Jean Simons
Karen Lorraine Singer
Rachel Leah Sipple
Savannah Carol Skon
Hannah R. Skriloff
Alyssa Kristine Sohrweide
Cody Steven Sondalle
Madison Jean Soukup
Natalie Jo Statz
Hailey Nicole Staunton
Shaniya Stengl
Joshua Andrew Sison Stolen
‡ Stefanie Michele Stoller
‡ Crystal Stonewall
Stella Sun
Helen Chee Thao
KaBao Thao
Brent Thiel
Carly Thiele
Rebecca Marie Thiry
Jacob Polackal Thomas
Nicole Erin Thomas
Abraham Carl Thompson
Jake Thompson
Kyle Thompson
Hannah Tipple
Sydney Marie Tishim
Jamie L. Titus
Courtney Tymus
Margo Sinz Udelhoven
Sarah Noel Uhen
Tessa Vallee
Clarice Mae Van Handel
Maiimee Vang
Mai Vang
Annie Kay Wagner
Petra Dai Walech
Kathleen Ann Therese Wartman
Eric Tyson Washington Jr.
Erin Marie Wathen
Alexandria Ann Weis
Kelsey Weismann
Heidi Anne Weitz
Ethan White
Mackenzie Rae White
Megan Kay Whitney
Carolyn Suzanne Wilson
Molly Winters
Olivia Pearl Wolfe
Blaine Allen Wolff
Jesse Marie Wulfman
Carly Rose Wunrow
Tracy Pa Chia Xiong
Mingxi Xu
Andrew Xue
Cherubim Ceevxml Yang
Pakou Yang
Zixuan Yang
Anisa Putri Yudawanti
Xuemeng Yue
Jingyu Zhang
Tiannan Zhang
Zhiyun Zhao
Julia Blair Berman
Haely Ann Betthauer
Andie Bieber
Carson David Bieber
Ian Richard Bigott
Sydney Brienne Blixt
Julien Beth Bloom
Brittaney Rose Bluell
Rebekah Sarah Blumenfeld
Sydney Elise Boal
Nathan Daniel Bodart
Logan Adam Boettcher
Ruby Boettcher
Mackenna Anuhea Bogan
Emily Borgmann
Jessica Carly Borker
Jessica Rose Boruff
Maddie R. Boxer
Sophia Reyes Bradshaw
Connor Nicklaus Brandt
Alexander Joseph Braun
Margaret Mercedes Brennan
Samuel Brennan
Jordan Patrick Brown
Kayleigh Elaine Brown
Chantel Browne
Carley Elizabeth Bruckner
Natalie Burns
Sara Marie Busche
Leah Christine Busse
Drew Jesse Butzer
Jiahong Cai
Marina Michelle Caliendo
Regan Elise Calvert
Elizabeth Faith Carollo
Ruby Royal Carpenter
Amanda Layne Caster
Evelyn Cebreiro
Pei Ruo Chen
Wei Chen
Yuxi Chen
Liliana Jean Chiari
Griffin Tyler Claes
Meghan Elizabeth Clemens
Cheyenne Christeen Coffey
Rachel Alison Cohen
Andrew Connelly
Claire Conroy
Eric Frank Coombs
Emma Jayne Cox
Eva Cox
Monica Dawn Cullen
Jennifer Margaret Danilek
Mara Elizabeth Danner
Shayna Daveler
Obsi Dunismani Davis
Jacob Curtis DeCoste
Brianna Demotto
Elizabeth Rose Dennis
Meggie Maire Donley
Logan John Donovan
Sydney Kate Doroff
Kimberly C. Drastal
Chenghui Du
Cassandra Duernberger
Paula Ngoc Tuyet Duong
Jaye Leandra Dvorak
Emily Elizabeth Dynis
Madeline R. Ebert
Max Edward Eggert
Kristin Ehler
Alexander John Elias
Leeat Elkeacy
Sophie Marie Elsmo
Jessica Ann Eversoll
Keronten Armani Ewings
Paige Anne Falato
Alexandra Felemovicus
Kelsey Jade Felicijan
Taylor Ann Fengos
Shengjie Feng
Bailey Lynn Fischer
Jessica Lynn Fixel
Houston Foelker
Bristine Lee Fowler
Capri Marie Fowler
Jenna Frankel
Lauren Taylor Frecka
Meghan Gallagher
Jessica Marie Gardipee
Jacob Robert Gedis
Anna Sophia Gentine
Elizabeth Julia Gerber
Sidonia Jane Gierach
Jessica Marie Gompert
Samantha Golbert
Allison Adelia Gorniak
Gwyneth Rae Gough
Kaitlin Goulet
Bonnie Lynae Granroth
Taylor Dugan Gray
Bethani Joi Gregg
Alyssa Rae Grimes
Amy Jo Grisa
Caitlin Grohat
Mitchell Allen Guralski
Mallory Hackel
John Sebastian Halaska
Mackenzie Victoria Hall

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement

School of Human Ecology

Aundrea Michelle Abernathy
Karsten Acker
Anna Adamec
Sarah Mitchell Aik
Abigail Marie Ames
Randi Lyn Armstrong
Christian Eduardo Avina
Anna Octavia Bahlman
Emma Mangan Bakke
Katherine Jean Bartlett
Jeffrey Bates
Christine Ann Becker
Kayla Rose Behnke
Jacob Benning
Marissa Kay Berg
Jordyn Rae Berger
Taylor Rose Bergman

79
Nora Kathleen Hall
Cheng Fu Hang
‡ McKenna Hansen
Ty James Hansen
‡ Josie Ann Marie Hardell
Jacob Heins
Natalie M. Henschel
Natalie Rose Herold
Megan Michelle Hofmeister
April Rose Hoh-Alfaro
‡ Katherine Ann Holiber
Xin Yi Hor
‡ Hannah Madison Howe
Yifan Huang
Yuankun Huang
Madison Holle Hughes
Jacqueline Hui
Alex Charles Hysel
Kirsten Nicole Ippach
‡ Nicholas Alexander Jackson
Julie Rennebohm Jacobs
‡ Anna Catherine Janke
Emma Louise Jankowski
John Jimenez
‡ Morgan Marie Jindra
Kelly Noel Karlis
‡ Sarah Karmin
Blake William Kastein

Karly Jo Keller
Katelyn Marie Kelly
Annika Juhi Kelshiker
Jonathan James Kidd
Erin Aline Kinney
Adam James Kint
‡ Katie Kirchner
Kendall Kirsch
Tyler Anthony Klein
William Roland Kleinert
Brent Charles Knudson
‡ Anastasia Konopacki
Yoon Jin Koo
‡ Caroline Grace Kornak
Jessica Kay Kosorsis
Lauren Jennifer Kotler
Taylor Krahm
Kelsie Louise Krawczyk
‡ Madeline Marie Kreis
‡ Reilly Lynn Kroiss
‡ Lena Samantha Elizabeth Krubeck
Jessica Mae Kruchoski
Amber Krueger
Samantha Rae Krusic
Sadie Marie Kvistad
Emily Danielle LaCount
Jenna Kay Langmeier
Mason James Lankey

Brent Larson
Katie Lorraine Larson
Karrah LaSavage
Anne Larson Laube
Mariah Lateesh Lax
Karie Le
‡ Madison Grace Leahy
Sydney Carreen LeClaire
Katrina K. Lee
Mai Doua Lee
Pa Zao Lee
‡ Julia Danielle Lettenberger
‡ Rebecca Jean Levshetz
‡ Hanna Levy
Christopher John Lewis
Dominique Lewis
Rachel Paige Lieber
Mikailah Lindberg
Michael James Lindeman
‡ Claire Susan Lindgren
Nuohua Liu
‡ Genna Marie Locke
Michelle Renee Locke
Shayna Marie Lodzinski
Mackenzie Kay Loftness
Richard Lor
Paige R. Lowell
‡ Megan Lund

Memorial Union Terrace
Sophia Ly
§ Morgan Alyssa Machado
Alison Danielle Mack
Anna Marie Madsen
David Peter Maneage
Francesca Marie Marchetti
Greg Lawrence Marcus
Jordan David Marsh
Joanna Pauline Millado Martinez
Sasha Igorivna Mashchenko
§ Brooke Michaela Maslinski
Lauren Marie Matenaer
§ Caroline Matkom
§ Erin Nicole Matusinec
Ebony Nicole Emmarie McClendon
Tracy Lynn McKevel
Alex McLaughlin
Noelle Grace McNeill
Jake Allen Meador
Jieqi Mei
Daisy Mejia
Jane Merriman
Lauren Rae Meyer
Brooke Elizabeth Meyerhofer
Emily Theodora Mickelson
Amanda Miller
Evan Alexander Miller
Chelsey Nicole Minten
Justine Elizabeth Mischka
§ Maya Marie Mockert
Mikki Mok
Megan Monette
§ Emily Morris
Angela Marie Morrow
Scott Thomas Moser
Panouly Moua
§ Sarah Mraz
Shannon Colleen Murphy
Nimra Nadeem
Hannah Alice Nass
Teagan Christine Nelson
§ Cameron Joy Neusen
Angela Nguyen
Brianna Cecilia Nytes
Jacqueline O'Boyle
Anissa Marie Olson
Emily Olson
Kaylee Kim Olson
Hannah Marie Ostertag
Elizabeth Owens
Leandro Padilla
Katelyn Rose Pecha
Rachel Shana Piltser
Luke Hamilton Piper
Willa Pearl Pittman
§ Megan Jean Pluemar
Gabriella Helena Pott
Julia Madeline Presten
Mary Katharine Pyle
Griffin Harold Quigley
§ Mary Quinlan
McKenzie Ellen Quinlevan
Holly Jo Quirk
Lena Rabinowitz
Heidi Marie Raddatz
Johannah Marie Ranous
Ann Marie Raster
Claire Abbott Reimer
Nicholas Stephen Repp
Casey Lynne Reynders
Taylor Rae Rieck
Jackson Keith Ringelberg
§ Carly Lonergan Ritger
Jack Austin Ritzman
Danielle Jane Robers
§ Sydney Claire Roberts
Benjamin Rogan
§ Rosie Rogers
§ Sarah Elizabeth Rogers
Megan Marie Roskom
Emma Ross
Jenna Isabelle Roston
§ Nina Rozwadowski
Franchesca Mae Runde
Kelsey Renee Ruth
Luke Thomas Ryan
§ Tony Lynn Rylance
Emily Samuels
William Steven Sanford
Kelly Saxby
Sydney Scadden
Timothy Michael Schade
Katelyn Ann Schelfboud
Adam Schimberg
§ Sophia Grace Schmidt
Anne Schnabel
§ Sam Michael Schneider
Eleanor K. Schueller
Miles Schuller
§ Natalie Ruth Scumaci
Joshua Robert Senkheil
Noemy Guadalupe Serrano
§ Brooke Shackelford
Samantha Rose Shyer
Kylee Beverly Siegl
Carly Marie Siewert
§ Lauren Silber
Lyndsey Silverstein
Lizzie Skantz
Natalie Marie Skeffington
Selesteel Warzwick Sleight
Jacob Charles Soener
MinJae Son
Jenna Sorensen
Luke Patrick Standbrook
Clara Jean Stedman
Alexander Stelbicki
Sarah Elizabeth Stenz
Andrew James Sternaman
Vail Elizabeth Strieter
Madison Taylor-Paij Stronach
Kevin Michael Sturgeon
§ Hannah Rose Sturm
Rebecca Sturm
Allison Rose Sukus
Eric John Swanson
§ Claire Kelly Sweeney
Daniel John Tenuta
Keng Thao
§ Myxee Marie Thao
Harold Trung Tran
Timothy Tran
Kelly Van Truong
Isaac Trussoni
Zachary Jay Van Beusekom
Grant Michael Van Grinsven
Nicholas Vandrisse
Lee Vang
Bret Michael Verstegen
Emily Vlasak
Kelsey Elizabeth Wagner
Adam Wales
Amy Walkowski
Zhixin Wang
Elsa Wastian
Sydney Naomi Watson
Taylor Webb
§ Clare Weible
Derek Conrad Weil
Michelle Weil
Christine Tamara Weiss
§ Emily Weiss
Naomi Welter
Tionna Quashe Williams
Nicole Wlodarski
Kristin Boezelijn Wolfe
Hannah Ellysse Wulf
Bao Xiong
Salina Xiong
§ Shuqi Xiong
Ying Yang Youa Xiong
Qingyi Xu
‡ Tianchen Xu
‡ Xinyan Xu
Erin Elizabeth Yahnke
Nancy Kalia Yang
Claire Young
Karyn Lynn Załewski
Lauren Claire Zanotelli
Brenden Zarrinnam
Ciara Lynn Zaspel
Zhongqian Zhao
‡ Lulu Zhou
Yan Zhu
Yannan Zhu
Jake Robert Zinda
‡ Karolina Zounarova

School of Nursing

‡ Jessa Abing
   Elizabeth Barbara Alleman
   Jennifer Anco
   Jessica Nicole Anderson
   Lauren Anthony
‡ Elizabeth Breckweg Arth
   Grace Backes
   Emma Louise Bartholomew
   Ann Beckman
   Taylor Ann Behnke
   Nikki Marie Bennett
   Stephanie Bergren
   Olivia Sarah Biller
   Sarah Anne Blewitt
   Justin Bond
   Brianna Lynn Boston-Kemple
   Lucas Bouche
   Emily Marie Bowie
   Jenny Leigh Bren
   Elise Renee Breunig
   Lauren Brokish
‡ Grace Ann Brunkow
   Brandon Thomas Burkett
‡ Valerie Burnett
   Heather Anne Burroughs
   Caroline Catlin
   Kay-Jah Charles
   Selena Chiev
   Joseph Peter Christensen
‡ Elise Mae Clussman
   Michelle M. Coenen
   Peter Gerard Cummings
‡ Paul Cyr
   Brianna Danielle Daniel
   Valerie A. Deal
‡ Taylor Dempsey
   Alexandra DeSautel
   Olivia Danielle Destefano
   Lucy Dieck
   Jady Kristianna Donahue-Szudy
‡ Matthew Thomas Drakas
‡ Hannah Jane Dreischmeier
   Ellen Drewry
   Andrea Terese Ducklow
‡ Alex Dudek
   Nadia Yesenia Eagan
   Alyssa Kimberli Egan
   Denise Jannelle Eggers
‡ Christa Elizabeth Edson
   Leeah Eisch
   Sara Renee Endres
   Emily Fahrenkrug
   Bridget Hogan Farley
   Drew Brennan Farrahar
   Mackenzie Femrite
‡ Margaret Kathrynn Fish
   Kayla Eileen Fisher
   Yao Folivi
‡ Samantha Lynn Fralish
‡ Jessica Francois
   Madeline Claire Frankey
   Faleasha Kay Gallagher
   Jael Angelica Garamendi
   Alice Ann Gardner
   Rachel Elise Garnett
   Kathryn Allison Gidal
‡ Madison Ann Glover
‡ Haley Going
   Elisabeth Catherine Grenfell
‡ Katelyn Suzanne Grout
   Tenzin Choepel Guerek
‡ Kathleen Turner Guhl
   Delaney Paige Haese
   Brooke Hallum
   Grace Michelle Halpeny
   Ellen Elizabeth Hansen
‡ Melanie Elizabeth Hansen
   Samuel John Hartley
   Emily Hening
   Valentine Koichi Hepper
‡ Zachary James Hoffman
   Jacob Robert Hollister
‡ Kaitlyn Hopfensperger
   Brienna Lynn Hunt
   Kelsey Sue Huntington
   Matthew Daniel Ida
‡ Olivia Grace Isenberger
‡ Madeline Claire Jilot
‡ Emilee Maerie Jocewicz
   Bailey Johnson
   Greta Johnson
   Sherry Jorgenson
   Heidi Frances Kapusta
   Margaret Louise Karls
   Amanda Lynnae Kent
‡ Molly Kathleen Kiernan
   Kari Ann Kirkegaard
‡ Rebecca Kish
‡ Anna Marina Klár
   Stephanie Marie Klock
   Katharine Anna Elsie Koehler
   Madison Kohl
   James Kollross
   Jene Julianne Kramer
   Isaac Kysely
   Sherrie Lancour
   Anna Lee Landry
   Brooke Larkin
   Brittney LeAnne Lathrop
‡ Kaitlyn Kay Lauersdorf
   Mimi Le
   Emily LeSage
   Rose Elizabeth Albert Lewis
   Madeline Lillian Lindhart
   Rachel Loder
   Lauren Marie Lohff
   Kris Arlene Lopez-Yang
   Molly Lucas
‡ Janice La Luu
   Jordyn Mackey
   Megan Nicole Matuszewski
   Natalia Matuszewski
   Jack Henry McFarlin
   Guisella Ysabel Medrano
‡ Meghan McGill Meeker
   Bridget Artemas Metcalf
   Laure Yaye Afi Modjinou
   Morgan Michelle Muelbeck
   James Daniel Muhlenbeck
   Samuel August Nash
   Emma Christina Nettesheim
   Halee Nieuwenhuis
   Krystal Obermeier
   Elisa Obregon
   Emily Marie Ockler
   Hannah Grace Olson
‡ Matthew Olson
‡ Jamie Michelle Pacenti
‡ Kelli Paluch
   Stacey Park
‡ Nathaniel Patton
‡ Madelyn Marie Phillips
   Jeanne Mary Pinnnow
   Delora Rose Prange

† Honors Candidate
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement
A banner on Bascom Hill is pictured on an autumn day as a pedestrian walks by.

† Emilie Rose Price  
‡ Jack Ryan Propson  
Cierra Renee Lee Pruitt  
Anne Lillie Radtke  
Mason Kent Reinhardt  
† Carley Ann Richards  
Austin Roach  
Amber Lea Rogers  
Michelle Nicole Ruesch  
Valerie Christine Ruffing  
Emma Theresa Sanborn  
Famara Sanneh  
Amanda Lynn Schlimgen  
Emily Schmidt  
Ashley Noelle Schoen  
Camryn Schwartz  
Aniqueka Jamie Scott  
Stephen Joseph Scoville  
Margaret Semrad  
Sarah Rae Shervey  
Naomi Marie Shimura  
Rachael Lynn Shulta  
Ingrid Kjersti Simpson  
Casandra Marie Stanfield  
† Elizabeth Antonia Stephens  
Ashley Jordan Sternhagen

Margaret Grace Hollingshead Stewart  
Gabrielle LaVonne Sunness  
Bintou Suso  
† Elise Kathryn Suttner  
Samantha Nicole Swancoat  
Elizabeth Karcyn Terp  
† Emily Noelle Thoma  
Alison Renee Thompson  
† Erica Kay Timmers  
Angela Wengin Toy  
Mathew Leonard Trapp  
Kimberly Nicole Van Brunt  
Laura Van Cleave  
† Pa Ying Vang  
Leah Vetro  
‡ Claire Marie Wagner  
† Kara Waier  
‡ C. Michelle Watkins  
Emma Helen Werntz  
† Morgan Leigh White  
Arianna Will  
Katelyn Jill Willoughby  
Lauren Wilmet  
Max Wolk  
Kia Yang  
Aleksandra Zylka

School of Pharmacy

Ramsey Ellen Benkert  
† Julia Christiano Silva Chini  
‡ Ethan Hall Crispell  
‡ Tom Drummond  
Rachel Elizabeth Geroux  
Ly Hoang  
Hunter Lee  
‡ Yusen Men  
Emma Lynne Murray  
‡ Lauren Penn  
Hannah Peterson  
Emily Marie Poellinger  
Soren Rozema  
Claudia Schmitt  
Hao Wei Teh  
Mohammad Titi  
Charlotte Marie Urban  
Daniel Frank Wagner  
Makaila Ann Wallin  
† Colton Edward Wickland  
Eden Yitbarek Zewdie  
Yufei Zhu

† Honors Candidate  
‡ Candidate for Distinctive Scholastic Achievement